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Abstract:

A formalism for the dynamical treatment of the molecular

orbitals of valence nucleons in nucleus-nucleus collisions at low

bombarding energy is developed with the use of the coupled-

reaction-channel (CRC) method. The Coriolis coupling effects as

well as the finite mass effects of the nucleon are taken into

account in this model, of rotating molecular orbitals, RMO.

First, the validity of the concept is examined from the view

point of the multi-step processes in a standard CRC calculation

for systems containing two identical [core] nuclei. The

calculations show strong CRC effects particularly in the case

where the mixing of different l-parity orbitals - called

hybridization in atomic physics - occurs. Then, the RMO

representation for active nucleons is applied to the same systems

and compared to the CRC results. Its validity is investigated

with respect to the radial motion (adiabaticity) and the rotation

of the molecular axis (radial and rotational coupling).

Characteristic molecular orbitals of covalent molecules appear as

rotationally stable states (K-l/2) with good adiabaticity. Using

the RMO's we obtain a new interpretation of various scattering

phenomena. Dynamically induced changes in the effective Q-valuea

(or scaling of energies), dynamically induced moments of inertia

and an dynamically induced effective (L-S) interaction are

obtained as a result of the molecular orbital formation. Various

experimental data on transfer and subbarrier fusion reactions are

understood in terms of the RMO's and their adiabatic potentials.
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Landau-Zener transitions, which strongly depend on the total

angular momentum of the system, definitely predict the

observation of characteristic change's in the cross sections for

the inelastic scattering 13C(12C,12C)13C*(3.086 MeV,l/2+) with

the change of the bombarding energy.
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1. Introduction

The shell structure of nuclei, which is well established by

a vast amount of data on single particle properties of nuclear

states, suggests that a wide spectrum of phenomena should exist

in the interaction of nuclei, which can be described by the

concepts of molecular orbitals. The main distinction to

molecular atomic physics comes from the strong long range Coulomb

repulsion whereas the molecular binding effects of valence

nucleons appear only at small distances. Although the nucleon-

nucleon forces between nuclei are strong they are not effective

until nuclei overlap because of the short range property of the

wave functions and of the force. Once nuclei overlap, however,

the nucleon-nucleon forces induce a strong attractive nucleus-

nucleus potential, which in general causes the collapse of the

two nuclei as opposed to the case in atomic physics. Pure two-

or many-center nuclear-molecules as stable bound states are thus

the rare exceptions (e.g., Li - ot+d, Li » ot+t and Be - 2<z+n).

The main field of molecular phenomena in nuclei, therefore, is

tied to scattering phenomena — with very similar physical

ingredients as in atomic collision processes [1-3],

Molecular properties of nuclear systems in nucleus-nucleus

collisions have been investigated by many authors since more than

thirty years. The possible existence of di-nuclear molecules has

12 12been pointed out in the scattering of C on C by Bromley et

al.[4], and along this line door-way state models [5,6] due to

the inelastic channel coupling and the double resonance model
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[7] as well as its systematics [8,9] have been developed. These

resonances are thus connected to the collective excitations of

nuclei. On the other hand, molecular orbitals of the active

nucleons have been discussed by Breit and Ebel and their

collaborators [10], to describe the nucleon transfer in heavy-ion

reactions in analogy to electron molecular orbital formation in

atomic collisions. Keeping this analogy it is suggested that

active nucleons should be transferred repeatedly between two core

nuclei. As the most adequate systems for the occurrence of the

repeated transfer, Temmtr [11] had suggested systems containing

two identical core nuclei. The transfer between the sane

orbitals of the respective core nuclei has a vanishing Q-value

and the degeneracy of the bound states enhances the transition

probability.

Focusing the attention to the molecular orbital formation in

the case of two identical core nuclei, von Oertzen proposed to

apply the method of the linear combinations of nuclear orbitals

(LCNO) [12,13], where the relative motion of the system is

treated in a quantum mechanical way. Precise formulation of the

LCNO was later given by von Oertzen and Norenberg ri4], and by

Becker et al.[15]. In spite of many experimental efforts and

analysis using the LCNO method, however, a definite conclusion on

the existence of the repeated transfer of the active nucleon was

not possible [13], since the occurrence of the repeated transfer

in the elastic channel strongly depends on the choice of the

optical parameters, especially on the imaginary part.

However, in recent years increasing evidence for more than
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second order processes in single nucleon transfer in heavy ion

reactions has been accumulated [16-24]. Such evidence steins from

the analysis of data with more advanced computer codes using the

coupled-reaction-channel formalism, for example, presented in

this report and from the precise data on single nucleon transfer

which become available. A decisive point, "rediscovered" only

rather recently [21-24], is the mixing of orbitals of different

parity (hybridization) which enhance* very strongly the transfer

interaction [21]. This concept which is due to L. Pauling [76]

i» illustrated in figs. la,b. If two wave functions of one

center are perturbed by the presence of a second center, these

wave functions are mixed into new wave functions which reflect

the axial symmetry, and are classified by the projection of the

spin K. For two states of different parity and a mixing

amplitude of a definite sign, the final wave function is enhanced

by the equal sign of the wave function, on one side and decreased

on the other side. In cases where this parity mixing can occur,

the transfer probability is strongly enhanced as illustrated by

the form factors in fig. 2, and repeated transfer of the nucleon

can occur.

1.1. MULTI-STEP INTERACTIONS IN HEAVY-ION NUCLEON TRANSFERS

One of the methods to treat the repeated transfer processes

is the coupled-reaction-channel (CRC) theory which has been

developed by many authors [2S-33] by using the eigenstates of the

separated nuclei in the collision. Considering systems with many

partial waves and in order to avoid the problem of the non-local
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transfer form factors, Broglia and Winter [32], and recently

Kammuri and Matsuoka [33] have formulated the time dependent CRC

equation for semi-classical systems. However, such treatments

are not adequate for the description of the collisions with

lighter heavy ions (A £ 40) at low bombarding energies, where the

molecular orbital concept of the active nucleons is valid.

To avoid a complicated problem — the non-orthogonality

problem [27-31] accompanied with the transfer processes - and to

get the CRC S-matrix in a compact form in quantum mechanical way,

HcHahan and Tobocman [34] have proposed to use the K-matrix Born

(on-the-energy shell) approximation. This method, however, is

essentially inadequate, as will be shown in this report, for

treating the CRC effect concerning the molecular orbital

formation.

By starting from the exact CRC method in a quantal

description Imanishi [35] as well as Baur and Wolter [36] have

formulated the radial CRC equations, respectively, containing a

local form factor with an approximate treatment of the non-

orthogonal problem on the transfer. Both formulations have been

applied to systems [16,18,37] like 17O+16O. The radial CRC

equation derived by the former author has been combined with the

LCNO theory and has been outlined in ref. 21, it will be

discussed in this report in detail.

Concerning the experimental evidences for multistep interac-

tions distinctive discrepancies have been observed in the frame

work of the DWBA analysis of single nucleon transfer data.

Namely, CRC effects are often seen as deviations of data from
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DWBA prediction. These discrepancies are of two kinds;

i) failures to fit the position of the grazing bump t38-41] - in

particular for one and two proton transfer for energies not

so high above the Coulomb barrier,

ii) failures to describe the oscillatory phase (in LI =1

transfers) for cases with diftractive patterns in the angular

distributions [42-47j.

In many cases the discrepancies observed in the angular

distributions at low bombarding energies might be explained, if

the transfer occurs at much larger distances than those suggested

by the DWBA form factors. These anomalous transfers can be

interpreted as due to the fact that the transferred nucleon

orbitals are adiabatically distorted or extend towards a

molecular orbital configuration along the line joining the two

centers of the colliding nuclei. Similar arguments are used by

Korotky et al.[47] to explain the changed balance of A£«0 and

A£=l transfers in DWBA for the 13C(13C,12C)14C reaction.

For the view point of the adiabatic picture, theoretical

investigations have been made by Delic et al.[48] and also by

Seglie and Ascuitto et al.[49]. They assumed that one nucleon

transfer occurs as a one-step process between adiabatically

distorted orbitals. The former authors constructed a transfer

form factor by taking into account the distortions generated by

the two center shell model (TCSM) and obtained qualitatively

better agreement with the data. The latter authors consider that

the main effects of the distortion should be reflected not so

much in the form factor as in the adiabatic energies, i.e., in



the distorting potentials generating the distorted partial waves

and they proposed the use of effective Q-values. With a choice

of appropriate values of the Q-value, they get surprisingly good

qualitative fits to the data. In both approaches mentioned

above, in order to be consistent, multi-step transfers (or the

radial couplings in the latter) should be included, because the

distorted orbitals enhance the transfer probability strongly. In

fact, in our study of the system C+ C [24], we see that strong

multi-step transfers of the active nucleon are induced by the

distortion of the original orbitals, the density distribution of

which extends towards the other nucleus as is shown in figs, la

and b. The transfer form factor for the distorted orbitals is

shown in fig. 2, it is extremely enhanced compared with that of

the original undistorted orbitals.

1.2. FORMATION OF NUCLEON MOLECULAR ORBITALS IN HEAVY ION

REACTIONS

In tie understanding of colliding systems with the molecular

orbital models the dynamical problems, i.e., the exact treatment

of the relative motion and the account of the recoil effects of

mass transfer are clearly more important for the nucleon molecu-

lar orbitals than for electron molecular orbitals [1-3], since in

nuclear reactions the mass ratio of the valence particles to the

cores (see refs. 77-79 for the finite mass effects in transfers)

is larger than in atomic physics. In this context the dynamical

effects are carefully discussed in a quantum mechanical way in

the present study of nucleon molecular orbitals.
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1.2.1. Two-Center Shell Model Approach

Taking into account all the nucleons contained in a system

of two nuclei. Park, Scheid, Greiner and their collaborators have

investigated nucleon molecular orbitals by using the two-center

shell model (TCSM) [51-54]. In order to include the recoil

correction due to the transfer of nucleons, they consider the

molecular orbitals generated by the TCSM's [51] given by the

respective mass partitions of a system (see fig. 3b). By using

these molecular orbitals, they give a formulation (dynamical

TCSM) for the radial coupled equation.

According to this formalism, they calculate correlation

diagrams for the systems 12C+17O +* 13C+16O [54] and 24Mg+17O •+

25Mg+16O [53] in the respective mass partitions. In these

diagrams, one sees the real and pseudo crossing points, where

transitions between different molecular orbitals are effectively

generated by rotational and radial couplings. In particular,

they call attention to the possibility of the Landau-Zener

transition mechanism [82,33]. Further, Abe and Park [55] have

considered this mechanism, though rather qualitatively, in

connection with the anomalous behaviour observed in the

excitation function of the inelastic scattering 17O(12C,12C)17O*

(0.871 MeV,l/2+) [56].

The two-center shell model has been also tested by Pruess

and Lichter [50] to see the evolution of the polarization of

nucleon orbitals due to the proximity of the approaching nucleus

and they discussed the possibility of the molecular orbital

formation. A dynamical TCSM calculation in this spirit has b**n
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done recently for the 13C(13C,12C)14C reaction by Koennecke et

al.[57].

Similarly, Norenberg and his collaborators [58] have also

investigated the TCSM molecular orbitals from the view point of

the time dependent Hartree-Pock [59] theory and put the emphasis

on the importance of the diabatic processes at higher energies.

These kinds of treatments have an advantage in that the

truncated space employed is big enough, because all nucleons in

the system are taken into account there. At the same time,

however, it gives rise to a serious problem on the definition of

the relative distance between the centers of the two nuclei,

which is necessary in order to define a specific channel. This

causes the ambiguities in the treatment of the dynamics of

collisions.

1.2.2. CRC/LCNO Approach for Valence Hucleons

In the approach presented here and partially in previous

publications [21-25,60,61], we assume the existence of stable

core nuclei, and the active nucleons move around these core

nuclei like the electrons around the two nuclei in atomic

collisions. This assumption is reasonably supported by the

following facts:

(i) In the optical model analysis of the elastic and inelastic

scattering induced by heavy ions, it is found that closed

shell nuclei remain stable at the distances where the

colliding nuclei overlap so as to induce transfer. The

imaginary parts of these systems are transparent at the

°urface region [62].
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(ii) Fusion cross sections at sub-Coulomb barrier energies of

systems possessing active nucleons show an enhancement

compared to systems of closed shell nuclei [63-69] and a

systematic dependence on transfer Q-values. The inclusion

of further degrees of freedom like nucleon transfer (and

collective excitations) gives an adiabatic potential, as in

the present work [25], for the total system, which is much

lower than the static potential obtained from average

nuclear properties [70-75].

(iii) There is evidence for the repeated transfer of the active

nucleon between two core nuclei in the analysis of 0 ( 0 ,

16O)17O*(l/2+,3.086MeV) [16-18] and recently in the analysis

of the elastic and inelastic scattering of 12C on 13C C25].

In the former case multi-step processes at least up to

second and third order are required for reproducing the

data. In the latter case we found strong multi-step

tranfers, which are due to the mixing (hybridization)

[21,76] of the p-d orbitals and the additive action of

transfer and excitation.

In the present and the previous work we employ the coupled-

reaction-channel (CEC) method and define the molecular orbitals

in the radial CRC equation [21,22,24,60,61]. This corresponds to

the CRC version of the LCNO method [12,13]. Namely, as in the

case of atomic physics the wave function of a two center problem

can be constructed, but dynamically, by starting with the single

center solution (shell model in the case of nuclei) for each

nucleon. The Rotational coupling terms due to Coriolis force and
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the recoil of mass transfer are included in the definition of our

molecular orbitals, defined as RMO, the rotating molecular

orbitals. In the conventional method the dynamical problem is

treated after the definition of the molecular orbitals in a

static way. In the present approach we treat this problem in the

stage of the RMO's as functions of the radial distance (see fig.

3). The significance of Coriolis rotational coupling induced by

the rotation of the symmetry axis in nuclear reactions was first

pointed out by Nogami [80] in the treatment of the induced moment

of inertia and the effects have been discussed by Tazawa [81] in

heavy-ion elastic and inelaBtic scattering.

In atomic collisions it is shown recently by Nakamura and

his collaborators [109] that the inclusion of the Coriolis

rotational coupling into the definition of the molecular orbitals

gives clear insight to the transition mechanism between molecular

orbitals. In nuclear reactions, however, the importance of the

rotational coupling is emphasized not only in the understanding

of the transition mechanism but also in the formation of the

nucleon molecular orbitals themselves.

One of the advantages of the molecular orbitals (RMO)

approach presented in our treatment is that they allow the direct

comparison between the exact CEC results and the results obtained

by the adiabatic approach. Through this comparison we gain

insight into the reaction mechanism and into the validity of the

adiabatic picture.

This approach is different to that conventionally employed

in atomic physics [1-3] [except for ref. 109] and in ref. 57,
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because only the radial coupling remains between the adiabatic

HMO. Adiabaticity is lost at avoided crossings where Landau-

Zener transitions can occur: these are generally localized in the

interior at large overlaps of the nuclei. However, experimental

evidence for such processes can be found in the existing data

(see discussion in sect. 6 and ref. 23).

Adiabaticitv of the molecular orbitals in the surface region

can approximately be estimated by the velocities of nucleons v.,

and cores vc; the condition being
 vt|>>vc» Using the angular

momenta of relative motion L and of the single nucleon orbitals

LJJ and relating them in a semiclassical way to the intrinsic

momenta we find as a condition for adiabaticity

(1.1)

where c and N stand as index for core and nucleon and u is the

reduced mass. Adiabaticity is thus well fulfilled for larger

Lj-values and not to high angular momenta of relative motion, Lc.

In the present CRC approach we have further the following

two problems which complicate the direct defintion of the

molecular orbitals:

(i) Overlap integrals appear together with the kinetic energy

operator of the relative motion (non-orthogonality term)

[25,27,30].

(ii) The transfer interaction takes a non-local form, which is

caused by the finite mass of the nucleon (recoil effects of

the transfer) [25,77]. Thus, non-locality in principle



prevents the definition of common variables for molecular

orbitals.

These problems are solved by transforming the base functions

to an orthonormal system [35]. we can show that the overlap

integral can approximately be separated from the kinetic energy

operator. The new radial CRC equation has a transfer form

factor, which is convenient for an approximate treatment ol the

recoil effects. Using the first order of the no-recoil approxi-

mation, the dynamical problems mentioned above are incorporated

in the radial CRC equation in such a way as to allow the

definition of molecular orbitals.

This method is applied to systems like 12C+13C, 16O+17O,

36S+37C1 and 40Ca+41Ca and we discuss the formation of the

12 13molecular orbitals, especially for the system of C+ C» For

the molecular orbitals we focus our attention on adiabatically

stable configurations, which imply the formation of a nuclear

molecule consisting of a three body system: Core-nucleon-Core.

For the bound state problem with a similar configuration we
a

refer, for example, to the cluster states of Be constructed by

two a particles and a neutron [84] and to the states of three a

clusters, a-a-a, of C nucleus [85],

The stability of the molecular orbitals is discussed in

detail with respect to the Coriolis K-mixlng interaction which is

completely incorporated in our molecular orbitals. This Coriolis

interaction acts strongly for high angular momenta of the total

system. The stability is lost finally by 'rotational alignwent"

a phenomenon well known for single nucleon motion in the case of
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the rotation of axially symmetric deformed nuclei [86].

The present paper is set in the following way: In sect. 2

we derive the radial CRC equation, in sect. 3 the molecular

orbitals (the rotating molecular orbital, RMO) are defined. We

also discuss, by a perturbative treatment, the effects of the

Coriolis interaction on specific channels for two cases, where

the spins of colliding nuclei are zero and zero, and zero and

one-half. In the former case effective moments of inertia for

the relative motion are introduced and in the latter an effective

(L-S) interaction is obtained as a result of the CRC effects

[87]. Recently, similar arguments of the CRC effects have been

made by many authors [88-90] in connection with the spin-

polarization phenomena in heavy-ion reactions [91-93,108]. In

12 13sect. 4 we present the CRC calculation for the system C+ C and

discuss the CRC effects from the view point of the molecular

orbital formation. In sect. 5 the adiabatic calculations using

RMO for the system of 12C+13C are shown, and we discuss the

properties of the RHO's and the transition mechanism between

them. A specific transition mechanism — Landau-Zener transitions

— is discussed in sect. 6. These transitions, which occur in the

negative parity states of the total system, give interesting

phenomena for the energy dependence of the inelastic cross

sections in the 12C+13C system [94]. In sect. 7 we show the

density distributions of the molecular orbitals. These

distributions show clearly the different phenomena described

previously and we can identify the molecular configurations where

the RMO nucleon is concentrated at the centre on the axis joining
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the two core nuclei. In sect. 8 we discuss the molecular orbital

properties for other systems, i.e., 16O+17O, 36S+37Ci and

Ca+ Ca. A summary is given in sect. 9.
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2. Radial Coupicd-Reaction-Channel Equation

If We choose separate states in nuclei as base functions of

the coupled channel theory we can derive radial coupled-reaction-

channel (CRC) equations in a form convenient to discuss the

formation of molecular orbitalt. The helicity representation

(HR) as well as the partial wave representation (PWR) are adopted

for the description of the base functions.

In the HR the interaction between two colliding nuclei is

diagonal with respect to the K-quantum number if the effects of

the recoil in transfer processes are ignored. There are,

however, K-mixing effects arizing from the centrifugal potential

(Coriclis couplings) of the relative motion. On the other hand

in the PWR we have other convenient properties, in particular,

that it gives eigen states of the effective Hamiltonian at large

(and very small) distances.

For the radial CRC equation we use a local approximation of

the non-local transfer form factor which reflects the recoil due

to mass transfer. Furthermore, in the case of non-identical

cores, the recoil effect due to the mass difference between them

is taken into account approximately as a scaling effect of the

relative distance. .

2.1. CHOICE OF BASE FUNCTIONS

In the partial wave representation, we use for the PWR-base

functions (not orthogonalized, designated by "hat").
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TM1T -i 4 H+t . + lT,

* i \ £ i ' 1 2 R > * [ Y * . ( l i ) 8 *I . ( 1 2 R 'W 1 *'"' 1/2. (2.1)

They diagonalize the total Hamiltonian at the asymptotic

distances for the channels labeled by "i". In the above equation

J and IT (H»0 for +, and 1 for -) denote the total angular

momentum and the parity of the system, H is the Z-contponent of J,

the quantization axis being parallel to incident momentum (PHR).

The suffix "i" of the base function stands for a set of quantum

numbers of the nuclear state• (nucleon orbits), the angular-

momentum SL± of the relative motion (r^) and the mass partition.

The definition of the coordinates is given in fig. 4. The

channel wave function.

R1 - <R
1»R2

r'"'V ' (2-2J

is composed of core nuclei 1 and 2, and active (valence) nucleons

(R1), and it belongs to the state of channel spin Ii and parity

For the discussion of molecular orbitals of the active

nucleons, however, it is more suitable very often to employ the

HR with the channel wave function 9a (12R
a) which is represented

by the coordinates 1, 2 and R^ of the body fixed frame and the

Z-axis is taken to be the axis joining the two centers of the two

nuclei. The HR base function belonging to the spin state of J

and M and the parity n is expressed by.
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KU

J+H+TT - i
with s a - {-) ° a . (2.4)

The suffix of the channel wave function <f_a shows the same set of

quantum numbers as that of the wave function ^ but with the

opposite sign of the K-quantum number. The quantity J denotes

(2J+1)1/2. in the representations (2.1) and (2.3), only the

quantum numbers l^ and K are different and other quantum numbers

are the same:

i - (J^.i) and a - (K,S) with i - S . (2.5)

Transformation coefficients Ca^ between the two representa-

tions of base functions are given by the expression,

n+iu+Tr ,.T

< l - <?fI'?iWI> = ̂ T
1 +'-> (-) ^Jii-nciiiO* , (2.6)

if the a and i indicate the same mass partition. In the case of

a 3* i (mass partition) , we can put,

C ^ - 0 . (2.6')

To get a complete expression for the base function in the
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space of all coordinates, x - (r[,^i12R
i) (or (r^,ta12R°)), we

add the 6-functions 6 (r.j-r|) devided by r± (or 6 (ra-r£)/ra) to

the base function given by eq. (2.1) and (2.3) (see ref. 25),

<x|iri> £ 6(ri-r;!)J'i<,£i,12R
i)/'ri , or (2.7)

<x|ara> = «(rB-r;)#B^.12s!)/r0 . (2.8)

Hereafter, we use in the discussions of the molecular-orbitals

either of the representations, i.e., the HR or the PWR, without

notice if there is no difference in the respective equations. He

will omit the underline of the coordinate, which indicates the

coordinate in the body fixed frame. Also, we will drop the

suffices J, M and n for the wave functions and other quantities,

as far as there is no source of confusion.

In general the base functions |arQ> (or |ir^>) are not

orthogonal. Thus, the following overlap integral kernels are

defined at each value of rQ and rg (see also ref. 25),

= <arjBrB> . (2.9)

The above integral is rewritten as

N,.n<r,.'ro) * I 5,.afi *r»~r
B) '

 for m ass Partition of a • 6,
(2.9*)

for mass partition of a # 8 ,
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where the differential dy . is of the all coordinate except for
UP

the jc and ̂ g, and J denotes the Jacobian for the differential

of the above integral; J . - [(m+M )(m+M.)/m(m+M +M.)]3.
Op U p U J J

In cases that the masses M and M. of core nuclei are much
u o

heavier than the mass m of the active nucleons, i.e., M , M >>m,
u p

the no recoil approximation (see the discussion in subsect. 2.3),

~a ™ %8 H —' *8 9oo<i" Tnus» the overlap kernel (2.9) is

rewritten in a local form. Further, in this approximation the

kernel vanishes between different K-guantum numbers in the HR;

with

N (r) - /dCjdCjdR0 ^J(12Ra) ̂ (12RB) , (2.11)

where the differentials dc± (i-1,2) are of the intrinsic

coordinates of the core nuclei i (= 1 and 2).

The use of the overlap kernels makes it possible to define an

orthonormal set (see also ref. 25) of base functions in the whole

coordinate space T,

At the infinity of rB, #a(ra,T) agrees with <T|oro>. If the

non-orthogonal basis set of |or > is not linearly independent,

the transformation to the orthogonal set is not defined uniquely.

However, the expression (2.12) is still valid if we make use of

the definition of N~1/2 which is shown in Appendix A.
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2.2. DERIVATION OF THE RADIAL CRC EQUATION

The coupled-reaction-channel equations are derived in a

similar way as in ref. 25 by starting with non-orthogonal base

functions. The Hamiltonian of the total system is decomposed in

such a way that the base functions given by eq. (2.1) or (2.3)

are the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian in the asymptotic region

in the channel a.

(2.13)

where L (£ ) is the angular momentum operator of the relative

motion, and H? is the intrinsic Hamiltonian of the two fragments

of the channel a and has an eigenvalue eQ for the state f ;

The total interaction in the channel a is vcc+v°# w n e r e vor> i s

the interaction between two "core" nuclei. The interaction of

the active nucleon(s) with the other nucleus is v". In general,

V_c and V
a contain the core excitation operators.

With the use of the base functions |orQ> and |Br_> given by

eq. (2.8) we define matrices L and K as follows,

t.B(ra'rB> -/ d^V« r«- ri ) / ra )* V0C (V ( rB- ri ) / r6» ' <2-15)

K«BCr«'rfl» -/ d T (*««< r.- ri ) / ta )* v 8 |V < rB- rJ l / rB l ' (2-16>

with I - (r; £a12R
a) - (r« JtB12R

B) .
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A second version of the interaction (2.16) is obtained by vising

the Hamiltonian for the channel B in the asymptotic region (post

and prior forms). The interactions K Q S and L cause transfer

processes and core excitations if a and s belong to different

mass partitions. They give rise to elastic and inelastic

processes for the active-nucleons and core states if a and e

belong to the same mass partition. The latter processes are

called "direct" process, where the active nucleons are attached

to the same center before and after the transitions. He define

the interactions UC and V generating "direct process"

by the following equations,

caa'" Laa--' d 5
aV

VCC ?a' 6 ( ra-V ) 1 for mass Petition of a - a',
(2.17)

for mass partition of a # B,

(2.18')

5a - (£a,12R
a) .

With this definition the transfer processes are generated by

the interactions (in matrix form), (L-Uc) and (K-V) which are

expressed by.

(2.19)
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(2.20)

for mass partition of a # e.

and

<L-DC)ag - 0, 1 (2.191)

> for mass partion of o > t,

(K-V)afl - 0, J (2.20')

It should be noted that the K-quantum number in the HR is not

mixed by the direct interactions UC and V, if the interactions

Vcc and V
a do not contain the momentum dependent terns.

The centrifugal barrier operator n2L2(£a)/2ur
2 « Ra$

Sa6 i s

represented as (see Appendix B),

-2 , _2
—S-j <nr |l/|Br > - ~ ^ t f " ) - <RN) , (2.21)

If we consider a spin-orbit force in the interaction V° in eq.

(2.18), it will cause K-mixing but with the order of the

magnitude m/M. These momentum dependent terns could prevent the

definition of the rotating molecular orbitals (RMO) introduced

in sect. 3.2. However, many authors examined the role of these

terms in heavy ion scattering, especially for the spin

polarization phenomena [see, for example, ref. 88], they showed

minor contribution of these terms to heavy ion scattering at low

bombarding energies. Thus, we will not discuss these terns in

the definition (eq. (3.6) or (3.8)) of the RMO'a or the rotating

distorted orbitals.
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where N is the overlap kernel given by eq. (2.9). The matrix

representation of •£ is diagonal in the PWR (the channel index is

defined here by Latin letters), while it has a K-mixing term in

the HR (channel index is given by Greek letters), that is,

•Zjj « *i(*i+l)iSij r (2.22a)

•*aB " ̂ a S + ^ K K Stt * I CaiCsi.*i(Jti+1) ' (2.22b)

with

4 - J(J+l)+Ia(Ia+l)-(2K
2+la6K1/2(Ia+l/2)(J+l/2)) , (2.23)

(J+KB) (J-KB+1))
1/2«K K _

It should be noted that the Jf„ (and R .) vanishes if the mass

partitions of the a and 6 differ from each other, as is shown in

Appendix B. The second term on the right hand side of eq. (2.23)

is the Coriolis decoupling term, and the eq. (2.24) shows the

Coriolis K-mixing term. With the use of eqs. (2.13)-(2.18) and

(2.20) we get the equation

<arjH|BrB> - ((t+R+e)N + K + L)a|J , (2.25)

w i t h * « • - -
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EaB "
 eaSa6 ' (2-27)

The use of the decomposition of the total Hamiltonian correspond-

ing to the channel $ gives us another version of eq. (2.25)

<ora|H|6rB> » (N(t+R+e) + KT + L) a 6 , (2.2B)

m

where K is the transposed matrix of K. By combining eqs. (2.25)

and (2.28) we get the following equation.

(2.29)

with vP « UC + V .

With this approach we symmetrize the final equations with respect

to the a and 8 representation (post-prior symmetry). In the

right hand side of the above equation the term (NUD+UDN) is added

to the centrifugal potential part and substracted from the

nuclear force part K+KT+2L. This is done, because, <i) the

substraction yields the interaction, K+KT+2L-UDN-NUDf which is

responsible for transfer process alone and, (ii) the addition

makes it possible that the interaction iP works together with

other operators (e.g., R) for the direct process. The transfer

process is induced also by the term N(t+R+UD+s) + (t+R+UD+qN,

because the base functions f do not form an orthogonal system (It

is very difficult to estimate the effects of this tern directly

[27,30], because it contains the kinematic*! operator t).
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In order to get a compact expression of the matrix elements

of the total Hamiltonian with the orthonomal base functions 4
a

given by eg. (2.12), we use a similar method as described in

refs. 25 and 35,

N~1 / 2A N 1 / 2 + N 1 / 2 A N " 1 / 2 - 2A , [A, , (2.30)

and we get the equation by using eq. (2.29),

(2.31)

with N~1/2(K+KT+2L-N0D-UDN)N"JL/2 , (2.32)

AM- [ N " 1 / 2 , [ ( t + R + n D 4 E ) , M 1 / 2 ] ] . (2.33)

By expanding the total function ¥(x) with the orthonormal

base functions ta as,

(2.34)

we derive the following radial CRC equation for the vector

'ul'rl' '**" 'uw'rn" o f t h e r a d i a l w a v e functions.

(E - (t+R+OD+ e+ 0 . (2.35)

In the above equation, transfer processes are generated by the

interactions Kfc and AM, which are symmetric operators., respec-
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tivelv and are generated by the orthonormal system. The operator

K given by eq. (2.32) is constructed from the nuclear interac-

tion between the two nuclei directly and vanishes completely if

the nuclear interaction is switched off. Further, it is free

from the kinematical operator t. On the other hand, the operator

AH which is given by eq. (2.33) does not consist of the nuclear

interaction directly and the transfer processes are generated

through the overlap kernel N and the operators t and R. However,

this operator AM may be safely neglected because of the following

reasons: The operator K is the interaction of the 0-th order in

the operator N(1);

Nll) « N - I , (2.36)

while AM is of second order in this quantity,

AH - - jrN(1),nt+R+uD+e),N{1):)] + O U N ( 1 ) ) 3 ) . (2.37)

The operator N'J:' (ra,r.) vanishes at the asymptotic values of ro

and r. and takes small values for small values of r and r». In
p o p

our no-recoil approximation (see subsect. 2.3) we get a value of

^0.1 for the overlap operator in the grazing region. As an

illustration in figs. Sa and b the curves of N^J* are drawn for

the examples of 12C+13C and 36S+37Ct discussed in sects. 4 and 8.

With the approximation, AttvO, we take into account the effects of

the non-orthogonality on the transfer processes up to the 1st

order.
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2.3. LOCAL APPROXIMATION OF THE NON-LOCAL TRANSFER INTERACTION

The transfer interactions K .(r ,r.) are non-local with

respect to the coordinates r and r.. However, the non-locality

is fairly well restricted to a region along the line of rQ *>• r.

[77-79] if the transferred mass m is much smaller than the masses

Ma and M. of the residual nuclei. In order to give the transfer

interaction a local form, one often uses the no-recoil approxima-

tion r » r. = _r [95,96]. In our local approximation [25],

however, the recoil effects in the angular part of rg and r. are

taken into account in the definition of Kafl<rg'
r
c>• Therefore

there is a K-mixing interaction for transfer processes induced by

He want to obtain a symmetric and local version of

K* (r .r.). For this purpose, we consider a non-local symmetric

operator A(r,r') and expand it in a power series of the momentum

operator along a line of r - ar1. Later, we will discuss how to

choose a constant "a" for the transfer interaction K .(r ,r.).
crfs a s

To achieve this aim, we introduce the following integral with

arbitrary functions f(r) and g(r),

G - I I drdr'g(r)A(r,r')f(r1) . (2.38)
0 0

The variables r and r' in the above equation are transformed to

the following new variables as,

(a2+l)x «= ar + r" , and (2.39)
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(a2+l)y - r - ar' , (2.40)

where y measures the width of the non-locality.

Expansion of the momentum operator yields the following series of

the integral G (derivation of the equation is given in Appendix

C),

• 00 #00 00

G - dxdx'g(x) I A(n)(x,x')f(x') , (2.41)

0 0 n"°

where A(n)(x,x') is given by,

A(n»(x,x., . . i

(3.42)

A(n)<x,x') - -a11"1 I
p»0

(2.43)

with

fX/a

A(n>(x) • <(l+a2)/n!) dy (y/X)nA(ax+y,x-ay) , (2.
J-ax

44)

and

The constant X, which measures the width of the non-local

operator A(ax+y,x-y) along the line parallel to the y-axis, is

introduced so that every quantity A' (X) has the sane order of

dimension. If the value of A is chosen large enough so as to

cover enough of the width, the h. (x) converge rapidly with
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increasing n. Comparison of eq. (2.38) with (2.41) gives the

equation,

A(r,r') - I A(n)(r,r') . (2.45)
n=0

Prom the definition of A*n'(r,r') given by eq. (2.42) or (2.43)

we see that each term of the expansion is symmetric.

A(n'(r,r') «A ( n )(r\r) . (2.46)

In order to evaluate the order of the magnitude of

A(n)(x,x') given by eq. (2.42), the quantities contained in the

eq. (2.42) are expressed as,

dpi(x/a-x')/dxp •>. k p ,

dn-pA(n) { x / a ) / d xn-p „. Kn-PA(n> ,x/a) ,

and a ̂  1 ,

where k is the local wave number of the relative motion and < the

local wave number of the transferred particle wave function at

the distances where the transfer occurs effectively. It aeans

that the < is determined mainly by the binding energy of the

ransferred particle. By inserting the above quantities into eq.

(2.42), we get,

A ( n )(x,x')^ (-A(K+2k))nA(n)Oe)S(x-x'> .
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Since the quantities A '(x) decrease with increasing n rapidly,

the condition of the rapid convergence of the expansion (2.45) is

that the factor X (K+2k) is not large. This means that

(i) The measure X of the non-locality of A(x,x') is small,

(ii) The binding energy of the transferred particles is small

(in order that the K is small) and

(iii) The bombarding energy is also low (k small).

For the transfer interaction Ka«'ra'rB' w h i c h i s a symmetric

operator, Ka6(*a»
r
B) *

 K8«'rB'r«' (e<3' ( 2 > 3 2 ) )' w e *PPlY t h e

above expansion by defining the quantity K^"'(x) in analogous way

to the definition of A(n'(x) given by eq. (2.44). Then, we have

the relation between K^n| and K^"',

where the expansion of the momentum operator is carried out along

the line,

ra " aaBr6 o r r8 = aB«ra w i t h aa8aBa = X ' (2'48)

with the use of eq. (2.47) we get the symmetric property both for

the coordinates and the channel indices for each order of the

expansions (also see Appendix C),

K (n). % v(n). t r- Aa*

oB B' B Ba 8' a * (2.49)

He have to consider how to choose the line given by eq.

(2.48). We see from eqs. (2.15), (2.16) and (2.32) that the
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transfer interaction K^Cr^rJ takes large values when the

respective coordinates r and r are aligned, which gives the

relations (see Fig. 4),

r8(aH-Me)/M6 - aarg and rQ - r^/(m+MJ - a ^ . (2.50)

The heights of the bumps of the transfer interaction along the

above two lines are nearly equal to each other, because the

interaction K* is constructed from both the post- and prior

interactions K „ and K. by eg. (2.32). Thus the adequate choice
— — ^ ' ^ — (XQ "~—"" pu

of the line rQ -
 a

as
rg i s t h a t itL i B P!*c*d between the two lines

given by eq. (2.50) (see fig. 6),

(tan(8a+9e)/2)

i<m+Mg)).

(2.51)

with

tan6a = aa and tan eg - ag .

If the core nuclei are identical (in the case of core-exchange

scattering), we get, aag - 1 and ra - rfi. Also we can use the

line r » r. if i « M , M, , which has been discussed in ref. 25.
0! Q UP

By approximating the transfer interaction kernel with the

0-th order term of the expansion eq. (2.45), we obtain the

following radial CRC equation from eq. (2.35),
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with all interactions in local form, where the radial variables

have different scaling for different channels. As has been

discussed previously in this subsection, the above equation is

well established if the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) are

satisfied for the non-local operator K _(r ,r.).
QB Q p

The scaling effects of the radial distance coining from the

recoil are also discussed by von Oertzen and Goldfarb [79] for

the non-local form factors in the DWBA amplitudes. There

essential improvements of the no-recoil amplitudes are obtained

by taking into account the scaling effects at low bombarding

energies.

This scaling can be replaced by a shift of the wave number.

Similarly we also get an energy shift coming from the scaling, as

is shown in sect. 3.1. The above equation is employed in discus-

sions of molecular orbital appproach, which will be developed in

sect. 3.

2.4. SYMMETRIZATION FOR THE CASE OF IDENTICAL CORES

In the specific case that the core nuclei are identical the

symmetrization of two core nuclei produces a dominant term which

corresponds to a core-exchange process [12,13]. The importance

of this effect has been pointed out by von Oertzen and other

authors [13]. Here, we consider the core-exchange process and

the specific case with only one active nucleon. Generalizations
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where more than two active nucleons exist can be treated easily.

A general treatment of the core-exchange process in the CRC

theory has been already given in ref. 25, thus, we concentrate on

the characteristic properties of the molecular orbitals depending

on the parity n of the total system and the related matrix

elements.

The base function given by eg. (2.8) is symmetrized with

respect to "identical" core nuclei 1 and 2 by applying the

operation (l+f-)*?^) 1^2 to eq. (2.7) or (2.8), which givas? ^

a n d &" ' pi25.
a • (2-53)

Eigenvalues of (-) P., give the gerade and ungerade property (g,

u for even and odd equal to (-) +7r) . In the above equation the

number of nucleons in the core nuclei is denoted by A.

To see the characteristics of the base functions we apply

the no-recoil approximation, r'a = -r . Then, we get the

following expression,

, A+n+u

1/2 (2.54)

with T = (r°,|a12R
a) = (r°,^12Rn<) .

In eq. (2.54) ITa denotes the parity of the channel wave function.

By using the helicity representation explicitely, we can rewrite

the above equation as corresponding to eq. (2.3),
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/2(l-HSvn) /5T ""• "
a "« " ""* "° "-« a ° a

K 0 (2.55)

with

*JJ'"" " "' ~ (2.56)

The wave function ?na describes the active nucleon in the body

fixed system, and defines a molecular orbital which is construct-

ed from the orbitals of the respective core nuclei with equal (50

percent) weight. That is, the property of molecular orbitals has

been already incorporated in the base functions of the CRC

theory.

Since the base function given by eq. (2.54) contains both

channel states, i.e., the "direct" channel and the "core-exchange

(elastic and inelastic transfer)" channel states, as has been

pointed out in ref. 25, the operators L, X and N always contain a

direct and a transfer part for each matrix element L „, K . and
Qp UD

N .. The latter part comes always with the sign of (-) due to
up

the core-exchange.

In the no-recoil approximation we get the following

expressions of N, L and K for the helicity representation (HR),

Nc8 ( r )

<2-57)
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Uo8 ( r ) + (")A^oB(r) ' ( 2 - 5 8 )

Ko6(r) ~ j "*oTa'•"•"'y "ns

Va|J(r) + (-)^a6(r) . (2.59>

In the states of A+Jl - +, the interactions VQg(r) and \ B M are

additive in and outside the "grazing region", while in the states

of A+H » - they interact destructively. The radial CRC equation

is obtained in the same font as is given by eq. (2.35) or (2.52)

with the replacement of N, L and K by (-)*!), (-)*£ and (-)*K,

respectively.

3. Rotating Molecular Orbital Model

The adiabatic picture of reaction-channel coupling is based

on the assumption that the interactions in the radial CRC

equation are local at each point of the relative distance and the

relative velocity of the nuclei is much slower than the aean

velocity of the nucleons, which is generally well funfilled for

energies close to the barrier. In such a situation •olecular



orbitals of the nucleons can be formed. Here, we define rotating

molecular orbitals (RMO) in the framework of the radial CRC

equation derived in the previous section. They depend only on

the relative distance. The rotational coupling responsible for

the angular part of the relative motion is incorporated into the

rotating molecular orbitals by the Coriolis K-mixing effects.

The K-mixing rotational-coupling terms due to the recoil (and

also coming from the momentum dependent interaction (e.g., (L-S)

force) between the valence nucleon and core nucleus) are included

in the definition of the rotating molecular orbitals as well.

Thus, the RMO'» reflect exactly the dynamical effects due to the

rotation of the system at every point of the relative distance.

The dynamical effects only due to the radial motion of the

relative distance appear as the radial coupling interactions in

the radial coupled equation for the RMO'a.

3.1. RADIAL CRC EQUATION WITH COMPLETE LOCAL-INTERACTIONS

The radial CRC equation given by eq. (2.52) which describes

the general case of non-identical cores, does not couple all

channels at the same value of the respective radial distances of

the relative motion, unless the values of all a_-'s are unity.

That is, the radial CRC equation (2.52) fails in finding a common

radial variable to all channels, which is needed for the

definition of the RMO.

Nevertheless, we can show that a common radial distance can

be defined in case that the mass partition of the fragment nuclei

treated in the CRC equation is restricted to "two" kinds. He
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consider the two channels specified by m and n, which are

connected by eg. (2.52);

m drm

h2 d2

where the quantity Fm iB the sum of the interactions Uz, R_ and

em . With the use of the relation, ra » aanrn and «„„*,„,, - 1, we

can rewrite the above equations in a form which contains the

distance r in common.

?

with

Cn - "n/amn

The boundary condition for the radial wave function an(
r
m) is

given by the sane condition but with a modified wave number k *

k /a , where JcR is the wave number corresponding to the

relative energy of channel "n"; E-en . Thus, the scaling effects

of the radial distance observed in eq. (2.52) are replaced with
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new quantities attached by tilde and a quantity li~a
n_'

E in eq.

(3.2). Such a replacement is interpreted as a reflection of the

non-locality of the transfer interaction between the channels "n"

and "m".

In other words, in eq. (3.2) the Q-value of the transfer

process is shifted due to the non-locality by the amount of

(1-a }E depending on the bombarding energy E.

Finally we express the above coupled equations (3.2a) and

(3.2b) using one local variable in matrix form for the vector JJ

of the wave functions (um(r),0n(r));

tE-(t(r)+R(r)+UD(r)+f+K°(r))]a(r) - 0 , (3.4)

where we defined various operators by e.g..

K°(r) - I" 0 ^(r)1 , e - fem 0 ] . (3.5)

The symmetry of the transfer interaction, K^tr) - KBn'
r' i s **Pt

by virtue of the relation (2.47). Generalization of the new

radial CRC equation given by (3.4) is straightforward for the

system where many channels belonging to either aass partition

specified by "m" or "n" exist. This is achieved by the reinter-

pretation of the operators which will have a higher dimension.

if the number of channels for the mass partitions "m" and "n" are

N and N , respectively, the matrix elements constructing an

operator are replaced by the matrices with the row and columns of
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Nm*Nm' V n ' Nm*Nn and Nn*Nm " T h e " a t r i c e» w i t n the row and

columns N_XN and N * N describe the inelastic processes and the

matrices with N x N n and
 N
n
XN_ the mass transfer processes.

In the case of the identical core nuclei treated in subsect.

2.4, we have a « 1. Therefore, there is no problem on the

scaling transformation given by eq. (3.3).

3.2. ROTATING MOLECULAR AND DISTORTED ORBITALS

Now, we have prepared all tools to define our molecular

orbitals, the RHO's, defined in the frame work of the CRC

formalism. Thus, we consider two types of diagonalizations of

the interactions in eq. (3.4). They represent the full (or

partial) channel-coupling effects at each point of r, if the

kinetic energy operator t(r) does not give rise to transitions

(adiabatic case).

1. Diagonalization of the all interactions except kinetic energy

operator

p pp , (3.6)

with

Utot(r) - R«r)+UD(r)+K°(r)+£. (3.7)

2. Diagonalization as in case 1 but without the transfer

interaction

^ ( r ) - (D"1(r)(Utot(r)-K°(r))D(r))pp . (3.8)

In both diagonalizations, we take into account K-quantum number
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mixing which comes from the Coriolis K-mixing interaction AR

(« H2A«f/2|ir ; eq. (2.24)) included in the angular momentum

operator R(r) and also the recoil effect included in the transfer

interaction K°(r). it should be noted that the diagonalization

(3.6) depends on the incident energy il because of the properties

of the operators £ in eq. (3.4), while the diagonalization (3.8)

does not depend on E. The energy dependence reflects the recoil*

effects for the case of non-identical cores.

The diaqonalization (3.6) produces the rotating molecular

orbitals (RHO) as is shown in the subsequent paragraph. The

diaqonalization (3.8) describes polarization of nucleon orbitals.

i.e., the rotating distorted orbitale in the respective fragment

nuclei.

In the region where the nuclear interactions vanish, the

transformation matrix A or D in the HR agrees with the Mtrix C,

which is defined by eq. (2.6) for the overlap between the HR and

rccPWK base functions, i.e., for V__ and Va « 0,

A (or D) - C (given by eq. (2.6)) in the HR , (3.9)

and A (or D) = I in the PHR . (3.9')

This is because the PttR base functions diagonalize the

Hamiltonian in the region free frost nuclear interactions between

the two fragment nuclei.

The RMO base functions * are given by the diagonalization

(3.6) of <a <eq. (
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*P

The new states classified by the label p, (p-1,2,--- ,n) are

linear combinations of nuclear orbitals (LCNO) <f (see refs. 12,

13) but allowing the different K-quantun number components to.be

mixed. If the K-mixing can be neglected in ha (r) (e*l,««« , n)

for a state * , the "intrinsic" molecular wave functions f*£°

with good K-quantum number are factorized from the wave function

of the rotational motion as.

•p " 7 ¥ ^ ^Hfitt.T-01^ * .p^K^'r-0,^1} , (3.11,

with

In eq. (3.12, the coefficient Ajp(r) represents A^E(r) in

case when there is no K-mixing between the states of a - (&,K)'s.

For the identical core-exchange scattering we define, using the

total parity II, and normalized function of eq. (2.56),

Looking into the other alternative, rotating distorted

orbitals of the active nucleons in the individual fragment nuclei

are obtained by the diagonalization (3.8),
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This state describes modified or polarized single particle

orbitals due to the proximity of the neighbouring nuclear

interactions. In such a model nucleon transfer occurs between

the polarized single-particle orbitals (an example has been given

in figB. 1 and 2).

3.3. RADIAL CRC EQUATION WITH THE ADIABATIC BASE FUNCTIONS AND

THE ADIABATIC APPROXIMATION

The radial CRC equation with the RHO base functions given by

eq. (3.10) is obtained [60,61] by putting A(r)A~1(r) between the

operator (E-(t+Utot>) and the wave function jj(r| in eq. (3.4) and

also by multiplying the matrix A (r) to the equation from the

left hand side,

A~1{B-Ct(r)+'«r|+A~1(r)tt(rJfA(rn)}s(r) - 0 ,

with

(3.16)

Here "V(r) is the adiabatic potential matrix, which is diagonal

with respect to the channel indices (CVlr)) - 8 •v(r)).

The transition between different channels is given by the

interaction containing the kinetic energy operator t(r) ("radial

coupling")>

(A~1(r)[tCr),A(r)])pq - A Y ^ ' (r)g| + AY^'<r> - A * ^ , (3.17)
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with

" ' w - - $-. (Kp«r)af Aaq(r))ai - (3-18)

The aquation (3.15) leads to the following exact form of

transition matrix elements.

O.20)

where the wave functions v'0"' are the solutions of the equation

without coupling indicated by index xero,

(E-(t+'Vtr)))\ri
(0)<r) - 0 , (3.21)

and v'+) of the full eq. (3.15) with the incoming (-) and the

outgoing (+) wave boundary conditions for the channels p and q.

The T-matrix element T° is obtained by eq. (3.21) with the

outgoing boundary condition.

Now, we consider as an example the RMO base function * .

The adiabaticitv of this state defined by p is given via the

coupling interaction A"VL~ between this channel and any other

channel q, which must be small compared to the energy distance

between the adiabatic potentials.

wkirH SY™ M «
for q - l , 2 , . . . , n (q#p) , (3.22)
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where we have estimated the effects of the operator d/dr by using

the local wave number k(r) of the relative motion. If the

equation (3.22) is satisfied at any point of r, the base function

* gives a good description of the scattering, i.e. the elastic
P

scattering of the individual channels is generated by.the

adiabatic potentially* (r) alone and given by the T-matrix element

T:|. The matrix element of the transition to the channel "p" fro*

the channel *q" is given by the following first order transition

amplitude,

p q V * X P ^ ' < 3 ' 2 3 »

Even though the relation (3.22) does not hold at any point

of r, the SHO system is significant enough to describe the

scattering, if the relation is destroyed only around so-called

"crossing points". Although there is no real crossing point

between any pair of adiabatic potentials, we have pseudo crossing

points in the potentials, where the effects of the coupling

interaction are stronger than at the other points of r. If the

effects are not perturbative, i.e., are not given by eq. (3.23),

and thus, if transitions are generated by sharp and strong

coupling interactions, we have the Landau-Saner problem {82,83]

at these points of r.

In the case where the Coriolis K-mixing interaction is not

included in the definition of molecular orbitals, we have the

rotational coupling terms in the radial coupled-equation for the

molecular orbital states. This causas the difficulty for the
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numerical treatment of the coupled-equations, since the coupling

terms are divergent, i.e., proportional to 1/r at small

distances. In the case of the RHO's we don't have this

difficulty. Instead, however, we have the pseudo crossing

points, at small distances, due to the Coriolis interaction.

This point will be discussed in detail in sect. 6.3.

Generally, the radial coupling interactions causing the

Landau-Zener type transitions make it difficult to solve exactly

the radial coupled equation for molecular-orbital basis func-

tions. In our model, however, we can avoid this problem. In

order to get the exact solution of T-matrix we can use the

original CRC equation, (3.4) instead of eq. (3.15), because eq.

(3.4) is equivalent to eq. (3.5) via the diagonalization (3.6).

Usually CRC eq. (3.4) does not contain any singular coupling

interactions and is easily treated in numerical way. In this

section we develop our SHO model not so much to get the exact

solution as to see the validity of the molecular-orbital concept

in the frame work of the CRC/LCNO truncated space.

We go back to the polarized single particle orbitals (3.14).

With these base functions, the followig radial CRC equations are

obtained,

(E-(t(r)-tV>(r)+KD(r)+D"1(r)[t(r),D(r)])»{i(r) - 0 , (3.24)

with Jj(r) « D-^rj&lr) , (3.25a)

KD(r) - D"1(r)K°(r)D(r) , (3.25b)
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in a similar way as the derivation of eq. (3.15). In the above

equation transfer processes are described by the interaction

K (r) between the adiabatically polarized orbital specified by

"p" and "q", which are well defined, if the adiabatic condition

for the "direct" (inelastic) transition is good. If the transfer

interaction K_~(r) is regarded as a small perturbation, a DWBA

procedure will be aplicable by adopting the adiabatic potentials

"Y D and *VD a* the distorting potentials.

In this approach Delic et al.[48] have emphasized the

importance of the modification of the transfer interaction K° (r)

(eq. (3.5)) due to the distortion of the particle orbitala, i.e.,

the use of the interaction Kpg(r)- However, they did not modify

the distorting potentials in the relevant channels. On the other

hand, Peterson et al. and Ascuitto and Seglie [49] have insisted,

in the calculation of the DWBA amplitude, on using modified

distorting potentials, i.e., the adiabatic potentials "V̂  (r) (i

= p and q). However, the DWBA approach itself is incorrect in

the adiabatic basis, if the single-particle-orbital distortion

strongly enhances the probability of transfer [21].

3.4. PERTURBATIVE TREATMENT OF CORIOLIS INTERACTION

In the adiabatic approach treated by the diagonalization

(3.6) or (3.8), a dynamical effect by the rotation, i.e., a total

angular momentum (J) dependence of the adiabatic potentials

arises from the Coriolis interaction, and from the K-mixing term

(recoil effects) of the transfer interaction K (r). In case that

the perturbative treatment of the Coriolis interaction is
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possible and if we consider the K-mixing of the K( ' as small

effects (K '(no-recoil)), we can define a clear J-dependence of

the adiabatic potential although it is limited to the case of the

following particular channels: (i) the channel where the

fragment nuclei have spin 0 [61], and (ii) the channel where one

of the nuclei has spin 0 and the other spin 1/2 [87],

For the discussion of J-dependence of the first and second

order, we take a zeroth order adiabatic potential *Yir) which

does not depend on J. We divide the centrifugal potential R(r)

(eq. (2.21)) into the following parts,

2
R(r) - - 5 — J(J+1) + AR° + ARd + AR , (3.26)

2Ur
2

with AR°6 = (n
2/2ur2)(Ia(Ia+l)-2K

2)6aB , (3.27)

- , , J+n-I +TT
AR^B = {tf/2VT*) (-)

 a a(Ia+l/2)(J+l/2)6aB6K1/2 (3.28)

; Coriolis decoupling term, and

AR: the Coriolis K-mixing term (eq. (2.24)).

Then, the adiabatic potential IT is obtained by the diagonaliza-

tion matrix B(r) by including AR ,

V l r ) = B"1(r) (AR°+nD+e+K° (no-recoil) )B(r) . (3.29)

To the matrix elements of "V°(r) and B(r), the superscript of the

K-quantum number K is attached asic (r) and B* (r) , respective-

ly, since this quantum number is not mixed by the diagonalization

of (3.29).
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Taking the potential V ( r ) as a zeroth order quantity of the

full adiabatic potential, it is given by

I (ARa+AR)B(r))_-

<ARd+AR)B(r>> -75= i = (B^Or) (ARd+AR)B(r))
OT^°K»XKr) qp

+ ••• . (3.30)

Then, we consider the two cases mentioned above, respectively,

i) Case 1 (Spins - 0)

In this case the Coriolis decoupling term does not play any

role and the first order (AR +AR1 vanishes in the right hand side

of eq. (3.30). Substituting the expression of the Coriolis

interaction into the second order tent in eq. (3.30) we get the

following expression.

(3.31)

with

£ P * ° ( r ) *

If the perturbation due to the f^*°(r) term is small, we can

incorporate it into the first terra of the right hand side of the
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eq. (3.31) with the replacement of the reduced mass 11 of the

relative motion by the effective mass ue££(r);

+-V°K=0(r) , (3.33)

which gives

Weff(r) - u d - -S-j fp"°(r») . (3.34)

If the state "p" mentioned above indicates the lowest energy

channel, i.e., if the adiabatic potential energy of the channel

"p" is smaller than in other channels q at any point of r, the

effective reduced mass P e«<
r) is larger than the reduced mass y.

As to the total angular momentum J, we can regard it as if it

were the orbital angular momentum L of the relative notion

although the adiabatic state is a mixed state of L except in the

asymptotic region.

Thus, the potential given by eg. (3.33) describes elastic

scattering where the moment of inertia for the relative motion is

given by Meff(r) and the potential reflecting the CRC effects by

Such effects of the CRC on the moment of inertia have also

been discussed qualitatively by Seglie and Inglis [97] with the

use of the adiabatic concept in the inelastic scattering and also

by Nogami [80] by including the Coriolis interaction into the

adiabatic system. They considered that the increase of the

moment of inertia must be observed in the elastic channel, if it
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couples strongly to inelastic channels in an adiabatic way. From

the derivation of eq. (3.33), however, our conclusion is opposite

to theirs, that is, the increase of the moment of inertia comes

from the Coriolis K-mixing interaction, which destroys the

adiabaticity. Again, it should be noted that this discussion

assumes that the adiabatic condition is valid.

In a more general case where IQ # 0 and then K # 0, it is

also possible to get approximately the J(J+1) factor for the

second order of perturbation of the Coriolis interaction, if we

use the anumption J»K. Then, we can get the approximate

expression,

) „
J-I +H+TT
) <<V1 /2 )6Kl/26aB l ' ( 3 - 3 5 )

with

o a K K _ 1 K 1 ) . (3.36)

With a fixed value of J, however, we can not define a definite

value of the orbital angular momentum L even at the asymptotic

region because I i* 0. This does not permit a simple

interpretation of the adiabatic potential obtained,

ii) Case 2 (Spins 0 and 1/2)

In the channel with K - 1/2 the Coriolis decoupling term

contributes to the first order perturbation in the right hand

side of eq. (3.30). Inserting the Coriolis interaction into eq.
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(3.30) we have the expression.

F 2pr *

.2 J+n+ir +i
+ -S-y (J+1/2)I(-) ° °(I +l/2)(B5*-L/^(r))'i +
2wr

2 o o op

+ 2nd order perturbation + ••• . (3.37)

Now, the state "p" is a mixed state with different angular

momenta L in the interaction region. But, the quantum number L

is uniquely determined in the asymptotic region, as is in the

case 1, with fixed values of J and the parity n. As in the case

1, we also assign L to the channel state "p" instead of the

K-quantum number at each point of r, as if the L were a true

quantum number contained in "p", and then we put J - L±S (S-l/2).

By replacing the J with the L and S in eq. (3.37), we obtain the

following expression.

jtc (r)+2(L-S)dp(r)] +'Y£
K*1/2(r) ,

(3.38)

with

(3.39)

In the above expression, the perturbations of second and higher

order are ignored. If the second order is taken into account, u
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is approximately replaced by veff(r) as mentioned in the context

of case 1.

We can interpret the adiabatic potential expressed by eq.

(3.38) as an optical potential between the particles of the spins

of 0 and 1/2. The (L-S) term contained in the potential causes

the polarization of the particle with the spin 1/2. Clearly,

this effect comes from the channel couplings between the channel

"p" and other channels, since the function d(r) (and also c (r))

is constructed from the original eigenstate basis. Reflecting

the property of the perturbation of the Coriolis interaction, the

(&•£) term is proportional to r"2, i.e., the form factor is given

2 2

by ft d (r)/2ur . This indicates the short range character of the

(J>£5) interaction derived here, compared with the other interac-

tions 1_(r) and W (r). For the 12C+l:

calculation will be given in sect. 5.6.

tions %(r) and Xt^(r). For the 12C+13C system the numerical

3.5. SCATTERING AMPLITUDES IN THE HELICITY REPRESENTATION

For the discussion of the molecular orbital formation it is

convenient to adopt the helicity representation (HR) for the

expression of the basis functions. In this representation,

however, Coriolis K-mixing effects of the centrifugal potential

still remain even at the distances free from the nuclear

interaction. Therefore, it would be necessary to impose the

boundary condition on the radial wave function for eq. (3.15)

with the inclusion of these mixing effects [61].

The boundary condition on the wave function ̂ (r) in the

"partial wave" representation is simply given, at a distance free
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from nuclear interaction, by

vik ) ( r ) * fi<r)Sik " hi+>(r)Tik ' {3"40)

where f.(r) and h!+'(r) are regular and outgoing Coulomb wave

functions for partial wave angular momentum Ĵ . They are

normalized in the energy space. The above equation is expressed

by a matrix form as,

v(+l(r) * f(r) - h(+)(r)T(PWR) (3.41)

with

v - tv i f c } , f - { f i« i k}» h ( + ) - {hi+>«ifc> * n d
 i k

(3.42)

Since in the helicity representation the Coulomb wave functions f

and h'+' are expressed as C^fc and C~1h'+'c with the use of the

matrix given by egs. (2.6) and (2.6f), the radial wave function

and the T matrix in the HR are related by the equation.

(HR) *> C"XfC - C'^^'cTIHR) . (3.43)

By comparing eq. (3.41) with eq. (3.43) we obtain the relation

between the T-matrices of the HR and the partial wave

representation:

T(PWR) - CHHRIC"1 (3.44)

The T matrix with the partial wave representation can be
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expressed directly by the wave function v(HR), which is obtained

only with the regularity condition at r « 0:

T(PWR) - i W(fC,v(HR))W«h(+)C,V{HR))~1 , (3.45)

where W(a(r),b(r)) shows Wronskian relation between functions

a(r) and b(r), i.e., W(a.b) - a(r)db(r)/dr - (da(r)/dr)b(r). In

the later sections we will also discuss, instead of the

T-matrix, the S-matrix which is expressed by,

S - I - 2iriT . (3.46)

We have two important properties of the S-matrix, i.e, the

symmetry property S - S due to isY)T « A"V and the conse

tion law of the flux in collisions (see ref. 25),

(S+S)qp

If the adiabatic approximation is good for the RMO state "p" and

if the imaginary part of the original interaction 0 ° (r) is put

as W(r)6 , we have a simple form.

6 p qd + «<v p
0 + >'"Xp 0^ » ' (3-*7'>

which gives a useful expression for the absorption cross section

of the channel "p". Final calculations are done in the PKR T-

(or S-) matrix. Hereafter, we omitt the letters PHR from the ¥

matrix T(PHR), if there is no source of confusion.
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4. Coupled-Reaction-Channel Mechanism for the 12C+13C System

The system 12C+13C has been studied experimentally quite

extensively [22,23,63,101,105-107]. It offers particularly

favourable conditions for molecular orbital formation as will be

discussed in this section and sects, 5 and 6. In order to

evaluate the molecular orbital formation, we discuss the

coupled-reaction-channel nechanism for the system of C+ C,

(also see ref. 25) by using the radial CRC equation (2.35) in the

partial wave representation (PWR). The system is assumed to

consist of one neutron and the two identical core, nuclei, C's.

First we show that there exist so strong multi-step effects, in

the CRC calculation, as to invalidiate the CRC basis functions.

Then, we investigate these effects from the view point of the

molecular orbitals. The approximate treatment of the CRC-S-

matrix, i.e., the on-the-energy shell approximation is also

discussed. This is proposed by McHahan and Tobocman [34] in

order to include the multi-step effects responsible for the

molecular orbital formation.

In the calculations presented in this paper we make the

following simplification according to ref. 25:

(i) We approximate the transfer interaction in the radial CRC

equation (2.35) as.

KT - NV - VH)N~1/2 , (4.1)

by putting 1-(NB'WTS)/2 - 0. (4.2)



Thus, the interaction Vcc does not play any role in the

transfer processes,

(ii) He neglect the K-mixing effects of the operators K and N,

due to the recoil effects in transfer,

(iii) As to the contribution of the (L*S) force contained in the

V° to the direct interaction, we omitt the terms of the

order of *i/M, where m is the mass of the valence nucleon

and H the mass of the core nuclei,

(iv) The direct interaction UC causing elastic and inelastic

transition is approximated as

(vl Core excitations induced by the interactions Vcc and V
s (or

Vs) are neglected, that is, the nucleus C is regarded an

inert core. However, we use the ofp's of the valence

neutron in 13C (see table 2) , which are obtained by the

calculation allowing the core nucleus to be excited. With

the use of the cfp's the base functions f^ are expanded as.

where the wave functions f belong to the eigenstates of

the core nucleus 12C and the valence neutron n but without

the antisynmetrization between the n and the nucleons in

the 12C. Thus, the quantities

processes are approximated as.

the C. Thus, the quantities concerning the transfer
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(a) <? i»Ar j
>
c - <wol Ji><vol>3><rw ,htv >?, (4.5)

where the operator A stands for the Vs, V 6 or I, and the ?

denotes the variables for the differential of the integral

(see, for ex., eq. (2.19)). The it. and vQ mean the states

where the cos a nucleus is in the ground state. The

quantities concerning the "direct" processes are, then,

approximated as,

(b) for i-j,

* I<u|}i> 2<r,Ar> * <fu ,A» > , (4.6a)

where uQ denotes the main component of the state i but with

the ground state of the core nucleus C,

(c) and for is*j,

<fi,Afj> - <nol>i><i»ol>j><rw ,**„ > . (4.6b)

with the same meaning for the v. and v. as in (a) and (b).

In order to clarify the role of the coupling effects between

different channels, we devide the total interaction U (r)

(which is abbreviated as U(r)),

0<r) - U°(r) + AU(r) , (4.7)

with the diagonal and off-diagonal parts, U (r) and AU(r)
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respectively in the PHR.

For the C+ C system we consider the channels concerning

the (excited) states of 13C*<gr.,1/2"? 3.086MeV,l/2+f

3.854MeV,5/2+), as the single particle states of lpl/2, 2sl/2 and

ld5/2. In tables 1, 2 and 3 we list the values [25] of the

quantities concerning the single particle states of C and the

values of the potential parameters for the single-particle wave

functions as well as the parameters for core-core interaction.

4.1. COUPLED-REACi'ION-CKANNEL CALCULATION

The results of the CRC calculations have bean discussed in

ref. 25. First, we show that in the system of 12C+13C strong

coupled-channel effects exist and then we clarify the structure

of this CRC scheme by investigating what kinds of the coupling

interactions are effective. In the CRC analysis we estimate the

coupling effects of the interactions under the full account of

the dynamical effects of the relative motion, while in the

molecular orbital (RMO) approach shown in the proceeding section

we estimate them statically. In the next section we will

discuss, by comparing the results obtained in this section with

the RMO results, in what situation the dynamics of the relative

motion become important for the RMO's, that is, we will discuss

the problem on the adiabaticity of the RMO's.

To see the multi-step effects contained in the CRC scheme,

we calculated the Born series of the cross sections representing

the multi-step interactions up to the n-th order: The

corresponding scattering amplitudes T.^(n) are given
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by the equation.

(4.8)

whore ,u!0+* is the wave function generated by the interaction U°

with the outgoing boundary condition, and u: » u! . The

Green function g° i> given by g° - (E+-(t+U°))~l. The above

scattering amplitude T(n) was calculated with the use of the

iterative procedure for the integral equation,

u(n) - j^ + g°AB ,&(n-l) , (4.9)

with u(n-O) « u°

In fig. 7 the full CRC calculations and the calculations

with the iterative procedure of the order n (« 1,2,---) are

compared with the data at E - 7.8MeV. clearly the CRC results

reproduce the data of the angular distributions very well,

whereas the one-step results fail to reproduce the symmetric

shape of the 1/2 inelastic scattering and the inelastic

scattering to the 5/2* state around e c m
 = 120*. For this energy

these features are little affected by the choice of the

parameters of the optical potential employed in the calculation,

since the transitions occur mainly outside of the potential

barrier.

The Born series of the cross sections obtained by eq. (4.8)

show strong divergence for the case of E - 7.8M«V, whi.le at E _= cm cm
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= 14MeV they converge but very slowly. With the increase of the

bombarding energy the Born series tends to be convergent. It is

very interesting to note that the strong divergence, i.e., the

strong CRC effects are observed at the lower energy in spite of

the small values of the scattering amplitudes of the inelastic

scattering. This detail will be discussed in the subsect. 4.3.

The CRC scheme suggests a classification into four classes

(as is discussed in ref. 25 and in sect. 5.1), by the total

angular momentum J and the parity n (see the expression (5.4)).

We discuss the CRC effects for each class of N - I,II.Ill,IV, by

considering the following partial cross sections for the

inelastic scatterings,

< C R C or n"th order) = I a?" . (CRC or n),
j,IUN e ±

(4.10)

with

ainel = (ir«2J+l)/2kJ) X I | S ^ | 2 , (4.11)
j tinel

where S"TJ show the S-matrix elements (eq. (3.4b)) from the ground

channel to the excited sub-channels j belonging to the 5/2+

(or l/2+) excited channel.

We see the following results which are shown in fig. 8:

(i) For the class I (n=+ and J=l/2+2x (x=0,l,2,-••)) the series

aN(n) (n»l,2,-«») diverge rapidly at the energies of E c m =

7.8 and 9.88 MeV.
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(ii) The other series (N=II with JI=+ and J=3/2+2x; N=III and IV

with n=-), especially belonging to the states of n=- remain

around the one-step calculations at the lower energy; they

show also rapid divergence at the higher energy (9.88 MeV) .

The strong CRC effects in the class I states are plausibly

explained by the J and n dependence of the diagonal potentials,

which will be discussed in sect. 5.1 and by the additivity of the

transfer (TI) and the direct (DI) interactions in the states of H

=+. The occurrence of the strong CRC effects at the lower energy

implies the existence of strong coupling at distances much larger

than the grazing distance r , because at these energies the

outgoing waves of the inelastic channels can not penetrate the

potential barrier.

In fig. 9 the CRC radial wave functions for the elastic

channel in the states of the class I are compared with the

one-step DWBA wave functions. Big differences are observed

around the grazing distance, and the radial wave functions are

shifted towards the inner region as a result of the CRC effects.

From the view point of the effective potential for the elastic

channel, such kind of shift is obtained by lowering the potential

barrier. In fact, this will be proved in the calculation of the

adiabatic potentials in sect. 5.

The fact (ii) mentioned above implies that in the states of

H=- the excited channels couple weakly to the ground channel at

least at the distances ̂  r , i.e., the elastic scattering

amplitudes in II =- scarcely show the CRC effects at low energies

(see also fig. 22) . Therefore, the divergence in II=- is
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interpreted as due to the coupling between 2sl/2 and ld5/2

excited channels (summarized in the schematic figure 12). The

weak coupling in the states of JI«- causes the symmetric angular

distribution with respect to 6cm = 90° for the 1/2 state because

it is dominated by the states of n=+ (also see the discussions in

sect. 7) .

For the discussion of the molecular orbital formation in the

states of II—I- we devide the coupling interaction AU into two

parts,

AU - AU + AU , (4.12)

(4.13)with AU - 0

"21

"31

"41

"51

"12
0

0

0

0

"13
0

0

0

0

"14
0

0

0

0

"15
0

0

0

0

where the suffix "i" of U shows the (sub)channel, i.e., i«l for

lpl/2, i=2 for 2sl/2 and i^3 for ld5/2 subchannels in the PWR.

The interaction AU is responsible for the mixing of the different

I-parity orbitals, i.e., the hybridization of.the lpl/2 and ld5/2

(and 2sl/2) orbitals, while the interaction AU is responsible for

the orientation of the ld5/2 orbitals along the molecular axis

joinning the two core nuclei.

In order to see the different coupling effects due to the

interaction AU or AU we again carry out the iterated calculations

with AU alone or with AU alone. As is shown in table 4, the

series of the partial cross sections converge for both cases
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unlike the calculations with the full coupling interaction All,

which diverge. Thus, the divergence of the series in the

expansion of AU can be traced to the following facts: (i) the

orientation of the ld5/2 orbital caused by the interaction AU (as

to the role of 2sl/2 channel in AD see the discussion in the next

paragraph), and (ii) the hybridization due to AU between the

ground and the oriented ld5/2 channels. This is schematically

illustrated in the fig. 10. As will be clarified in sect. 5.3,

this mixing occurs in the states of K-l/2 (oriented system) and

produces a covalent molecule.

In the mixing of the lpl/2 and ld5/2 channels, the transfer

interactions play an essential role. It should be noted,

however, that the DI gives non-negligible effects in the full

hybridization, once the hybridization has been started by the TI.

On the other hand, for the orientation of the ld5/2 orbitals both

the interactions DI and TI act in an equal way. Generally, in

heavy ion scattering orientations of single particle orbitals are

strongly induced with the multi-step processes due to DI, as has

been pointed out by Landowne, Holter, Ichimura et al.[98].

In the strong coupling scheme in the states with n«+ the

l/2+ inelastic channel participates only weakly at lower

energies. In fact, as is shown in fig. 11, the full CRC

calculation for the elastic and 5/2+-inelastic scattering is well

reproduced by the CRC calculation without the 1/2 channel and

the l/2+ inelastic scattering are well explained by the one-step

process from the coupled channel system consisting of the ground

and 5/2+ channels. With the increase of the energy, however, the
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2sl/2 states show stronger involvement, because now coupling at

smaller distances becomes important.

The coupling scheme for the states of n=+ and H»- is

summarized in fig. 12.

These results of the exact CRC calculations are used to

discuss the CRC scheme in the adiabatic approach. Their physical

meaning will become clear in detail in the following sections

where these results are compared.

4.2. DEPENDENCE OF THE CRC EFFECTS UPON THE SINGLE-PARTICLE

BINDING ENERGIES

The strong CRC mechanism shown in the previous subsection

holds even if the binding energies of the single particle states

become larger than the standard values (the standard binding

energies, Bs - 4.95MeV for lpl/2, 1.86MeV for 2sl/2 and 1.09MeV

for Ids/2 states) and so the tails of the overlapping integrals

are diminished. To test this fact, we have made calculations

with artificial changes of the binding energies: (i) B +5MeV and

(ii) B +10MeV. In fig. 13 the lpl/2 and ld5/2 single particle
s

wave functions with the standard and the standard plus lOHeV

binding-energy sets are compared. At the distances larger than

the grazing distance r the wave functions with the larger

binding energy are smaller than those with the standard binding

energy. Following this change, however, the potential VnC

between the core and the valence neutron becomes deeper. This

increases the CRC effects, since the potential is just the

interaction in the overlapping integrals defining the transfer
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and direct interactions. In order to remove this effect, we

multiply the factor, [V ,,(the standard BJ/V _(the deeper BJ ] »

P (P- 0.830 for Bs+5MeV and 0.723 for Bg+10MeV) to the direct and

transfer interactions.

The results of the calculations using the Born-series are

shown in fig. 14, where the bold lines and the very bold lines

correspond to the deeper binding energies (i) and (ii),

respectively. Clearly, we still obtain very strong CRC effects,

even though the scattering amplitudes and the partial cross

sections are decreased with the increase of the binding energies.

The effects persist (although less pronounced) if the imaginary

part of the core-core optical potential V__ is increased from the

standard one W « -1.5-0.03Ecm to -3.0-0.03Eon). The left side of

fig. 14a shows this result for different partial cross sections

a*" . The cross sections have decreased and the convergence

behaviour is slightly changed for the larger binding energies.

From the dependence of the CRC effects on the magnitude of

the one-step scattering amplitude, strong CRC effects are likely

favoured for small binding energies. However, this kind of

argument is made in an on-the-energy shell approximation. This

approximation doea not hold in our case of the CRC effects, as

will be shown in the subsequent subsection in detail. The CRC

effects treated here are related to the molecular orbital

formation. Thus, the weakness of the single-particle binding

energies are not necessarily a condition for the formation of the

molecular orbitals discussed in sects. 5-8.
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4.3. VALIDITY OF THE ON-THE-ENERGY SHELi APPROXIMATION

If the system consists of heavier nuclei and/or if core

excitations become important, we deal with a large number of CRC

equations for many channels, and if possible with the inclusion

of the recoil effects. The solution of such a program is

feasible if it is allowed to use so-called on-the-energy shell

approximation (OESA) for the propagator g in the expression

(4.8):

g° « (E^lt+U0))"1 - -iir6 (E-(t+U0)) . (4.14)

This method was applied to the elastic transfer scattering of 12C

on C by McMahan and Tobocman [34]. Assuming that the transfer

interaction is strong enough to give rise to repeated transfer

between the cores, they showed that the OESA amplitudes are quite

different from the one-step DWBA amplitudes, suggesting that the

CRC effects are possibly included in the OES approximation.

By using the coupling interaction AU derived by the formula-

tion in sect. 2, we test the applicability of the OESA to the

system of c+ C. The approximated S-matrix S(OESA) is given,

as is derived in the Appendix D, by the equation:

S(OESA) =S<
0'1/2(S(0)

+iK«
1>/2)-1(S(0'-iK«

1)/2)S«0>1/2 , (4.15)

with K ( 1 ) - 2wS ( 0 )- 1 / 2T< 1>S ( 0 )- 1 / 2 . ,4.16)

The S-matrix S ( 0 ) is calculated with the interaction U°, and T ( 1 )
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is the one-step DWBA amplitude with the interaction Au. Thus, we

can easily obtain the S-raatrix S(OESA) with a big truncated space

even taking into account the recoil effects in T '. The

S-matrix S(OESA) does not break the limit of the unitarity, if

the exact S-matrix S(CRC) does not. This is the most important

reason why it is expected that the OESA gives a good approxima-

tion when the coupling interaction Aa and so the CRC effects are

strong enough.

To Bee the multi-step effects in the OESA, we also calculate

the cross section in the Born series with the use of the eq.

(4.8) but with the approximation (4.14) for the propagator.

Thus, we obtain the result (see Appendix D):

S(OESA,-n) - S<°> + is'
0'1'2**" i(-iK<1)/2)«1S(0>1/2 . (4.17)

m-0

It should be noted that we have S(OESA;n«l) - S(one-step

DWBA) for the one-step OESA calculation.

As is shown in fig. 15, the Born series of the cross

sections o(OESA;n) (n*l,2,-••) for the inelastic scattering

13C(12C,12C)13C*(5/2+) converges immediately at the lower energy

(E - 7.8HeV), i.e., a(OESA) « a(one-step DWBA), while at thecm

higher energy (E •= 14.0MeV) they show multi-step effects in the

OESA to some extent. At both energies the OESA is not a good

approximation for the exact CRC calculations, that is, the total

CRC effects are not accounted for by the OESA, particularly at

lower energies. The rapid convergence of the Born series of the

OESA multi-step expansion at the lower energy is reasonalby
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explained, if we consider the small value of the amplitude T

in this case and if we consider that the expansion (4.17) is just

the power series of the T(1) (see eq. (4.16)).

The above conclusion is different from that obtained by

McMahan and Tobocman. Probably, this is mainly due to the

different transfer form factors used. They employed as a

transfer form factor the conventional form factor, K alone, in

eq. (4.1), which becomes very large within the contact distance

compared with the exact one we used, because there is no

cancelation between K and NV.

For the case of large binding energies discussed in the

previous subsection 4.2, we also compare the OESA result with the

one-step and CRC calculations. As is shown for the elastic

channel at EQH - 14MeV in fig. 15b, the OESA agrees almost with

the one-step calculation and does not reproduce the full CRC

effects.

Thus, the CRC effects discussed here can not be explained by

the OESA. As will be shown in the adiabatic approach, our CRC

effects are concerned with the formation of the molecular

orbitals. If the channel coupling due to the interaction AU can

be completely incorporated into the adiabatic system, the CRC

effects should be accounted for at each point of the relative

distances, while the CRC effects treated in the OESA are

interpreted as due to the averaged value of AU of the relative

wave function in the one-step amplitude T . The OESA may

become valid at much higher bombarding energies.
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5. Rotating Molecular Orbital Formation for the System with

Two Identical Core Nuclei

In this chapter we present the results of calculations in

the adiabatic approach. In this context we discuss in

particular: (i) the adiabatic potentials, (ii) the polarization

of single particle orbitals, (iii) the K-mixing of the RMO,

(iv) the hybridization of the RMO, (v) the radial coupling

interactions and (vi) the spin-orbit interactions.

By using the RMO base functions defined in sect. 3, we will

describe the heavy-ion interaction as a process of molecular

(rotating) orbital formation. For the validity of this approach

the problems of the adiabaticity of the RHO's, and the K-nixing

property due to the Coriolis interaction are the most important

ones. Also, we discuss the transition mechanism caused by the

radial coupling interactions between different RHO's.

The total interaction is diagonalized according to eq.

(3.6), and we use calculations in the partial wave representation

(PWR). with this choice the resultant RMO states can be related,

one to one, to the original PHR base functions in the region free

from the nuclear interaction, because, there only the rotational

interaction remains (containing Coriolis K-mixing interaction).

This makes it easy to see the dynamical effects due to the radial

motion of the relative distance by comparing these results

directly with the "exact" solutions of the CRC theory discussed

in the previous sect, and in ref. 25.

In the interaction region, however, we are interested in the
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purity of the K-quantum number of the RHO's, which must be

represented by the helicity representation (HR) in order to see

the effects of Coriolis K-mixing interaction (a dynamical effect

due to the rotational motion). Therefore, we transformed the

mixing coefficients obtained in the PWR to the ones with the HR

by using the transformation coefficients given by eg. (2.6).

It should be noted that the definition of the off-diagonal

part AU(r) and the diagonal part U (r) in eq. (4.4) depends on

the representation:

(i) in PWR, (AUlij - V^ + K ^ , (5.1)

(ii) in HR, (A0)a6 - ARaB + Va6 + K*B , (5.2)

where *RaB is given by eq. (3.28) which causes the mixing of the

different K-quantum numbers.
12 13

The first example to be considered is the system C+ C,

whose CRC scheme has been discussed in detail in ref. 25 and in

the previous section. By virture of the two identical cores

strong coupling with a coherent addition of the direct and the

transfer interactions occur, and further, the system contains

different parity orbitals (lpl/2, and ld5/2 or 2sl/2) which

couple strongly with each other in the states of n«+. The

discussion of other systems like 16O+17O, 36S+37CJt and 40Ca+41Ca

with the core nuclei O, S and Ca will be given in sect. 8.

5.1. GENERAL CLASSIFICATION OF THE CRC SCHEME AND THE RHO STATES

Concerning the coupling effects in the HR, we can roughly

classify the coupled-reaction-channel scheme and the properties
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of the rotating molecular orbitals by the total angular noroentum

J and the parity H. There are two reasons for the classifica-

tion: one due to the parity dependence of the coupling interac-

tions in the caBe of identical core nuclei, and the other due to

the energy differences between the diagonal potentials expressed

in the helicity representation (HR). In this representation, we

obtain the diagonal part except for the nuclear and Coulomb

interaction parts and the J(J+1) term, i,e..

°o (r> " TZi

ft . . a « (IB+l/2)(J+l/2)6aB6K1/2 + Ea , <5.3)

where the first and the second terms come from the Coriolis

interaction and the latter shows the Coriolis decoupling term

which has a J and H dependent factor (-) n, Thus, we can get in

general the following four classes together with the classifica-

tion based on the n-dependent coupling interaction.

l/2+, 5/2+, 9/2+, ••• class I ,

3/2+, 7/2+, ll/2+, ••• class II ,

1/2", 5/2", 9/2", ••• class III,

3/2", 7/2", 11/2", ••• class IV . (5.4)

In each class the coupling scheme has a smooth J-dependence.

which is caused by the (J+l/2) factor in the Coriolis decoupling

term. This result on the classification of couplings in the KMO
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approach Is completely analogous to that found in the PWR in

exact CEC calculations in sect. 4.

In fig. 16 the curves of Qo(r«grazing distance, r ) are

shown as function of J for the systems of, (a) C+ C and, (b)

36S+37C1. Here the channels of "c'*' (gr.l/2";3.086MeV l/2+ and

3.8S4MeV 5/2+)+12C and the channels of 37Ci(gr.3/2+; 1.726MeV

l/2+j 3.1HeV 7/2" and 9.48MeV 3/2")+36S are considered. Clearly,

we see that in the states of n«+ the class I will exhibit a

stronger coupling scheme than the class II, while in the states

of n — the class IV couples stronger than the class III. In

fact, this trend is illustrated in the following subsections and

as shown in ref. 25, the same classification has been obtained

with the PWR.

In the above discussion of the CRC scheme the Coriolis

K-mixing interaction is assumed to be so weak that the helicity

representation is good. With the increase of J, howaver, the

K-mixing effects increase. This means that for higher J-values

it is desirable to adopt that representation which diagonalizes

the Coriolis interaction, i.e., the partial wave representation.

Thus, for the estimation of the difference between diagonal

potentials we consider, instead of Q^ (r), the following

quantities:

qf^r) - —£-2 ^Ui+D+Ej^ , (5.3M
2"iri

i !L II+n.
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From the same diagram as for <r (r=r) we can deduce the

properties of the coupling scheme, especially the J-dependence.

For example, the band crossing mechanism proposed by Abe et al.

[9] yields a systematics for the J-values of resonances pointed

out by Scheid et al.[8] as double resonances on heavy-ion

resonance phenomena.

This diagram also suggests that as energetically favoured

states for a fixed J we can expect aligned coupling states with

the angular momentum i and I. Namely, if two core nuclei form

one rigid rotor system (resonance system) with large angular

momentum £, a valence nucleon couples to this rotor with the

aligned coupling scheme. Clearly, the orbitals of the valence

nucleon do not correspond to the molecular orbital picture in

this case. However, this gives an alternative resonance

mechanism due to a valence nucleon plus two core nuclei.

Concerning the choice of the representation of the base

functions we emphasize that in the actual calculations we use the

partial wave representation (PWR), while the above discussion for

the CRC effects concerning the molecular orbital formation is

made by using the helicity representation (KR), because in this

form the coupling interactions show these properties more

clearly.

5.2. ADIABATIC POTENTIALS AND THE SCATTERING IN THE ADIABATIC

SYSTEM

We specify adiabatic RMO states by numbering them in such a

way, that the state "p*-l" corresponds to the lowest adiabatic
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potential and the state "p=2" to the second lower adiabatic

potential and so on. In fig. 17 we show the respective adiabatic

potentials *Y (r) for 1 2C+ 1 3C for the states of n=+, which are

obtained by the diagonalization (eq.(3.6)) and (in the FWR

system) also we show the original potentials Uj^(*) for

comparison. We can see the following characteristic features of

the states with II»+:

(i) the lowest adiabatic potential "p=l" is strongly lowered in

energy from the next adiabatic potential "p«2" and also

relative to the lowest "bare" potential Uj, . This is

generally true for each value of J:

(a) "X)=2 ' r ' " % = l ' r ' % f 3 M e V» a t t h e barrier top as compared

1 to U22-Ul:l * 2MeV, (5.5)

V 7MeV, inside the barrier.

(b) U,, (r)-"Y- (r) ^ [ lMeV, at the barrier top,
1 1 v-1 { for class (I).

I 5MeV, inside the barrier. (5.6)

(ii) the adiabatic potentials for p=2, 3 and 4 appear to be

degenerate with each other inside the barrier at r£6fm:

r) . (5.7)

(iii) *V_5(r) > U 5 5 ( r ) , where the p=5 state and the i=5 state are

the states corresponding to the highest potentials,

respectively.

The fact (i)-(a) suggests that the RMO state of p=l is physically

well-defined and has a clear physical interpretation (see sect.

6 ) . In fig. 18 the energy dependence of the S-matrix elements
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Sj. for the elastic scattering of the ground channel are shown

for the respective calculations, i.e., Sj^fADB) with the

adiabatic potential ~CM for "p=l", SX1(OPT) with the potential

01;l(r) and S^CRC) with the exact (CRC) calculation. At the

incident energies lower than E c m £. lOMeV, the values of S,, (ADB)

agree much better with the exact results S^fCRC), whereas there

are large differences with the calculation S ^ (OPT) . This shows

that the adiabatic potential incorporates the main part of the

CRC effects caused by the off-diagonal coupling interaction

IJ^Ir) (= <AU)..) in the PWR (the diagonal parts are contained in

The difference between the adiabatic and CRC calculations

becomes larger with the increase of the energy. This break-down

of the adiabatic approximation may be due to the fact that the

incident waves penetrate and then the Landau-Zener crossing

points at rather small distances (r\<2fm) become important between

the states of p=l, and 2. Also the channel p=2 has crossing

points with the state of p-3 at smaller distances (see the

discussion in sect. 6). To test this fact we made calculations

by choosing the optical parameters with stronger absorption

(V^-l.S-O.OSE^toeV) + W'=-3.0-0.03Ecm(MeV)) in order to reduce

the effects due to the crossing point mechanism. The agreement

with the adiabatic calculation is remarkably improved even at

higher energies as is shown in fig. 19.

The adiabatic approximation becomes worse for large J-values

since the crossing point shifts towards large relative distances,

where the absorption effects of the optical potential are no
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longer present.

The fact (i)-(b), that the barrier top is lowered by the CRC

effects enhances the penetration of the incident wave [see fig.

9]. As a result the absorption due to the optical potential is

increased, a result already shown in the exact calculations (the

CRC) in ref. 25. Recently, much attention has been given to the

increase of the subbarrier fusion cross section related to the

excess of the active neutron(s), for example, in the isotope

systems of 58Ni+58Ni, 58Ni+64Ni and 64Ni+64Ni [66] and also in

the system of 90Zr+90Zr, 90Zr+92Zr and 90Zr+96Zr [67]. This

enhancement of the fusion cross section seems to be related to a

lowering of the "static" barrier, if the adiabatic picture is

adopted. Dasso et al.T73] have argured that qualitatively the

enhancement effects are related to the CRC effects of the nucleon

transfer channels of positive Q-values, while other authors [71,

72,74] consider the inelastic coupled-channel effects due to the

collective excitation of the colliding nuclei. For lighter

nuclei, e.g. 12C+X2C and 12C+13C [63,64], the same phenomenon is

observed. In our CRC calculation, however, we could not

completely reproduce the large absorption cross section of the

12C+13C system f25], though the CRC makes the barrier top lower.

This means that our model space is still too small to describe

completely the adiabatic barrier. Most probably, it will be

necessary to take into account the inelastic channels due to the

particle-hole core excitations of C nuclei, and further unbound

states.

The S-matrix element S22(ADB) for the p=2 channel, which
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describes the 2sl/2 elastic scattering, are shown in fig. 20

together with the exact and the no-coupling S-matrix elements,

S22(CRC) and S22(OPT) in the PWR. At low energies the adiabatic

approximation S22(ADB) reproduces the exact ones very well, while

with the increase of the energy the adiabatic approximation

becomes worse. This may be due to the fact (ii), i.e., the

degeneracies of the states of p=2-4, which causes strong coupling

effects between these channels.

Similarly the adiabatic approximation for the S-matrix

elements S^(i»3 and 4), corresponding to the elastic scattering

of the ld5/2 subchannels, is not good at higher energies, because

the coupling interactions mentioned above also concern the

channels of i»3 and 4.

We turn to the discussion for the states of II— for which

the adiabatic potentials are shown in fig. 21. He see the

following result,

(i) The lowest adiabatic potential rV.1(r) is nearly equal (in

the grazing region) to the ground state diagonal interaction

U11(r) down to the distance rQ (see table 5) , while at the

distances r % rQ, *V)=2{r) is close to the ground state

diagonal interaction U^fr).

(ii) The energetically highest potential -V _(r) becomes much

higher than the highest diagonal potential U55(r) in the

interior region. This is similar to the case of states

with n=+.

The fact (i) suggests that the CRC effects are weak for the lpl/2

channel, except for the pseudo crossing point r_ where the
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process becomes diabatic (Detailed discussion is given in sect.

6). This point r. is located just behind the barrier as opposed

to the crossing in the case of H=+. In fact, the adiabatic

approximation for the ground state S-matrix elements S.-fADB) for

H»- disagree, over a wide range of the energies (as is shown in

fig. 20), with the Sj^lCRC), which is well approximated by the

S1,(OPT). As is shown in sect. 6, however, this does not mean

that the concept of the adiabaticity of the elastic channel p«l

is not adequate. It is destroyed only around the distance rQ.

S.3. ORIENTATION OF SINGLE PARTICLE ORBITALS AT LARGE RELATIVE

DISTANCES

As to the S-matrix elements concerning the ld5/2 subchannels

(p=3, 4 and 5), the adiabatic approximation is not good even at

very low energies, as is shown in fig. 23. This can be explained

by the radial couplings between these states, as will be

discussed in the following.

As is mentioned in the previous subsection, the formation of

K-quantum-number eigenstates of the ld5/2 orbitals, i.e., the

orientation along the molecular axis starts already at large

distances around r-x/lOfm (see table 7) which is outside of the

grazing distance. To avoid the effects of the Coriolis interac-

tion, an orientation at large distances by direct interaction is

advantageous. Such a situation is realized in the case of the

ld5/2 state in C since the binding energy of the state is so

small that the wave function has a long tail.

Therefore, the orientation of the ld5/2 orbital is
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established at large distances in a "static" way, however, the

"dynamical" process of the scattering gives rise to the radial-

coupling interactions *V*i)(r)d/dr between different RMO states

and so the adiabaticity of the RMO is no longer guaranteed.

However, this is not due to the Landau-Zener transition

mechanism, as will be discussed in sect. 6. In the case

discussed here, we have, around r^lOfm, smooth bumps of the

coupling interactions between the RHO's for p«3, 4 and 5, as is

shown in fig. 28.

Thus, we attribute the collapse of the adiabaticity to the

narrow intervals between the adiabatic potentials of the RMO of

P"3, 4 and 5 over a wide range of distances larger than r where

the radial couplings work effectively. The orientation, which is

obtained in the static situation at large distances, is again

removed by the radial coupling interactions, that is, the

orientation is fictitious in the actual scattering process.

In many discussions on nucleon transfer, the polarizability

of orbitals based on the weakness of the binding energy of the

single particle state is used to explain anomalous angular

distributions (e.g., see ref. 48). According to the discussion

given here, however, such kind of polarization is possibly

destroyed in the scattering process as far as it is concerned

with a "single" particle orbital. To get an adiabatically stable

polarization it is required to have the mixing of many

"different" orbitals with the same K-quantum number.
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5.4. THE RMO WAVE FUNCTIONS

Through the diagonalization in the HR of the total interac-

tion Utot(r), we get the mixing coefficients *^?<r) (a-1,2,--- ,n)

for each RMO state with label p. In fig. 24 the nixing coeffi-

cients are shown for each state for some values of J and n. For

the 12C+13C system the sufficies a-1,2 and 3 denote the states of

lpl/2, "isl/2 and ld5/2 for K-l/2, and a«4 and 5 correspond to the

state of (d5/2,K-3/2) and (d5/2, K-5/2), respectively.

Now, the J-dependance of the nixing coefficient in each

state with parity Jt comes from the Coriolis interaction, namely

from the Coriolis decoupling term and Coriolis K-mixing term.

The first does not cause the K-mixing, but induces the

J-dependence of the mixing ratio* of A^(r) / directly. In

addition, as is observed in fig. 25, the mixing effects concern-

ing different orbitals become strong with the increase of the

J-value in the case of classes (I) and tTV), while they become

weak in the case of classes (II) and (III) (see also fig. 16a).

The Coriolis K-mixing term causes the deorientation of the

respective single particle orbitals, i.e., the ld5/2 orbitals in

the case of 12C+13C system (1U3/2, If7/2 and 2p3/2 in the case of

36S+37C* system and the lf7/2, 2p3/2, 2pl/2, lf5/2 and lg9/2

orbitals in the case of Ca+ Ca system; see sect.8), and the

deorientation becoaes stronger with the increase of the J-value.

Even at the distances larger than the grazing distance we

still have strong mixing of single particle orbitals due to

nuclear interaction (direct and transfer) in the states of H-+,

while in the states of Jl»- we don't have. This is due to the
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additive and destructive properties of the direct and transfer-

interactions in the states of II-+ and -, respectively.

5.4.1. Effects of the K-Mixing

The RHO state * appears as the eigenstate of the K-quantum

number, if the "nuclear" forces tr and K are stronger than the

Coriolis K-mixing force. Generally, at small and large distances

the Coriolis interaction playB the dominant part, because it is

strong at the smftll distances and it is still effective at the

large distances in comparison with the nuclear interactions.

First, we consider the n-+ states of the system 12C+13C,

where only the ld5/2 state has the possibility to be affected by

the Coriolis K-mixing force. In table 7 we show the RMO states

which belong to nearly pure K-quantum number and we deduce the

following (see also the fig. 24).

(i! in the class (I) every RMO state belongs to a K-eigenstate,

i.e., K-l/2 for the p-1,2 and 3, K-3/2 for the p«4 and

K-5/2 for the p-5, in the region of 4fm < r < 8fm. The

lowest RMO state of p-1 is constructed from the mixing of

the lpl/2 and the oriented ld5/2 (K-l/2) orbitals, and the

RMO states of p-2 and 3 by the mixing of the lpl/2, ld5/2

(K=l/2) and the 2sl/2 orbitals.

(ii) In the class (II) the above trend (i) is weaker than in the

class (I), although the RHO state of p-1 has the same

properties as in the class (I).

(iii) For the lowest state of p=l (K-l/2) in particular, we

hardly observe the J-dependece (see fig. 25), although the

small components of K-3/2 and 5/2 show an increase with
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the increase of the J.

The lowest state of p-1 belongs to the K*l/2 state. This

state is energetically favoured, because it extends the density

distribution strongly along the direction of the molecular axis

(see for ex. fig. 47).

For the other nuclear systems the lowest RMO state (p«l) of

H«+ has completely the same properties as the lowest RMO state in

the case of 12C+13C. As is shown in sect. 8 for 16O+17O,

36S+37C* and 40Ca+41Ca, we also get the K-l/2 eigenstate for p-1,

which is a nixed state with a large number of different orbitals.

in the states of n«- (classes (III) and (IV)) the destruc-

tive interference of the direct and transfer interactions influ-

ences the formation of the K-quantum number eigenstate*. Nanely,

the mixing ratio of A^'(r) changes with every J, showing that the

deorientation effects of the Coriolis interaction is not negli-

gible (see fig. 24). Nevertheless, it is very instructive to

note that the pure K-5/2 state (in the system of 12C+13C) appears

as the energetically highest state, and the pure K=l/2 state at

r>4fm as the lowest state in the class (III).

5.4.2. Mixing of different orbitals - hybridization

It is of interest to see the mixing properties t^L) for the

different orbitals, especially for the orbitals belonging to

different I-parities, which is known as hybridization [74] in

atomic physics. He find the following feature for the states of

n-+ (fig. 24) for the system of 12C+13C.

(i) The mixing of lpl/2 and ldS/2 orbitals (p-d hybridization)

has already started at a distance of about r ̂  8fm and it
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produces the adiabatically stable RMO state of p-1.

(ii) The RMO state of p-2 (and 3), which belongs to the sane

K*l/2 quantum number as the state of p-l7 has a component

of 2sl/2 in addition to the lpi/2 and ldS/2 components.

The mixing ratio changes irregularily with the change of

the distance r.

The hybridization mentioned in (i) is rapidly formed at the

distances around r - 7.4fin. As a result "two" p-d hybridized

states are formed. One of then is the RMO state of p-1. The

other state forms new states by mixing with the 2sl/2 state.

Thus, we obtain the new RMO states of p-2 and 3 mentioned in

(ii). As discussed previously (eq.(4.3))/ the corresponding

adiabatic potentials are likely to be degenerate. This means

that the component of 2sl/2 In the states of p-2 and 3 cones from

the degeneracy and not from the (mixing) coupling interactions.

The essential nixing in the states of p-2 and 3 is again the

lpl/2-ld5/2 hybridization and the 2sl/2 channel is only weakly

coupled to all other channels.

For the states of H»- we deduce the following facts:

(i) In both classes of (III) and (IV) the RMO state of p-1 is

alaost the original lpl/2 state for distances r>rQ> which is

nearly equal to (class IV) or smaller than (class III) the

grazing distance (see table 5). However, the RHO state

changes rapidly at the point rQ to a state with nixed

orbitals.

(ii) In class (IV) the RHO state of p«i constructed of lpl/2 and

1-35/2 orbitals is a pure X-l/2 eigenst&t-- at distances
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smaller than r..

The fact (i) means that there is possibly a Landau-Zener transi-

tion mechanism at the point r.. This is discussed in sect. 6 in

detail. The fact (ii) means, that in the states of JI«- there is

also p-d hybridization as well as in the states of il«+. However,

the phase relation of the mixing coefficients A '(r) between the

lpl/2 and ld5/2 components is opposite to that of n«+. The

corresponding influence on the density distribution will be

discussed in sect. 7.

5.5. COUPLING INTERACTIONS FOR THE HMO SYSTEM AND THE TRANSITION

MECHANISM

That the change of the RMO state is smooth with respect to

the distance r, is the condition that the RMO state is adiabati-

cally stable, since a rapid change of the RMO state brings large

values of the radial coupling interaction A*Y . Here, we are

mainly concerned with the coupling interactions which keep the

adiabaticity.

We can obtain the following relations between coupling

interactions, by using the relation, A (r)A(r) « I;

(5.8)

(r) - -A^(r) + £ I*ip(r)A;q(r) . (5.9)
PQ 'qp * ' p *• OP OQ

The prime sign stands for derivatives. In the numerical

adiabatic calculation for the 12C+13C system, we obtained in
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general the following approximation of the above eg. (5.9) (see

fig. 26);

i -unfair) , for p * g , (5.10)

which allows us to neglect the A' (r) terms. As also seen in

fig. 24, A-y'?'(r) oscillates sharply with positive and negative

parts and thus its contributions generally cancel. For the

diagonal part Kiljl'(r), however, we have a sharp peak at the

distance where the RMO state changes its component rapidly and is

given by,

.2 ,
:) - 5- !<*' (rM • (5.11)

2 U „ ap

(2)Thus, the quantities AT'*'(r) are well suited as a measure of a

strong coupling transition mechanism around a distance r, i.e.,

of the Landau-Zener transition mechanism (an example is given in

fig. 27).

In fig. 28, the coupling interactions ATV*** <*•) due to the

first derivative are shown in comparison with the coupling

interactions Au^. before diagonalization (PWR) for the states of

n~f in the system of C+ C. Certainly in the asymptotic region

of r, the RMO state p agrees with one of the PWR stateB. He see

the following:

(i) Generally, Air (r) take large values at distances larger

than the grazing distance r (^e.Sfm) compared with the

coupling interactions Au(r) in the PWR. The bumps of
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/TV*1' (r) at r > r are broad,

(ii) There are broad bumps around the distance of T ^ 9.5fm in

the coupling interactions tf"vii'(r) between (p,q) = (3,4)

and (3,5). The values, however, decrease with the increase

of the J value,

(iii) There are big and broad bumps around r ̂  7.5fm in the

coupling interactions A"VpZ (r) between (p,q) - (1,2) and

(1,3). The J-dependence of the bum,.* is rather small,

(iv) Characteristic peaks are observed at the distances r^ and

r, (see table 6) for the coupling interactions A'V' (r)

between (p,<j) » (2,3) and (3,4). As to these peaks the

discussion will be given in sect. 6.

The most important conclusion mentioned above is that the

actual radial transitions are caused at distances much larger

than those predicted by the form factors of the coupling

interactions AOJ-J (r) in the PWR.

The bumps in the coupling interactions A'YIr) mentioned in

the item (ii) are reasonably related to the static orientation of

the ld5/2 orbitals if we consider the change of AQ_(r) at large

distances. In the dynamical situation, however, this orientation

is fictitious as is discussed in sect. 5.3. Further, the

Coriolia interaction prevents the static orientation with the

increase of the value of J.

The bumps mentioned in the item (iii) are due to the

hybridization. It is, however, enhanced by the orientation, as

is discussed in ref. 25. Therefore, orientation and hybridiza-

tion act constructively (see also the discussion in sect 4.1).
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Static orientation of an eigenstate in a nucleus at large

distances is profitable (though the adiabaticity is problematic),

because it is energetically favoured.

The transition between lpl/2 and 2sl/2 (or ld5/2) channels

is described by the coupling interaction A-"\̂ 2(r) (or A""Ŷ 3(r))

only, if the energy is so low that the incident wave can not

penetrate the potential barrier of the channels p-1 and 2 (or 3)

and can not reach crossing points. In this case, we apply the

one-step perturbation (adiabatic approximation is valid) to the

coupling interaction A*Y(r), and we calculate T (ADB) (or

S (ADB) « 4p_-2niT (ADB)) in first order (see eq.(3.23)). In

fig. 29 the adiabatic S-matrix elements S (ADB) are compared

with the e.-act S-matrix elements, S (CRC), and the one-step

S-matrix elements S (DWBA) in the PHR as a function of energy.

At low energy (Eom & lOMeV) the adiabatic approximation S-^ (ADB)

(q*2 and 3) simulates very well the exact values of S,(CRC) and

better than the DWBA calculation Sx (DWBA) in the PWR. However,

with the increase of the energy the adiabatic approximation

deteriorates rapidly. This is due to the existence of the

Landau-Zener transitions at small distances (r < r ). A correct

treatment of the pseudo crossings is now required.

In the states of the class (II) (I1-+), the behaviour of the

coupling interactions follows those in class (I). The same

comparison for the CRC S-matrix elements as in the case of class

(I) shows good agreement with the adiabatic treatment.

In the state of H — we have, as is shown in fig. 30,

characteristic coupling interactions, which have sharp peaks not
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only at small distances, but also at the distances greater than

r or just within the r . The transition mechanism due to these

interactions is given in sect. 6 in detail. Also we have a big

and broad bump for the coupling interactions between (p,g) =

(4,5) at distances r > r . This comes from the formation of the

oriented state of ld5/2, K=5/2 which is the energetically highest

state, if we consider the behaviour of the A ^(r) in fig. 24.

5.6. DYNAMICALLY INDUCED SPIN-ORBIT INTERACTION

In case of the scattering of two particles with spins 0 and

1/2 we have derived (in sect. 3.4) the effective (L.s) interac-

tions as a CRC effect due to the coupling with other channels, if

the Coriolis interaction is regarded as a perturbation. The

ground state channel for the system C+ C corresponds to this

case. In the CRC analysis we observe a spin polarization

although there is no explicit (L-S) interaction in the interac-

tion potentials. For this case we calculate the (L'S) interac-

tion potential given by eqs. (3.38) and (3.39).

We define the following potential for the elastic channel by

substracting the terms given by eq. (3.27) up to the first order

from the adiabatic potentials Tci^:

•VJn(r) =-v™,(r) - -5-=- {JtJ+l)+ (5.12)
F 2pr

J+n+ir -I ,

" ° ^ 2
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This quantity is approximated by the J-independent quantity

If® (r) in eq. (3.29),

°V (r) ="^C=1(r) , (5.13)

which is valid if the Coriolis interaction is treated as a

perturbation.

This procedure defines the quantities d (r) which are

contained in eq. (3.38). To illustrate this, we compare the two

potentials *ir (r) for different J values but belonging to the

same asymptotic partial-wave quantum number L (J=L±l/2), for the

examples of J=5/2 and 7/2 with L=3 (n=+) and J=7/2 and 9/2 with

L=4 (n=-). As is shown in fig. 31a and b, the difference between

the two potentials rYJII(r) for J=L+l/2 is quite small at the

distances r > 4fm. Also, the various potentials T (r) belonging

to the class (I) with the different J values are compared with

each other in fig. 31c. Clearly the J-dependence of ̂ r (r) is

very small, also.

Therefore, we find that the relation (5.13) holds for the

ground channel of the C+ C system in the states of II=+ (and

the (L-S) dependence is well described by the Coriolis

interaction in the form of (3.37)). On the other hand, in the

states of n=-, the CRC effects are not observed, as was found in

fig. 22, for the S-matrix elements. Thus, we conclude the

following,

(i) in the negative parity states, the (L*S,) interaction does

not exist:
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dJII(r) = 0 for JI=- , (5.14)

(ii) in the states of H=+, we have the (L*S) potential and obtain

a radial function d (r) nearly independent of the value

of J. In fig. 32 these radial functions d (r) are shown,

which show rather small J-dependence. Note that the total

radial part (form factor) of the (L-S) interaction discussed

here is reduced at large distances, since it is multiplied

by 1i2/<2pr2) (i.e., fi2djn (r) / (2ur2)). Thus, the range is

shorter than the adiabatic potentials presenting thG CRC

effects (see sect. 5.2).

The characteristic feature of the (L'S) force is that the

radial function has the strong n-dependence, which comes from the

core-exchange effects. In the states of JI=+, the values of the

form factor li d (r)/(2ur ) is much larger than those obtained by

the folding model by a factor 'W.O . This is consistent with the

conclusion derived by Tanaka et al.[93] from the measurement of

the spin flip probability of the scattering 13C(12C,12C*(2+))13C.

In core-exchange scattering, therefore, we can expect the strong,

n-dependent (L-S) interaction and it causes strong polarization

of 13C in the elastic scattering of 12C on 13C (see fig. 33).

Polarization phenomena in heavy ion reactions have been

investigated by many authors from the view point of channel

couplings. Liu et al.[90] have pointed out, that the spin flip

of 13C observed in the scattering 24Mg(13C,13C)24Mg* (1.37MeV,2+)

can be interpreted as due to the two-step transfer (CRC)

processes of the valence nucleon in addition to the two-step
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direct excitation processes. That is, the existence of repeated

transfer is suggested through the spin flip observation.

Measurements of the spin flip probability have been made, by

Bybell et al.U08], for 13C in the scattering 12C(13C,13C) 12C*

(4.44MeV,2+) at low bombarding energies E c m - 17.26 and 26.88

HeV. They concluded that the spin flip can be reproduced,

without the explicit introduction of the (L-jS) component in the

nucleus-nucleus optical potential, by considering the single

neutron transfer mechanism. The polarization in the elastic

scattering of the polarised Li or Li on Ni has been measured

by Fick et al.[91] at E o m « 18.1 HeV. The results have been

successfully explained by Nishioka, Johnson et al.LB8], and

Ohnishi et al.[89] with the coupled channel calculation allowing

Li or Li to be inelastically excited to the cluster states of

a+d or a+t, and transfer processes BO far are not taken into

account.

Transfer processes, in general, become weak with the

increase of the bombarding energy, compared with the direct and

core excitation processes, because of the recoil effects [99].

Thus, polarization phenomena are expected to be smaller at higher

energies.
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6. Landau-Zener Transition Mechanism

In our treatment of the EMO system there are no "real"

crossings between any two of the adiabatic potentials, because

the diagonalization of the interaction is made with the inclusion

of the rotational coupling (Coriolis) intaraction. Here, we

consider for the system of C+ C, the pseudo crossings where

the Landau-Zener mechanism occurs. It will be shown that one of

these crossings in the states of JI«- is responsible for the

anomalous behaviour of the energy dependence of the angular

distributions observed in the inelastic scattering C( C,

12C)13C*(3.086 MeV,l/2+).

6.1. PSEUDO CROSSING DUE TO THE WEAK COUPLING BETWEEN THE 2sl/2

CHANNEL AND OTHER CHANNELS

In this subsection we point out the existence of the pseudo

crossings between the RHO states p=2 and 3, and p=3 and 4 in the

states of H=+ for 12C+13C system. It will be shown that these

crossings are mainly due to the weak coupling properties of the

2sl/2 state and at these crossing distances the processes become

diabatic.

In fig. 28 and table 6 we have the following characteristic

properties for the coupling interactions A*Y' within the grazing

distance r :

(i) There are sharp peaks between (p,q)«(2,3) at the distance

rx and, between (p,q(«(3,4) at the distance r2. Correlated

to this we observe much sharper peaks for the interactions
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A<""pp f o r p"2 a n d 3 a t t n e d i s t a n c e ri a n d also the same

kind of correlated peaks for p=3 and 4 at the distance r^.

In table 6, the values of the distances, r^ and r2 are

listed for several values of J and n.

(ii) As to the adiabatic potentials "Vlr) for p=2, 3 and 4, they

appear to be degenerate in a wide range of distances r.

Therefore, it is difficult to find from the adiabatic

potentials the clear pseudo-crossing points, however, the

components of the RHO states for p»2, 3 (or 3 and 4) show

rapid changes at the distances r. (or r 2 ) .

(iii) Assuming the diabaticity at the points r^ and r2 we define

the following potential for every J:

«Yp.2(r) for r > r±

«-Vp,3<r> for rx > r > r2 ,

<-Vp=4(r) for r2 > r

(6.1)

Then, we find that this potential simulates the diagonal

potential U22(r) f°* the 2sl/2 channel in the PWR,

~ydia(r) = U22(r) . (6.2)

This suggests that the 2sl/2 channel weakly couples to the

other channels. To make the situation more clear, we carried out

a calculation where we diagonalize the total interaction D t o t in

the space without the 2sl/2 channel. For the states *"? w

obtained we put p' = 1,2,3,4 in the same way as in the case of
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the RHO states * . Thus, the new system is constructed from the

five basis wave functions, *"Jew (p=l,2,3 and 4) and ?2sl/2 *

In fig. 34a, the diagonal (adiabatic) potentials V ? " (p1 »

1,2,3 and 4) and U22(r) are compared with the adiabatic

potentials ̂ ( r ) of the old RMO system. The potential diagram of

the new system is almost equal to that of the old system except

that there appear real crossing points with U.».» in the new system

where the pseudo crossing points occur in the old system. The

similarity of the two diagrams clearly shows the weak coupling

property between the 2sl/2 and other channels (also see the

discussion in sect. 4.1.). Nevertheless, the old RHO utatee of

p>2 and 3 contain a large amount of the 2sl/2 component as well

as the lpl/2 and ld5/2 components. This is explained by the fact

(ii), i.e., by the degeneracy of the adiabatic potentials of p-2

and 3.

In the calculation we also see that the new RMO system is

adiabatically stable because in the new system, as is shown in

fig. 33b, there is no sharp peak in the interactions ATCii,(r)

for p'-l-4, showing that there is no Landau-Zener transition

mechanism between any two of the new basis functions •„?*•

The weak coupling property is explained by considering the

coupling properties of the K-l/2 states, i.e., the 2sl/2 state

with the "new" RMO states of p1 - 1 and 2. As is seen in fig.

35, the density distribution of the 2sl/2 orbital extremely

concentrates around the origin and does not extend outside.

Further, the energy separation between the 2sl/2 and p'-l

adiabatic potentials is very large, because the adiabatic
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potential of p'«l is extremely lowered by the diagonalization, as

shown in fig. 17.

Park, Scheid and Greiner [54] have discussed the Landau-

Zener transition mechanism for the system 12C+17O ** 13C+16O,

where a crossing appears, in a similar way as in our case,

between the TCSH adiabatic curves asymptotically defined by the

2sl/2 and ld5/2 (K-l/2) states. Faying attention to this

crossing, Abe and Park [55] explain qualitatively the resonance

like structure observed in the excitation function of the

reaction 17O(12C,12C)17O*(0.871 MeV,l/2+). Recently, however,

Hilek and Reif [100] examined this transition mehcanism by

estimating the TCSM radial-coupling interaction for a similar

system 13C+17O. In their calculation the transition from 17O(gr.

5/2+) to 17O*(l/2+J is induced not by the interaction around

crossing point but mainly by the long tail of the interaction in

the energy region discussed.

6.2, LANDAU-ZENER EFFECTS IN THE INELASTIC SCATTERING OF

THE SYSTEM 12C+13C

Landau-Zener transitions are observed in particular in the

states of n»-. We observe sharp peaks in the coupling interac-

tions d*Vpi' a n d i n t h e interaction iT/gq'(r) (figs. 26, 27 and

30). He can summarize these properties as follows:

(i) A sharp peak occurs at the distance rQ between the RHO

states of (p,q)-(l,2). The distance rQ is smaller and

located close to the grazing distance r . The values of r«

depend on the value of J and are given in table 5. At the
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same time the peak becomes weak and broad with the increase

of the value of J.

(ii) A sharp peak occurs at the distance r3 between the RMO

states of (p,q)=(2,3). The distance r, is larger than the

distances r. and also r . These values of r, are also0 g 3

given in table 5.

(iii) For the transition from the ground channel (p«l) there is

almost no coupling interactions at the distances r > rQ.

Thus, we have a stable RMO, for r > r.; at r > r there is

a broad bump of the coupling interaction between (p,q)-

(1,3), however, with small values. At the distance of rQ

this RMO state changes its mixing components suddenly.

Corresponding to the fact (i), there are (pseudo) crossing

points in the adiabatic potentials st t • r. and r,. it should

be noted, however, that the crossing point of the potentials

itself does not necessarily mean a strong coupling.

We consider the transition mechanism for the inelastic

scatterings 13C<12C,12C)13C*(l/2+ and 5/2+).

6.2.1. Case of 13C(12C,12C)13C*(l/2+)

At the energies close to the Coulomb barrier the transition

from p=l and 2 in the states of n=- is almost inhibited, since

the incident partial waves do not reach the distance rQ, where

the Land'.u-Zener transition between p«l and 2 occurs. Surely,

there is another possibility of a two-step transition via the

p-3, however, the transition via this route is also weak, because

both the transitions between the p«l and 3 and between the p»2
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and 3 are generated at low incident energies by the long-range

interactions (see fig. 30), each of which is weak.

The above situation is reflected in the CRC calculation of

the S-matrix elements. This is shown in fig. 36 and also

discussed in ref. 25. The S-matrix elements S,2(CRC) for n=-

stay at small values until the energy reaches the lowest

potential barrier corresponding to the U,2- The CRC scheme

enhances the cancellation of the transfer and direct interactions

in negative parity states (see fig. 39), therefore without a

Landau-Zener crossing a plateau develops at low energy. Once the

energy is high enough, transitions occur at the point rQ. As a

result the S-matrix element S-2 increases sharply with the

increase of the energy. In fig. 36, we show the one-step

calculation S,2(ADB) for J • 9/2" in the RHO system as well as

the one-step calculation S.,(DWBA) in the PWR system. Although

the S12(ADB) do not reproduce the exact S-matrix elements

S,2{CRC) quantitatively, they simulate the energy dependence

qualitatively, while the S12(DWBA) fails in reproducing the exact

one. We remind, however, that the one-step treatment of the

Landau-Zener transition mechanism is not valid quantitatively.

As a further illustration fig. 37 shows the energy

dependence of the partial cross sections defined as

"V2+ = I "V2+ ' (6-4»

with the partial cross sections a for respective values of J

and Jl. The energy dependence of ̂ / 2+
 f o r H=- shows the same
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behaviour as is observed in respective S-matrix elements for n=-.

Whereas, the partial cross sections a1/2+
 f o r n = + show a smooth

energy dependence from the energies below the Coulomb barrier,

because the transition occurs at the distance r > r . The ratio

of o n = + to (an=~+<jII=+) , obtained from the CRC calculation (see

fig. 37) illustrates the same fact. It also shows clearly the

difference between the DWBA calculation (PWR) and the CRC

calculation which is well approximated by the RHO approach.

Such a behaviour of the S-matrix elements is clearly

reflected in the energy dependence of the experimental and

calculated angular distribution of 13C(12C,12C)13C*(l/2+) (ref.

23). At lower energies (7.8MeV), where the II'- contributions are

small, the angular distributions take the beautiful symmetric

form with respect to the 90° and a maximum at 90° due to the

dominance of JI=+. The situation rapidly changes with the

increase of the energy (see the calculations in fig. 38) because

of the rapid increase of the n— contribution. A perfect fit to

the data is actually obtained at E o m = 7.8MeV if only the H-+

contribution is taken (fig. 39). For the 1/2 cross section fig.

39 further shows the enhancement and suppression of the JI»+ and II

=- contribution, respectively, produced by the molecular orbital

formation. In the one-step calculation such effects are small.

The calculation shows not enough change from E c m - 7.8 MeV

to 8.84 MeV in the angular distribution as the data do. This

situation, however, is improved by readjusting the effects on the

differential cross sections of the interference of the It=-

amplitudes with n=+ amplitudes, i.e. by using core-core
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potentials which depend on the n = + and -. Preliminary

calculation [110] by the use of the parity dependent optical

parameters gives much better agreement between the data and the

calculation not only for the angular distributions but also for

the magnitudes of the cross sections at all energies. The change

of the parameter set of the core-core potentials does not affect

the transition mechanism of the n=- states discussed before. The

use of the II-dependent potential is a natural extension of our

CRC analysis as has been discussed in the summary of ref. 25, if

the truncated space of our CRC calculation is insufficient. The

calculation with the n-dependent potential also improves

remarkably the fits to the data of the angular distributions of

13C(12C,12C)13C*(3.856 MeV,5/2+) at the energies E c m - 8.84 and

9.88 HeV (also see fig. 5 in ref. 25). In this inelastic

scattering, however, we don't observe any anomalous behaviour of

the energy dependence of the angular distribution.

Therefore, the rapid change in the data for the angular

distribution of 13C(12C,12C)13C*(1/2*) (refs. 23 and 25) is taken

as a definite evidence of the existence of the Landau-Zener

12 13transition mechanism in the system of C+ C.

6.2.2. Case of 13C(12C,12C)13C*(5/2*)

For the transition between p=l and p=3 (we still consider

the states of H=-) there are two routes; i.e. the route directly

generating the transition and the route via the RMO state of p*2.

At low energies the latter is strongly hindered because of the

almost vanishing coupling-interaction as has been discussed in
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the previous subsect. 6.2.1. On the other hand, the direct route

occurs at the distances r > r , although the coupling interaction

is weak. Therefore, the n=- contribution is not negligible even

at low energies in the inelastic transition going to C (5/2+).

As a result the angular distribution does not show 90° symmetry,

unlike that for 13C*(l/2+) transition. Pig. 39 shows the

individual contributions of o (n=+) and o (11=-) also for the 5/2+

state.

At higher energies the transition via the state of P"2,

i.e., the transition p«l •+ p«2 •+ p«3, takes place as 2-step

Landau-Zener transition in the states of n=- as shown by A*VLa(
r)

in fig. 30; however, important Landau-Zener transitions occur

also at large distances (for large J values) between the states

p=2 and 3 as can be deduced from fig. 28 for the states of II=+.

6.2.3. Potential absorption effects

The Landau-Zener transition between the states of p=l and 2

in the states of II =- occur at the distances r < r . This means

that the transition mechanism is strongly affected by the

absorption (imaginary part) of the optical potential, that is,

the transition mechanism strongly competes with other processes

described by the imaginary part of the optical potential. Fig.

40a shows that these transition in n=- are much suppressed at

higher energies if the imaginary part of the potential is

increased. As a result, we obtained more symmetric angular

distributions for the transition going to C (l/2+) state at

higher energies (see fig. 40b), however, the experiments do no

longer show the symmetric form of the angular distributions at
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the energies of E C M =8.84 and 9.88 MeV. This implies that there

exists so-called surface-transparent optical potential at least

in the states of 11=-.

6.3. LANDAU-ZENER TRANSITIONS AT SMALL DISTANCES

Generally, the RHO states • approach the eigen-states of

the PWR if the distance r goes to zero and thus we have also for

the respective potentials.

1/r2 , r - 0 . (6.5)

We consider the situation where we have pseudo crossings between

different adiabatic potentials -v at distances rc where the above

relation holds. Around the distance rc the two adiabatic

potentials approach rapidly each other, and then they move away

from each other rapidly after passing the point r , because the

energy difference between them is proportional to 1/r . This

causes strong Landau-Zener transitions, and at these points r

the system is almost diabatic. This causes some difficulties in

the numerical calculations even though they have no physical

relevance. One of the methods to remove this difficulty is to

make the system completely diabatic as, for example, in the work

by Norenberg et al.r58].

In actual situations, however, there are strong absorption

effects for the core-core interaction in the internal region

contained in the optical potential. The absorption may delete

the Landau-Zener effects of the valence nucleon mentioned above
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and make the adiabatic approximation in the RMO system better;

this absorption in turn can be described by Landau-Zener transi-

tions of core nucleons [58]. Another physically interesting case

for the Landau-Zener transition mechanism could be observed at

the large distances where nuclear interactions become very small.

We have also crossing points coming from the difference of the

interactions I (I +l)n /2nr (I : channel spin; see eqs. (2.22)

and (2.23)) between the states having different values Ia. The

typical example is the crossing between the RMO states of p=2 and

3 in n=-.
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7. Density Distributions of Rotating Molecular Orbitals

— Formation of Covalent and Anti-Covalent Molecules —

The density distributions of the active nucleon described by

the RMO is given at each point of r by an average of the angular

coordinate £ of the relative motion [21, 61],

o,K(all)

with

(7.2)

In the derivation of the above equations we used eqs. (2.3),

(2.12) and (3.10) and employ the density distribution summed over

the spin variables a of the active nucleon. The K-mixing of the

overlapping kernel N has been neglected.

The density distribution gives insight into the phase

relation between mixing coefficients A (r) (see eq. (7.2)),

namely, the additive or the destructive interference of the

coefficients at a position R of the valence nucleon at a fixed

core-core distance r.

The change of the p (r) as a function of the distance r

gives a measure for the transitions to other channels. This is

because the first derivative of p (r) has a similarity with the

coupling interaction (3.18):
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$£

with

In the expression of p'(r) we have assumed that the derivatives

of (fr* are negligibly small compared to those of A (r) . In the

following the case of identical core nuclei will be discussed

only.

7.1. DENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS OP THE MOLECULAR BASE FUNCTIONS

FOR THE SYSTEM OF IDENTICAL CORE NUCLEI

If the core nuclei are identical, it is possible to use the

base functions in the CRC calculations, they have the molecular

orbital properties of the active nucleon [12, 13] with coordinate

(or R^) given by eq. (2.56),

A+n+ir.
) °^<R ')) , (7.4)

where f is the eigenstate around the respective core nucleus and

A is the number of nucleons in core nucleus. In the state of A+n

»+ the wave functions <? (R) and '**(R') superimpose constructively

around the middle point on the molecular axis, while in the

states of A+n=- destructive supertosition occurs. Therefore, the

latter RMO states have a vanishing densities at the middle point

on the molecular axis, while in the states of II+A • + the density

distributions have both possibilities, i.e., large or small

values, depending on how the molecular base functions given by



eq. (7.4) are mixed.

12 13
For the C+ C system the density distributions of the

molecular base functions of o = lpl/2, 2sl/2 and ld5/2 with K=l/2

along the line of the molecular axis are shown in fig. 41 at the

distance of r=6.84fm. In the states of H=+, large values at the

center point between the two core nuolei are observed, especially

in the case of the ld5/2 state with "K=l/2". The oriented ld5/2

molecular base function by itself already contains the properties

of the covalant molecule discussed in the following subsection.

7.2. DENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE RMO WAVE FUNCTIONS

7.2.1. Case of the Positive Parity States

For the discussion of the density distribution we show in

fig. 42 for different components a, the phase relation of the

mixing coefficients A^_(r) of the lowest RMO state of p=l and the

next RMO state of p=3 in the case of n=+ for the 12C+13C system.

The calculation is made without the 2sl/2 channel. The state p=l

denotes the ground state obtained by the diagonalization, the

state of p=2 the 2sl/2 channel and the states of p=3-5 again the

diagonalized states; for this point we refer to the discussion in

sect. 6.1. Both RMO states of p=l and 3 are mixed states of the

lpl/2 and ld5/2 base functions and are the almost pure eigen-

states of K=l/2. However, the phase relation of the components

of the lpl/2 and the ld5/2 in the state of p=l is opposite to

that in the state of p-3. The difference of these phase

relations is reflected in the density distributions shown in the

lower part of fig. 42. The figure shows that the density



distribution of the state p=l concentrates between the two core

nuclei and the density is very small on the opposite sides of the

core nuclei. This is the configuration of the covalent molecule

due to the hybridization [76] of the p-d orbitals. In contrast,

the density distribution of the state of p=3 shows the anti-

covalent molecule. As is discussed in sect, 5, the covalent

molecular state (p=l), which is the state with the lowest energy,

is adiabatioally quite stable in the scattering at E < lOMeV.

The distribution of this RMO state of p*l appears to be very

similar to that of the oriented ldS/2 base functions shown in the

upper part of fig. 41. The essential differences, however, are

found in the density distributions at the opposite sides of the

core nuclei, and for the lowest energy state.

For the formation of the covalent and anti-covalent

molecules mentioned above, the 1(25/2 orbital orientation (the

K=l/2 eigenstate of the ld5/2 orbital) is essential. He can see

this fact by making a calculation without the coupling interac-

tions responsible for the orientation, i.e., the coupling

interactions between the ld5/2 sub-channels with th<? PWR. In

fig. 43a this result is compared with that with the full

coupling. Without the orientation, the p-d hybridization is

strongly reduced as seen in the mixing coefficients A (r). Of

the coupling interactions inducing the orientation the direct

interactions (DI) are more important than the transfer interac-

tions (TI), because removal of the TI gives very small effects

(see fig. 43b).

In the coupling interactions between the lpl/2 and ld5/2



channels, the TI plays an important role since switching off the

TI reduces the mixing more than switching off the DI, as is shown

in fig. 44. This interaction will be considered further in the

following subsection.

In atomic physics, strong hybridization occurs between the p

and s orbitals for the formation of the covalent molecules [76],

while in our case it occurs mainly between the p and d orbitals,

although the 2si/2 state as well as the ld5/2 state exist in our

case. The reason why the 2sl/2 orbital couples less stronger in

the nuclear case is that it has smaller overlap in the interac-

tion region with other orbitals as discussed in sect. 6.1. In

atomic physics atoms overlap at small distances where the sl/2

state has maximum density. Although the mixing of the 2sl/2

state is small for the coefficients of p»l, it is not negligible

in the density distribution as is shown in fig. 45. It still

contributes to enhance the hybridization and the formation of the

covalent molecule.

7.2.2 Case of the Negative Parity States

As has been mentioned in subsect. 7.1, a characteristic

feature of the density distributions in the system of (-)A+n =

odd is that they vanish in themselves at the middle point on the

molecular axis joining the two centres of core nuclei. Further,

the TI and the DI are destructive at least at the distances

larger than the r , resulting in a weak mixing of different

orbitals.

Nevertheless, for 12C+13C system the lowest RMO state of

p«l, which is constructed mainly by the lpl/2 state at the



distance r > r , contains small components of the ld5/2 state

with K=l/2 and 3/2. As is seen in fig. 42, this EMO state shows

the configuration of anti-covalent molecule. In the region

situated between the two core nuclei the wave functions of the

K=l/2 states of the lpl/2 and ld5/2 orbitals cancel out with each

other.

Generally, the coupling interactions in th2 system of (-)A+n

« odd act so as to enhance, for the energetically lower RMO

states, the intrinsic property that the density vanishes at the

center on the molecular axis between the two core nuclei (see

also fig. 47). This explains why the transition from the lpl/2

channel to the 2sl/2 channel is strongly suppressed at low

incident energies, i.e., why it is weak at the large distances.

To illustrate this fact further, let us consider the lowest

adiabatic state which is obtained by the diagonalization without

the lpl/2 channel. This lowest adiabatic state (n—), which

defines the 2sl/2 channel asymptotically, shows the density

distribution mentioned above. Clearly, this density is smaller

than that of the original 2sl/2 base function in the region

between the two core nuclei, where the transition occurs, and the

transition from the lpl/2 channel to the 2sl/2 channel is

suppressed in the CRC calculation.

7.3. FURTHER CONSIDERATION ON THE HYBRIDIZATION

For a more detailed consideration of the interactions in the

previous subsections, which lead to hybridization, we separate

the total coupling interaction AU into a part responsible mainly



for hybridization and AU which represents the strongest couplings

in the CRC scheme (see sect. 4 and ref. 251. The interaction AU

consists of TX (transfer) between lpl/2 and ld5/2 channels and

direct interaction (Dl) of the ld5/2 state.

Thus, a simple consideration of this interaction AV leads to

the formation of the following four molecular orbital wave

functions, without symmetrization of cores, and R and R" refer to

the two centers.

(7.5a)

(7.5b)

(7.6a)

(7.6b)

where % 5 y 2 is the ld5/2 wave function with "K=l/2". The above

states, however, do not represent the hybridized states discussed

in the previous subsection, because the mixing of lpl/2 and the

ld5/2 orbitals is not made for the wave functions located at the

same centre of a nucleus. Mixing of these states will be caused

by identity of two cores and the remaining interaction (AU-AU).

However, the description of the scattering processes with

the use of the above states would be possible if the remaining

interaction is small enough to be treated by the one-step DWBA.

In order to have full hybridization the interaction (AU-AC) must



not be a small perturbation.

In our case we can show that the interaction (AU-AU) is not

a small perturbation, although the AU makes a main part of the

strong CRC scheme. We show in fig. 46 the adiabatic potentials

and the mixing coefficients A (r), both obtained by the

diagonalizations (without the 2sl/2 channel) of Au and as well as

U. The following effects of the interaction (AU-AU) are

observed:

(i) The interaction (AU-AU) enhances strongly the hybridization

at the distances larger than the r .

(ii) The adiabatic potential is further pushed down by about 1.5

MeV in the grazing region. Such an effect can not be

brought about by a small perturbation,

(iii) The adiabaticity of the state of p=l is intensified because

the separation of the adiabatic potentials of p=l and 3

becomes very large.

12 13Thus, the hybridization of the system C+ C is caused by

both, the symmetry requirement for the system containing the two

identical core nuclei, which mixes wave functions 0 and 0,
a b

(i=l and 2) and, by the coupling interactions.

7.4. DENSITY DISTRIBUTION AS FUNCTION OF J-VALUE

The lowest states with J11 = l/2+, l/2~ do not contain

Coriolis interaction. They thus represent the original (non

rotating) molecular orbitals. As a further interesting question,

the stability of the molecular configuration under rotation must

be considered. This can be done best with the density



distributions. They are shown for different J values in fig.

47. In this figure for the lowest ^(1/2*) only the three K=l/2

components are shown. For the higher J-values the states are

shown, which correspond to these three original states. A very

high stability cf the lowest RMO is observed (only one curve is

shown because they coincide with the original ones). He notice

in particular the strong depression of the density in the center

in p«2 states (and p=3 for higher J values) in negative parity

states.

7.5. DENSITY DISTRIBUTION OP THE RMO WITH THE CHANGE OF THE

RELATIVE DISTANCE

The behaviour of the density distributions of respective RMO

states of C+ C system are shown in fig. 48 for distances of r

from 3.3fm to 15.9fm with a step of Ar « 0.9fm. In the

asymptotic region respective RMO states agree with corresponding

eigen-states with the PWR (generally it defines K-mixed states).

In the states of n=+, the formation of the covalent molecule

(p*l) starts from distances much larger than r and grows until

the two core nuclei overlap deeply. Also, we see from the figure

that the strong orientation of the ldS/2 orbital already takes

place at a distance of r i 10fm. This phenomenon has been

discussed in sect. 5, true orientation of the ld5/2 orbital

occurs together with the hybridization.

In the states of H=- mixing of the different orbitals is not

observed until the two core nuclei approach to the distance close

to the r . The abrupt change of the density distributions, which



shows the existence of the Landau-Zener transition mechanism,

appears at the distances of r = 10.Sim between p=2 and 3 and at r

= 4.5 fm between p=l and 2. An interesting configuration is

formed in the state of p=2 at the distances starting around ~8fm

(̂  r ) at r = 5.1fm, that is, the state takes the shape of a

doughnut located between the two core nuclei. This is a typical

molecular orbital, in the states of n=-, called ir-binding

structure in atomic physics. Such state is known in nuclear

physics in Be (gr., 3/2 ) [84] where the neutron in the ground

state has such a configuration between two s-clusters.

8. Molecular Orbital Formation in the Systems of 0 + 0 and

Heavier Nuclei

We discuss the possibility of the molecular orbital

formation for the system of 0+ 0 and two other heavier core

systems namely, S+ Ct and Ca+ Ca. The systems are

restricted to the channels concerning the states of

17O(gr. 5/2+;0.871MeV,l/2+), and

37Ct(gr. 3/2+;1.726MeV,l/2+;3.1MeV,7/2~;4.8MeV,3/2~),

41Ca(gr.,7/2";1.94MeV,3/2";3.94MeV,l/2";5.6MeV,5/2";8.0MeV,9/2+),

respectively, with the main components of the single particle

states of (ld5/2, 2sl/2), (ld3/2, 2sl/2, lf7/2, 2p3/2) and

(lf7/2, 2p3/2, 2pl/2, lf5/2, lg9/2). The cfp-values of the above

single particle states for the respective nuclear states are



listed in table 2 as well as the parameters of the potentials

between the valence nucleon and core nucleus (table 1), which

generate the binding energies for the respective nuclei shown in

fig. 49.

8.1. CASE OF 16O+17O

We consider the system of 0+ 0 in the frame work of the

ground state and the inelastic channels mentioned above. The

truncated space is similar to that of the system of C+ C

except for the missing lpl/2 orbitals, thus, the 4-parity mixing

(hybridization) is not possible in the system of 0 + 0 .

However, the picture of the valence nucleon plus core model may

be more appropriate than in the system C+ C, since the 0

nucleus is a tightly-bound core nucleus.

Some time ago, the CRC analysis of this system has been

carried out by Baur and Wolter [16, 17] and, Imanishi et al.Tl8,

35]. The emphasis has been put on the importance of the

multi-step processes for the elastic transfer between the 2sl/2

orbitals and with the inclusion of this effect the data of the

inelastic scattering 17O(16O,16O)170*(0.87MeV, l/2+) are

beautifully explained. However, a detailed investigation of the

CRC analysis from the view point of the molecular orbital

formation has not been done so far. Therefore, we focus our

attention on this problem. The elastic transfer interactions are

included in all orders in the distorting potentials in the CRC

analysis.



8.1.1. The CRC analysis of 16O+17O

We calculate the elastic and inelastic scattering at E =
cm

12.36MeV with the one-step and the CRC analysis by choosing two

kinds of the core-core optical potentials, i.e., (I) the optical

potential obtained by Gobbi et al.[101] in the analysis of the

elastic scattering of 0+ 0 and, (II), the standard type

optical potential with strong absorption C102] (see table 3). In

order to see the effects of the orientation of the ld5/2

orbitals, we carried out a specific CRC calculation by

multiplying a very small factor to the coupling interaction

between the 2sl/2 and ld5/2 channels. In this case the result

for the elastic scattering corresponds to tha CRC calculation

without the 2sl/2 channel, and, the result for the inelastic

scattering corresponds to the one-step calculation using the CRC

wave functions for the ld5/2 channel. We denote these

calculations by CRC1. The results are shown in fig. 50, from

which we can draw the following conclusions:

(i) The CRC effects are observed in both the elastic and

inelastic scattering,

(ii) The result of the CRC calculation as well as of the

one-step calculation does not depend on the choice of the

core-core optical potential.

(iii) The CRC' elastic- and inelc ;tic differential cross sections

hardly deviate from the one-step calculations, indicating

that the orientation effects of the ld5/2 orbitals are not

seen (even with the use of the weak absorbing potential I).

The facts (i) and (ii) imply that the CRC multi-steps observed
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occur at such large distances, that the difference of the

core-core potentials (I) and (II) is not appreciable, and from

(iii) we can deduce that the CRC multi-steps come from the

coupling between the 2sl/2 ad ld5/2 channels. In order to see to

what extent the CRC multi-steps are effective, we calculate the

Born series by the same iteration as in the case of C+ C. We

get the following results as shown in fig. 51:

(iv) The Born series shows divergence in the calculation with

the use of the potential I, while in the calculation with

the potential II they show convergence,

(v) In the iterated calculation of the CRC' the series still

diverge, if the potential I is used, although the

divergence becomes less pronounced.

The facts (iii) and (v) seem to be contradictory to each

other; that is, the orientation effects of the ld5/2 orbitals are

strong but they are not observable. Probably, this is due to the

modification of the wave function which occurs in the inner

region and not at the larger distances.

Thus, we can conclude that the divergence of the CRC calcu-

lation (in case (iv)) comes mainly from the orientation process

of the ld5/2 orbital. The CRC effects observed in the cross

sections, however, are caused by the sl/2-d5/2 coupling inter-

actions, which make the Born series converge in at most four or

five steps.

8.1.2. Adiabatic Approach

We carry out the diagonalization of eq. (3.6) to obtain the

RMO for the 16O+17O system. For the RHO states (p=l-4) of / =
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17/2 {which corresponds to the grazing partial waves at E =

12.36MeV), the following diagonal potentials are shown in figs.

52a and b, respectively:

(a) ~Vp(r) + ^

(b) ~Vr>(r)-<V
!J<j+l)/2urz+uVj=1<rM . (8.1)

The latter quantities make it easier to see the relative

behaviour of the adiabatic potentials in the grazing region (the

grazing distance r is 8fm). In fig. 53a the corresponding

mixing coefficients A^lfr) are shown as a function of the

distance r. The sufix a denotes the components for each RMO

state p, i.e., a - 1,3 and 4 the ld5/2 states with K-l/2, 3/2 and

5/2, respectively, and a«2 the 2sl/2 state (K«l/2). From these

results we conclude:

(i) The lowest adiabatic potential ~t (r) for p=l is strongly

lowered at the distances smaller than 9fm by the diagonali-

zation, thus the energy difference between this and the

next (p=2) adiabatic potentials is particularly large,

(ii) The RMO state of p«l belongs to an almost pure eigenstate

of K-l/2 with the mixing of the 2sl/2 and ld5/2 orbitals in

a wide range of the distances; 4 < r < 10 fm.

(iii) There is a pseudo crossing point between the potentials of

p=3 and 4 at a distance of about 12fm. In the asymptotic

region the state p=3 becomes one of the ld5/2 subchannel

and the state p=4 the 2sl/2 channel.
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The facts (i) and (ii) concerning the lowest RMO state of

p=l have been also observed in the calculation for the case of

C+ C in the states of n=+ (see sects. 5-7). Those are common

properties of the RMO phenomena. In the system of 0 + 0 ,

however, the mixing occurs only between the same {.-parity

orbitals (ld5/2 and 2sl/2 orbitals) unlike the case of 12C+13C,

where the orbitals lpl/2, ld5/2 and 2sl/2 are mixed. This

difference is clearly reflected on the density distributions of

the RMO states. In the case of C+ C the density distribution

concentrates, as has been seen in sect. 7, around the middle

point on the molecular axis, whereas for 0+ 0 the density

probability still exists at the outside of the core-nuclei (see

fig. 53b).

A strong mixing of the 2sl/2 and ld5/2 orbitals as well as

the orientation of the ld5/2 orbitals develop mainly inside the

potential barrier. In order that the scattering wave functions

are sensitive to these mixing effects, the absorption effects due

to the core-core potential should be small at least around the

potential barrier (See the discussion in sect. 8.1.1 on the Born

series convergence.).

From the fact (iii) we see that a Landau-Zener transition

mechanism causes the transition from the ground 5/2 channel to

the inelastic l/2+ channel at very large distances around r ~ 12

fm. An important part of the inelastic transition is generated

by this mechanism, if the bombarding energy is low enough. At

low energies the results of the calculation are almost independ-

ent from the change of the core-core potential in the inner
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region and, by virture of the transition at large distance the

cross sections are very large CWmb/sr at E = 11.3MeV).

8.2. SYSTEMS WITH HEAVIER NUCLEI, 36S+37C£ AND 40Ca+41Ca

We consider the molecular orbital phenomena of the valence

nucleon in the systems of 36S+37C£ and 40Ca+41Ca. With the

increase of the mass number of the core nucleus both the angular

momenta for the relative motion and for the single particle

orbitals of the valence nucleon become larger. Thus, the

relative motion tends to behave in a classical way and the number

of the subchannels treated increases. For simplicity we neglect

the Coulomb excitations of the core nuclei, which become more

important in the systems of heavier nuclei.

8.2.1. The CRC analysis

In figs. 54 and 55 the differential cross sections obtained

with the CRC and the one-step calculations are compared with each

other. Again the one-step calculations for the non-diagonal

interactions are not equivalent to the DWBA because the diagonal

transfer interactions are included in the distorting potentials.

We see the following,

(i) In the inelastic scattering we observe two bumps at

forward and backward angles, respectively. Both bumps

correspond to the scattering of the "identical" core nuclei

passing through the classical trajectory for the grazing

distance. In the one-step analysis we interpret the former

bump as due to the direct process and the latter bump as

due to the transfer process.
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(ii) There is a trend that the bump at backward angles (the bump

due to the TI) is larger than the bump at forward angles

(the bump due to the DI), especially in the scattering to

the higher i-orbitals and also in the scattering satisfying

the condition j> •>• j< (j? - £±1/2) [79] for the angular

momenta of the transferred nucleon.

(iii) The bump of the one-step calculation at the forward angles

is enhanced by the CRC effects. Thus, the magnitudes of

the two bumps tend to be equalized,

(iv) The strong interference pattern is observed in the

inelastic angular distribution of 37Ct(36S,36S)37Ct*(l/2+)

at forward angles. This is due to the interference between

the amplitudes of the nuclear interaction and the direct

inelastic Coulomb interaction between the core and the

valence proton.

(v) He observe a shift of the bumps between the one-step and

CRC results, namely the bumps at forward and backward

angles in the CRC are shifted forward and backward as

compared to the "DWBA" one-step case, respectively. The

shift is much larger if the elastic transfer is calculated

in the first order only.

Item (ii) expresses the general tendency that the direct

processes are diminished with the increase of the £-orbital

angular momentum of the single particle state [96] and that the

transfer processes are enhanced according to the j-selection rule

j> -• j< . The fact (iii) is explained, if the repeated transfer

contributes to the angular distribution. In the iterated
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calculation for ,a+ Ca, however, the multi-step processes at

least up to five or six times are required to get the convergence

of the Born series calculation (see fig. 56).

Strong direct inelastic scattering due to the Coulomb

interaction occurs to low £-orbital angular momentum states as is

mentioned in the item (iv), and it interfers with the amplitudes

of other processes. In the CRC calculation an interference

pattern appears as is seen in fig. 54. These interference

effects are useful to see the details of the CRC mechanism.

The item (v) is reminiscent of the case of heavy-ion

transfer reactions where systematic discrepancies between the

data and the DWBA calculation are observed by many authors [38-

41]. Namely, the bump appears in the angular distribution at

more forward angles than expected by the DWBA. In the calcula-

tions carried out here, we observe the same shift of the bumps

between the one-step and CRC results. However, it should be

noted that this CRC effect comes from the couplings between

different channels. The multi-step interactions of the elastic

transfer are already included in "one-step" calculation. From

the shifts mentioned above we suggest that the reactions in the

CRC calculations occur at larger distances. This phenomenon can

be interpreted in terms of molecular or/and distorted orbitals.

Along this line. Char1ton, Delic, Glendenning and Pruess [48]

have carried out transfer calculations by using molecular orbital

wave functions generated by the TCSM, and they have got reason-

able shifts of the angular distributions. However, the interac-

tions they use are inconsistent with the molecular orbital
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approach and they had to use very large normalization factors for

the absolute values of the cross sections.

In our adiabatic approach discussed in the subsequent sect.

8.2.2, we observe the formation of the covalent molecule, which

explains the shift of the bumps by an increased nucleon density

at large distances (between the two cores).

8.2.2. Adiabatic Approach for the Heavier Nuclei

A preliminary calculation for the RMO's for the systems of

36S+37Ct and 40Ca+41Ca has been made and the adiabatic potentials

as defined in (8.1) are shown in figs. 57a and b, respectively,

for the state of Jn « S7/2+. In both cases the lowest adiabatic

potential (p«l) is extremely lowered and energetically well

separated from the others (p£2). The mixing between many

orbitals produces a energetically coherent RMO state as an

adiabatically stable state of p»l. The energy separation of this

adiabatic potential and the others is more prominent than for the

systems of the lighter nuclei, 12C+13C and 16O+17O, and points to

the stronger subbarrier fusion enhancement of heavier systems

[103].

The mixing coefficients A^(r) for the RMO state of p-1 are

shown as a function of the distance r in figs. 58 and 59 for the

systems of 36S+37Ci and 40Ca+4iCa, respectively. For both

systems the lowest RMO state (p«l) of n=+ has completely the same

properties as those in the systems of 12C+13C and 16O+17O.

Namely, in the grazing region (6 < r < 10 fm) we have the K-l/2

eigenstate for the p»l, which is a mixed state with a large

number of different orbitals. In the case of S+ Ct we have a
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mixing between the orbitals belonging to different !• -parities,

i.e., the hybridization of the s-d positive parity orbitals and

f-p negative parity orbitals. The density distribution

concentrates mainly around the middle point of the molecular

axis. On the other hand, in the system of Ca+ Ca hybridiza-

tion is hardly observed at least at the distances > 8fm because

of the difficulty of the mixing of the f and p negative parity

orbitals with the positive-parity intruder orbital lg9/2, which

has an excitation energy of 8HeV. Thus, a part of the density

probability remains on the opposite sides for the core Ca

nuclei.

The appearance of the covalent molecule of K-l/2 in the

ground EMO state (p-1) ia one of the remarkable point». It is

generated due to these transfer and direct processes at distances

larger than those expected from the non-distorted nuclear

orbitals.

9. Summary and Discussion

In the present paper we have investigated the molecular

orbitals of the active nucleons around two core nuclei in heavy

ion scattering. These molecular orbitals have been defined in a

coupled-reaction-channel (CRC) approach, which allow us to

compare the experimental data directly with the calculation

before the analyses of the molecular orbital formation. In the
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CRC formalism the radial equations are obtained for orthogo-

nalxzed basis functions, which are constructed from non-

orthogonal basis functions which contain the transfer channels.

Compared with the conventional CRC equation with a non-orthogonal

basis system, this CRC equation brings the advantage of the

definition of molecular orbitals; therefore the following

important properties are obtained:

(i) The transfer interaction in the radial equation is free

from the kinetic energy operator t as long as terms of

higher than second order in the non-orthogonality are

ignored.

(ii) The transfer interaction is symmetric with respect to the

post- and prior forms of the transfer form factor. This

gives a particularly convenient and efficient form for

taking into account the recoil effects approximately,

(iii) The direct excitations (inelastic transitions) are

described by the same form of the interactions as in the

usual treatment of the inelastic excitations,

(iv) As a result of the local approximation for the recoil

effects there appears a scaling factor between the relative

distances related to the transfer (in the case of non-

identical core nuclei). This is replaced in our radial CRC

equation by an effective Q-value which depends on the

bombarding energy. This causes the energy dependence of

our molecular orbitals (RHO).

In order to define the rotating molecular orbitals (RHO). we

make the local approximation of the non-local transfer form
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factor, and we diagonalize the total interactions, including the

Coriolis interaction, in the radial CRC equations for each total

angular momentum J and parity n. By this we obtain the RHO's,

which include the dynamical effects due to the relative motion,

i.e., the effects of the rotation of the molecular axis of the

system and the recoil effects, which cause the mixing of the

K-quantum number of the RMO. By virture of this we can discuss

directly the stability of the molecular orbitals with the change

of the angular momentum J, i.e., with respect to the rotation of

the molecular axis, and also the J-dependence of the transition

mechanism between molecualr orbitals. Clearly the RHO's consist

of the linear combinations of nuclear orbitals (LCNO) [12, 13].

However, there is no problem of the treatment of the boundary

condition arizing from the recoil effects as discussed by Becker

et al.tlS].

For this molecular orbital scheme, obtained for every J and

n_, we can roughly classify two classes by the Coriolis decoupling

term according to the sign of {-) "" , if the channel spins

are half integer. Thus, we have generally the following two

classes specified by the dynamical effects due to the Coriolis

interaction.

l/2+, 3/2", 5/2+, 7/2", 9/2+, ••• and

j" = 1/2", 3/2+, 5/2", 7/2+, 9/2", ...
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In the case of identical cores we have in addition the core

exchange symmetry, on which the coupling interactions depend.

Thus, we obtain four classes for the classification in this case.

The difference of the CRC effects between the above two

classes induces an effective (L'S) interaction, if the colliding

nuclei have spins 0 and 1/2 and if the strong coupling scheme

responsible for the molecular orbital formation is valid. We

calculated the effective (L-S) interaction for the elastic

channel of C+ C system, where a strong spin polarization due

to the CRC are observed. The deduced (L-S) form factor in the

positive parity states is larger than that estimated from the

conventional folding procedure by a factor 100. This kind of

phenomena, i.e., dynamically induced spin-polarizations have been

recently discussed by many authors f87-90]. It is further shown

that the Coriolis K-mixing effects in the case of channel with

spin 0-0 appears as an dynamically induced moment of inertia [80]

which depends on the radial distance.

First, we discussed the CRC calculations for the system

12 13

C+ C according to our formulation and investigated the CRC

effects from the view point of molecular orbitals:

(i) In the test of the Born-series convergence in the expansion

of the multi-step interactions, we get strong divergence of

the series. This means that the description of the

scattering with base functions of eigenstates of the

respective colliding nuclei is inadequate to see the

physical situation; an alternative formalism, e.g., due to



the molecular orbital description is required.

(ii) In the positive parity states strong channel coupling

occurs due to the additivity of the transfer and direct

interactions and due to the different £-parity mixing of

the lpl/2 and ld5/2 orbitals. These mechanisms are made

more clear after the transformation to the molecular

orbital system.

(iii) The on-the-energy shell approximation (OESA) [37] of the

propagator in the multi-step interaction expansion does not

work for the treatment of the CRC effects concerning the

formation of molecular orbitlas, even though the OESA

offers great advantages in the CRC problem in a big

truncated space.

We applied the CRC theory with RMO wave functions to the

systems of 12C+13C, 160+17O, 36S+37Ct and 40Ca+41Ca by using an

adiabatic approach, which implies a first order treatment of the

radial couplings. In particular we made a detailed analysis for

12 13the system of C+ C, and compared the results with the

conventional CRC analysis given in sect. 4 and ref. 25. We find

by this comparison that the adiabatic approach due to the RMO is

a powerful tool for the investigation of the physics of the

molecular orbitals.

We summarize the result for the C+ C system as follows:

In the states of n=+ the adiabatic approximation for the

lowest RMO state p=l reproduces well the exact CRC S-matrix
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elements of the elastic channel at the energies smaller than E
cm

= lOMeV. The energy differences between the ~V_.(r) and other

adiabatic potentials are large enough to weaken the effects of

the radial couplings between the p=l and others. Thus, the

strong adiabaticity of the KHO of p=l is obtained. The

adiabaticity of the RMO is strongly influenced by Landau-Zener

transitions at small distances. However, due to an increased

absorption the adiabatic approximation for the RMO of p=l is

still good even at higher energies.

The properties of the adiabatic potential of the lowest

channel "VL^(r) are also very important. It is lower than the

lowest diagonal potential U ^ U ) for the original CRC basis

functions by about 1.5HeV at the barrier and by about SMeV at

smaller distances. The reduction of the barrier height cf the

elastic channel enhances the fusion cross section as recently

discussed by many authors in connection with the coupled-channel

effects due to collective inelastic excitation [70-72, 74, 75]

and nucleon transfer [73].

The mixing of the original lpl/2-ld5/2 orbitals - hybridiza-

tion - is shown to be of primary importance for the formation of

the RMO, especially for the state of p=l. These two orbitals

have the largest overlap (in particular for K=l/2) whereas the

overlap with the 2sl/2 state is small at large distances.

For the transition between states the S-matrix elements from

the lowest state p=l to the states of p=2 and 3 in the states H=+

(the transitions to p=4 and 5 are almost inhibited) are well

approximated by the one-step calculations for the radial
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couplings at the energies lower than about lOMeV. The radial

couplings between the RMO's p=l and q=2 or 3 have a broad peak at

the distances (r* = 7.4 fm for (p,q)=l,2 and r| = 7.0 fm for

(p,q)=(l,3)) outside the potential barrier. This transitions in

JI=+ occur at larger distances (see fig. 26) , than those predicted

by the coupling interactions with the original PWR at lower

energies.

The coupling interactions between the 2sl/2 channel and

others are weak resulting in strong and steep radial couplings

between (p,q)=<2,3) and also between (q,p)»(3,4) inside of the

potential barrier. However, the adiabatic potentials {TC(r)}

are almost reproduced by the adiabatic potentials {•"Y?ew(r)}

obtained by the diagonalization of the original interactions {U_}

without 2sl/2 channel coupling. This means that new diabatic

system is much more desirable in describing the physical

situation. Such weak coupling property of 2sl/2 channel comes

from the smaller density of the 2sl/2 single nucleon orbital in

the outside region (see fig. 32), this is different to atomic

physics where s-states participate strongly because of iarge

overlaps at small distances.

In the states of n=-« in general, the radial coupling

transitions from the lowest channel to the next one are extremely

supressed compared to that predicted by the one-step transition

in the PWR at low energies near the Coulomb barrier. The radial

coupling between p»l and 2 is much smaller than the value of the

PWR coupling interaction, which is already small because of the
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destructive additivity of the transfer and direct interactions.

By virture of this suppression, the cross sections are mainly

determined by the contribution of the states with n=+. Taking

these results for the states of n=+ and n=-, we predict that at

low energies near the Coulomb barrier, the angular distribution

of the first excited channel should take a symmetric form with

respect to 8CM = 90°, as observed in the experiments for C( C,

12C)13C*(l/2+), which show the beautiful 90° symmetry form at E c m

=7.8 MeV.

With the increase of the energy, however, this form is

destroyed rapidly because of the rapid increase of the n —

contribution, due to the Landau-Zener transitions inside the

Coulomb barrier between the adiabatic potentials of the ground

and the first excited channels. Thus, already at E c m =8.8 MeV

the pronounced structure and the symmetry by 90° is lost [23].

This is the first finding of the Landau-Zener transition

mechanism in nuclear reactions.

We have made preliminary RMO and also CRC analyses for the

system 16O+17O and for heavier nuclei, 36S+37C* and 40Ca+41Ca and

obtained the following results:

(i) In the positive parity states the lowest RMO states (p=l)

are adiabatically stable for all systems. The adiabatic

potential of p=l is singled out and extremely lowered

relative to the others (p=2). This feature appears very

prominently in heavier systems.

(ii) The multi-step interaction effects are not so strong in the
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system 0+ 0 as compared to the system C+ C, although

both have a resemblance except for the missing of the lpl/2

state in the case of 0 + 0 . This fact, again, points to

the important role of the H-parity mixing (hybridization)

of the lpl/2 and sd orbitals in the formation of the strong

CRC scheme.

(iii) In the inelastic angular distributions for the systems with

heavier nuclei there appear two bumps corresponding to the

grazing orbits of the two identical core nuclei passing

through classical trajectories. Multi-step interactions

cause shifts of these bun.ps towards more forward and

backward angles. This is an evidence of the covalent

molecule formation of the transferred nucleon as has been

suggested by many authors.

(iv) In systems with heavier nuclei the Landau-Zener mechanisms,

appear more pronounced compared to systems with the lighter

nuclei. This fact will be discussed elsewhere in detail.

Finally, we have investigated the properties of the RMO's,

especially the stability with respect to the rotation of the

molecular axis and the geometical configuration - the density

distribution - of the RMO:

In the states ofn=+, especially for the class (I) for the

12 13

C+ C system, the formation of the RMO as the K-quantum number

eigenstates begins already at a distance of about lOfm. This

means that the nuclear force is much stronger than the Coriolis

K-mixing interaction at least in the grazing region. The lowest
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RMO states of "p=l" is very stable with the increase of the total

angular momentum J. In the states of n=-, generally it seems

difficult to observe good K-quantum number eigenstates of the

RMO.

Single particle orbitals with weak binding energy exhibit an

orientation (eigenstates of K-guantum number) "statically" due to

the direct interaction with the other nucleus at large distances,

however in the actual dynamical situation the radial couplings

12 13
destroy the orientation. In the case of C+ C the orientation

of the ldg,2 orbital, which has a weak binding energy 1.06 MeV

appears at r£10 fin. In our calculation, however, it is shown

that this orientation is not dynamically stable even at very low

bombarding energies.

Generally, the lowest RMO states in the states of n-+ are

the eigenstate of K-l/2 and show the density distribution of a

covalent molecule. It extends along the molecular axis so as to

minimize the potential energy due to the nuclear force. This is

another manifestation of the adiabatic stability of the lowest

RMO states mentioned before.

In the cases of 12C+13C and 36S+37Ci the properties of the

covalent molecules are very conspicuous because of the mixing of

the different u-parity orbitals - the hybridization of the lpl/2

and ld5/2 orbitals, and the ld3/2. If7/2 and 2p3/2 orbitals.

respectively.

On the other hand, in the lowest RMO states of n— the

density distributions show clear shapes of an anti-covalent

molecule, concentrating at the opposite sides of the core nuclei.
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Originally the density distributions of the molecular base

functions themselves take this configuration, while the mixings

of different orbitals again enhances this trend strongly for the

lowest RMO states.

The inclusion of the dynamical effects of rotation of the

molecular axis in the coupled-reaction-channel theory is an

important ingredient of our work. This brings particular

advantages compared to the static treatment of the conventional

molecular orbitals:

(i) The K-mixing effects and the properties of the molecular

orbitals with the change of the total angular momentum J

are easily deduced; We can judge the stability of each

molecular orbital with respect to the rotation of the

molecular axis.

(ii) The J-dependence of each adiabatic potential and of the

radial coupling interactions between RMO's can be

discussed, especially for the Landau-Zener type

transitions which have a fairly strong J-dependence. These

effects of the Coriolis interaction on the Landau-Zener

transition mechanism are rather important with the change

of the bombarding energy and will be discussed in future

work,

(iii) At small distances there are sharp radial couplings and

pseudo crossing points in the adiabatic potentials, which

have a strong J-dependence. Clearly, Coriolis mixing plays

a dominant role in these points as well. A diabatic
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treatment of these crossings is required to get new stable

molecular orbitals at these distances.

Recently also attempts to treat the radial and rotational

coupling in a unified way in atomic collisions have been

published [109]. In this treatment the rotational coupling

effects are understood in terms of the Landau-Zener transition

mechanism. In nucleus-nucleus collisions, however, the Coriolis

interaction is much more essential, i.e. not only for the general

understanding of the transition mechanism, but also for the

formation itself of the nucleon molecular orbitals. Thus, in our

case the transition mechanism changes generally with the change

of the angular momentum J.

Finally an assesment of open problems and an outlook to

future studies should be made.

One of the major approximations in the CRC picture is the

truncation of the basis to the low-lying single particle states.

Changes of the results due to the inclusion of higher lying

(umbound) states are expected to be small at low energies. At

higher energies we expect strong changes also due to an increased

participation of collective states in the CRC scheme. Part of

these effects can be incorporated by changes in the real and

imaginary potential, where it is known that channel coupling of

states can be incorporated by effective potentials in our cases a

parity dependent core-core potential will be necessary.

As an important ingredient for the development of a strong

coupled-reaction-channel scheme, the hybridization is generally
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produced by both the direct and the transfer interactions. The

intruder state of different parity often will be of high S.-value

and belongs to the j;, = &.+1/2 states. Direct transitions to

this state from the low-lying configurations, generally j< = (̂ 2~

1/2), will be of maximum multipolarity !•. = 4i+*2 (without spin

flip) and therefore rather small (e.g. ld3/2 •+ lf7/2 in the case

of Cr+ S), simultaneously the transition induced by the

transfer interaction will be maximal for such cases. Therefore,

hybridization in heavier systems will be mainly induced by this

transfer interaction.

Further interesting possibilities of strong coupled-reaction

-channel schemes should be realized in systems with strong

collective states in the cores and the corresponding core-excited

single particle states in the core plus valence nucleon configu-

ration. The mixing of the core excited states with the pure

single particle states, will create a situation, where transi-

tions due to collective excitation and transfer interactions

again act constructively. We therefore expect that there exist

many more systems, where direct excitations and nucleon transfer

act cooperatively so as to produce hybridization and thus

molecular orbital configurations.
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Appendix A Construction of Orthonormal System from Linearly

Dependent Base Functions

We consider the orthonormal system ?a defined in eq.

(2.12) constructed from the non-orthogonal system t or I cr >

(see eq. (2.8)) which is not linearly independent. For this

system the following integral equation for the overlapping kernel

N (defined by eq. (2.9)) with vanishing eigenvalues X holds.

where the matrix elements of N are given by eq. (2.9). In this

case we don't have a unique solution of the radial wave function

0 - (fl,(r),u,(r),"•• ,u (r)) satisfying the CRC equation:

if dra<BrB|E-H|ara>ua<ra) = 0. (A2)

This is because the following wave function u,

which contains arbitrary constants c 's, is a solution, if Jl

is one of the solutions of eq. (A2). However, using eq. (A3) we

can define the S-matrix uniquely because the 8^ (ro> are zero in

the asymptotic region. Thus, the radial wave function Q with the

condition.
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PCI = 0 and P = I |z(p)><Z(p)| , <A4)
p(Ap=O)

yields the same S-matrix as that of eq. (A3), and it is defined

uniquely. This means that the truncated space concerned here can

be spanned by a projected basis set, (1-P)|a,r > (a=l,2,•••,n).

This is also seen in the main text where the transformation

(2.12) of the non-orthogonal system |o,r > to the orthonormal

system is obtained, if we define the N by

N" 1 / 2 - I |Z<P»> -A-<Z(P>| , (AS)
p(Ap#0) -/T

where the summation is restricted to the eigenstates which don't

belong to the vanishing eigenvalue. By using the above N~ , we

have the same form of the CRC equation as given by eq. (2.35) ,

even if the original base functions are not linearly independent.

Appendix B Factorization of the Matrix Expression of the

Angular Momentum Operator for Relative Motion

We consider the quantity <ara|L
2(ra)|8rg> (eq. (2.21)) in

case where the mass partition of the channel a (MP(a)) differs

from that of channel S (MP(B)) and the base functions |orQ> are

of the HR (in the case of MP(o) = MP(e) eq. (2.20) is clearly

satisfied). In order to prove eq. (2.21) we put, before the

operator L (r ), the complete set of the PWR basis functions
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{|ir.>} (see eq. (2.7)) belonging to the MP(a). By making use of

the relation, L2(r )|ir.> = £ . (Jt .+1) | ir.> , we have,
*"U X 1 1 1

(Bl)

where we have also inserted into the right hand side of the

equation the complete set of the basis functions l|a'r ,>} which

again belong to the same mass partion and the same representation

as the state "|ar >". The sum of a1, therefore, is limited to

such states I a'r '> as are contained in the CRC space treated
1 a r

here but with the MP(a). This is because all the HR stated

\a'r , > necessary to the expansion of a PWR state |ir.> exist in

the CRC space, if one of the states |a'r ,> exists in the space.

Thus, the overlapps <o'ra,Is*^* in the right hand side of eq.

(Bl) must be the matrix elements of the overlap integral matrix N

defined within the CRC space concerned. By defining the matrix

elements of X (see eqs. (2.1) and (2.2)) as

X a = 0 ; for MP(a) * M P ( B ) , (B2)

we get the following equation to be proved.

<B3)
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Appendix C Momentum Expansion of Non-Local Form Factor

First, we expand a non-local form factor A(r,r') by the

power series of the momentum operator and then we discuss the

symmetry property for each term of the expansion.

Cl. DERIVATION OF THE EQUATIONS (2.42) AND (2.43)

We consider the non-local operator A(r,r') in the following

integral (eq. (2.38)),

r-rdr'glrJAlr.r'Ifir") , (cl)

'0 0

where g(r) and f(r) are arbitrary functions of the radial

distance. We assume that the non-locality of A is concentrated

around the line of r « ar1. Then, we transform the variables r

and r' into the variables x and y according to the relations

given by eqs. (2.39) and (2.40) (i.e., r' = x-ay and r = ax+y)

and expand the functions g(ax+y) and f(x-ay) by Taylor aeries

with respect to the variable y. Thus, we have the equacion.

r-j, »j, £
0 (C2)

with

A(n)(x) = £_£i f dy(y/X)nA(ax+y,x-ay) . (C3)
"" '-ax

By using the property of K ( n ) ( x ) , i.e., K ( n )(x) - 0 at x =
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0 and °°, and by carrying out the partial integrations on q(ax)

or f(x), we have the following two expressions for G,

G = I (-)na"nXn I U + a 2 ) p C_fdx g(ax) ̂ - A ( n ) <x>- ̂ - f(x) ,
n=0 p=0 e>. dx y dxp

<C4)

6 - 1 anXn I (l+a-2)Pc fdx f(x) ££- A(n) (x). SL g ( a x ) .
n-0 p-0 n p>. dxn"p dxp

0 (C4 ')

The equation (C4) is rewritten as,

G - I l-)neThn I (l+a2)p C fdxfdx'g(x) ̂ - A(n) (x/a) x
n=0 p-0 n pJ i dxn"p

0 0

dp 6 <x/a-x')f(x') , (C5)
dxp

if we use the following equation,

f dxg(ax)B(x)^—f (x) = |dx'fdxf dx"6 (x"-ax)g(x")B(x)-~6 (x-x')f (x1) .
' d x p » J ' dxp

From eq. (C5) we have the final expression (2.42) for A'n'(x,x').

Similarly we rewrite the eq. (C4*) as,

G = I a n - V I d+a" 2) p C fdxfdx'g(x) - ^ - A(n)(x')"
n=0 p=0 n pJ

Q
 J

o dx'n"p

6(x'-x/a)f(x1) . (C51)
dxrP

Then, we get the other expression (2.43) for A(n>(x,x').
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C2. PROOF OF THE SYMMETRY RELATIONS (2.46) AND (2.49)

In case that the original non-local form factor is

symmetric, i.e..

K Q B ( X , X ' ) = Kga(x
1,x) , (C6)

each term of the momentum-operator expansion holds the same

symmetry. By applying eq. (C3) to the above symmetric operator,

we get the relation (2.47), K^"1 (x/a) = {-)na1~nKB
(™) <x).

Using eq. (C51) for the form factor K^g'(x,x') and using the

relation (2.47) , we have the equation,

<C7)

K'n'(x',x). Then, noticing the order of the variables x and x',

On the other hand, we apply eq. (C5) to the form factor

K'n'(x',x). Then,

we get the equation

K

p

(C8)

From the above equations (C7) and (C8) we deduce the symmetry

relation (2.49). With the same arguments as above, it is clear

that the relation (2.46) is valid.
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Appendix D Approximation of the S-matrix by the On-the-Energy

Shell Propagator

We show that the S-matrix obtained by the CRC equation can

be approximated by a compact form, making use of the on-the-

energy shell approximation (OESA) for the propagator in the

following expression, that is.

T = u(0+'TAU I (g°AU)mu<0+) ,
m=0

with g° = -iw6(E-(t+U
0)) = u(0+'u(°-»T .

(Dl)

(D2)

In the above equation u is the wave function generated by the

potential U° at the energy of E and a'0"' = u ( 0 + )*. The

superscript T for the wave functions shows the transposed matrix.

The wave functions are expressed by the following matrix form as.

,<o+> _ r (r) (D3)

We have a relation between u and Q ~ :

u(0+) = Q(0-)s(0) (D4)
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where S is the S-matrix describing the scattering due to the

potential U°.

Inserting eq. (D2) into eq. <D1) and using the above

tion (E

amplitude.

Trelation (D4) and the relation S=S , we have the OESA scattering

T(OESA) = T
(1> [ [-i*S(0)-V1>]Ir- = T^ C l - i . s ' O ' - V 1 * ] - 1 ,

n-0
(D5)

with the one-step DWBA amplitude T( ,

u t 0 + ) T iU u t 0 + ) . (D6)

Thus, we get the OESA S-matrix as,

S(OESA) = [ l -2¥ iT ( 1 ) [S ( 0 ) +iTrT ( 1 ) ]" i ]S < 0 )

= S « ' ) l / 2 [ S « » + i K ' 1 ' / 2 ] - 1 [ S
( 0 > - i K ? 1 ) / 2 ] S ( 0 > 1 / 2 , (D7)

with

K»> = 2 1 I S ( 0 ) - 1 / 2 T ' 1 ' s ! 0 ) - 1 / 2 . (D8,
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Figure captions

Sect. 1.

Fig. la Density profile of the neutron bound to a C nucleus

12
in the presence of another C nucleus at distances,

r * 9.12, 7.80, 6.48 and 5.04 fm. Configurations are

shown with a "positive" total parity and a total

12 12
angular momentum J»9/2 for the C+n+ C system: The

states asymptotically merge into the C ground states

(lpl/2), while in the interaction region it is a mixed

state of lpl/2, 2sl/2 and ld5/2 orbitals.

Fig. lb Contour plots of the density distribution of the

neutron, as explained in fig. la, at a distance r - 7.2

fm for J » 13/2+. Five configuration are shown: the

first p«l asymmptotically merge into C ground state

(lpl/2), the p-2 to Ex - 3.09 MeV (2sl/2) and p - 3,4,5

to Ex « 3.85 MeV (ld5/2).

Fig. 2 Form factor for the transition 12C(13C,12C)13C between

the ground states: dashed-dotted line for the interac-

tion without the incorporation of the excited states

(2sl/2, ld5/2 orbitals); full curve after diagonaliza-

tion of all states and interactions, i.e., the

"transfer" form factor between the distorted orbitals.

Fig. 3 Schematic diagrams showing the treatment of the

scattering problem, in the various kinds of the

molecular-orbital approach; the conventional molecular

orbital model (a), the dynamical two-center shell model
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(b) and the rotating moiecular orbital model (c). The

superscripts, 1) and 2), in the figure show the places

where the dynamical effects due to the kinetic energy-

operator of the relative motion C D " ) and the transfer

recoil ("2)") are taken into account.

Sect. 2.

Fig. 4 Definition of coordinates used in the construction

of molecular wave functions and for the dynamical

calculations; a) for the case of non-identical cores

and, b) for the case of identical cores.

Fig. 5a Overlapps of the original basis wave functions for

states with K=l/2 as function of the distance for the

system 12C+13C. For details see sects. 4-7.

Fig. 5b Same as fig. 5a, however, for the system S+ Cl (see

sect. 8). The overlap in the grazing region tends to

be smaller than for the system of lighter nuclei.

Fig. 6 Lines of maximum values for the non-local operators

responsible for the transfer process between channels o

and S. They are defined in the plane with radial

coordinates r and r..
GC o

Sect. 4.

Fig. 7 Comparison of angular distributions from exact CRC

calculations with different steps of the iteration in a

Born expansion for the scattering of C+ C at two

energies (E_u =7.8 and 14.0 MeV). In all cases no
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convergence has been achieved after 5 steps.

Fig. 8 Comparison of partial cross sections obtained for the

5/2+ state of 13C in different classes. Exact CRC

calculations and different iteration steps are shown.

Class I shows no convergence at 7.8 and 9.88 MeV,

whereas at E_M = 14 MeV convergence is finally achieved

for all classes.

Fig. 9 Radial wave functions of the elastic scattering of

12C+13C at E-u =7.8 MeV in class I states which show

strong coupling effects (compare fig. 8). Large

differences between CRC and no coupling cases are

observed.

Fig. 10 Interaction scheme Tor the interactions Au and Au

which individually give a convergence of the Born-

series. For the complete interaction divergence is

obtained.

Fig. 11 Exact CRC calculations for the 12C+13C system (CRC).

In the case denoted by CRC' the coupling to the 2sl/2

state is a one-step interaction which does not

participate in the creation of the strong coupling

scheme due to lpl/2-ld5/2 channels.

Fig. 12 General coupling scheme deduced from the CRC

calcula- >ns for the states with positive and negative

parity of the C+ C system. In the latter case

strong coupling occurs only between 2sl/2 and ld5/2

state.

Fig. 13 Bound state wave functions of the ld5/2 and lpl/2
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states with two different binding energies.

Fig. 14 Changes in the convergence behaviours of the Born

series are illustrated for the cross section for the

13C(5/2+) state at E C M =7.8 MeV if a stronger binding

energy is applied. Part (a) shows partial cross

sections o and part (b) shows the results for j •

5/2+ for two choices of the imaginary potential.

Fig. 15a Comparison of the exact CRC calculations with calcula-

tions based on the on-the-energy shell approximation

(OESA) for the inelastic (5/2+) scattering of 12C+13C

'ECM * 7*8 a n d 1 4 MeV' a n d f o r e l a s t i c scattering (ECM

« 14 MeV).

Fig. 15b Same as fig. 15a, however, for the elastic scattering

of 12C+13C (ECM = 14 MeV) with binding energy increased

as in fig. 14.

Sect. 5.

Fig. 16 Diagonal part of the rotational coupling for the

individual channels for the systems: (a) C+ C, and:

(b) 36S+37Ct with (spin Io) and spacing ea for

different total J and II at the grazing distance. The

crossing points mark the j" values and the substates,

which will mix strongly into the molecular states. A

classification with I, II, III and IV is thus obtained.

Fig. 17 Adiabatic potentials Ifl (r) obtained by diagonaliza-

tion of U t o t in the RMO basis. For comparison U^ot »=

UT(r) is also shown. This potential contains all
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interactions excluding the radial coupling: the

core-core interaction (2.17), the direct interaction

(2.18), the transfer interaction, as well as the

angular momentum part R(r) and the eigen-energies

(eq. 3.7). Note the strong effect of the diagonaliza-

tion in particular on the lowest channel (asymptotical-

ly elastic channel). The case of J = 1/2 contains no

Coriolis mixing.

Fig. 18 S-matrix elements for the elastic channel S,. obtained

in a CRC approach (full line), in the adiabatic

approximation (ADB) and in an optical model calculation

(OPT) (here the diagonal parts of the direct and

transfer interactions are included). The parameters

are with standard absorption for the core-core

interaction.

Fig. 19 Same as figure 18, however, with stronger absorption.

Note the good agreement between CRC and ADB calcula-

tions if the nuclear interior contributes less.

Fig. 20 S-matrix elements for the elastic scattering of the

2s. . channel (S22) obtained in the exact calculation

(CRC). adiabatic approach (ADB) and the optical model

(OPT) as in fig. 18.

Fig. 21 Adiabatic potentials^ (r) and potentials U?(r) as

in fig. 17 for negative parity states.

Fig. 22 S-matrix elements for the elastic channel and

negative parity states (as fig. 18) .

Fig. 23 S-jnatrix elements for the elastic scattering with
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channels p=3,4 and 5 (subchannels of Id ..).

Pig. 24 Mixing ratios between original states, (a=l,"-,5),

which correspond assymptotically to lP]/2'
 2sl/"1 aiid

ld5/,2 (K-l/2,3/2,5/2) and rotating molecular orbital

states (RMO, index p) after diagonalization of all

interactions (excluding radial terms). The figure is

subdivided into classes I to IV as explained in text

(and fig. 16), they differ in the Coriolis decoupling

and mixing effect and its J dependence.

Pig. 25 K-mixing effects for the p«l (K-l/2) state for

different values of J shown by the components with

Wl/2 (a-4,5).

12)

Fig. 26 Illustration of the properties of the coupling AT*'

due to the second derivative d /dr for states of j" -

7/2" and 9/2+.

Fig. 27 Diagonal parts of the coupling in positive parity

states (jn«9/2+); they show the Landau-Zener

transitions as sharp peaks.

Pig. 28 Non-diagonal coupling interactions T ™ (r) between

RMO states of positive parity due to the first

derivative (indices in brackets (p,q)). For comparison

the non-diagonal interactions Uv|l (r) of the original

basis (consisting of transfer and direct parts) is

given with indices in square brackets Ci,j].

Fig. 29 S-matrix elements for transtions from states p«l to p=2

of positive parity calculated in the adiabatic approach

using RMO wave functions and treating the radial
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coupling as a perturbation (ADB one-step). For

comparison exact CRC and DWBA (PWR one-step) are

shown.

Fig. 30 Nondiagonal coupling interactions flTY for negative

parity states (J =7/2~). The sharp peaks are due to

Landau-Zener transitions.

Fig. 31 a) and b) J-independent potentials calculated according

to eq. (5.12), where the first order Coriolis terms are

subtracted from the complete adiabatic potential "C^.

The two J-values are connected assymptotically by the

same L-value by L±l/2.

Fig. 31 c) J-independent potentials constructed as for fig. 31

(a and b) for different J-values.

Fig. 32 Radial shape of (L-S) dependent term of the adiabatic

potential for the elastic channel (p»l). b) U t o t shows

the potential before diagonalization.

Fig. 33 CRC calculation for the polarization of C nucleus in

the elastic scattering of 12C+13C. The polarization is

prominent at rather backward angles, reflecting the

short range property of the effective (L-S) interaction

discussed in the text.

Sect. 6.

Fig. 34 a) Adiabatic potentials "y^,, without the coupling of the

2sl/2 c n a n n s l a n d w i t n full interaction. For

comparison the original potential U is shown for the

p=2 (2sl/2) channel. Compare also fig. 28.
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b) Diagonal part of the coupling interaction ay > i

corresponding to the adiabatic calculation in fig. a.

dis

C

Fig. 35 Single ceuter density distributions of the IPn/j' 2si/?

and ld5/2 orbitals in C. The lower part shows the

densities of the substates of the ldj/, orbitals. For

a further discussion of densities (in particular for

two centers) see figs, in sect. 7.

Fig. 36 S-matrix elements for negative parity states as

function of incident energy. Exact (CRC) calculations

are compared with adiabatic calculations (ADB) and

"DWBA" calculations. See also fig. 29.

Fig. 37 Partial cross sections for n«+ and ~ for the transition

p=l + p»2 calculated in the CRC approach and the

one-step interaction ("DWBA"). The ratio <jn*+/a t o t ai

illustrates the relatively sharp rise of the n»- cross

section.

Fig. 38 Calculated (and experimental) angular distributions

which show the rapid change from E C M * 7.8 to 9.88 MeV

due to the fast change of the II =- contributions. The

symmetry and the maximum at 8-90° CM is lost at E-,M =

8.84 MeV.

Fig. 39 Evolution of relative contributions of the Jl"+ and II=-

states of the l/2+ and 5/2+ states. The dashed curve

shows the one-step calculation and the full curve the

CRC calculation. The channel coupling enhances the H=+

states and suppresses the n«- states.

Pig. 40 Excitation functions (a) and angular distributions (b)
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for the l/2+ state with standard and strong absorption.

The symmetry by 90s is obtained in the latter case at

the higher energy due to the suppression of the

negative-parity Landau-Zener transition.

Sect. 7.

Fig. 41 Density distributions of the MO base functions (top of

figure) and of the RMO states (after diagonalization

without 2s,,. state for the substates p»l and p«3) and

Jn-l/2 . This choice implies no K-mixing and shows

only hybridization (the original MO which will rotate

for higher J).

Fig. 42 Phase relations between mixing amplitudes of an RMO

state of jn-5/2+ and 7/2". Generally very pure K

states (K-l/2 for p-1) are observed in the grazing

region. The corresponding densities shown in the lower

part reflect the constructive or destructive interfer-

ence of the densities of the original p and d states

(hybridization). The 2s. ., state has been omitted.

Fig. 43a Mixing coefficients A'jjE and adiabatic potentials

without the interaction between substates of the ldg<2

state (no orientation}. The mixing is strongly

increased with the full interaction showing the

importance of orientation for the hybridization

process.

Fig. 43b Mixing coefficients as in Fig. 43a without transfer

and/or direct interactions.
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Fig. 44 Mixing coefficients and adiabatic potentials without

transfer and direct interactions between the lPi/2
 a n d

the ldq/n orbitj, respectively. The comparison with

full coupling and the effect on the adiabatic energies

illustrates the mechanism of the p-d hybridization.

The hybridization lowers strongly the adiabatic

potential of p«l (see fig. 43a).

Pig. 45 Illustration of the effect of the 2s1/2 state (omitted

in the previous discussions of figs. 43 and 44) on the

mixing coefficients and the density distributions. See

also fig. 34 for the effect of this state on the

adiabatic potential (which is small).

Fig. 46 Influence of the various coupling interactions on the

mixing (hybridization) of states. At) represents the

full non-diagonal coupling interaction, whereas AU

represents those which alone can not produce hybridiza-

tion (mixing of states at one center).

Pig. 47 Density distributions for the 12C+13C Bystem as

function of J^-values. The figure shows for J » 1/2

the original molecular wave functions (without Coriolis

interactions) and for higher J the RMO states which

correspond to the original ones. Only one curve is

drawn if the differences are too small. The lowest

configurations are particularly stable, whereas for the

p-4 states some differences can be observed.

Fig. 48 Contour plots of the density distributions of the

neutron in the HMO states for J11 - 9/2~ and 9/2+. The
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distance between the C cores is varied between 3.3 fm

and 15.9 fm in steps of 0.9 fm. Some plots, were no

changes of the denstities occurs, have been omitted at

some distances. In the n-+ states we have a crossing

of state 2 and 3 at ca r « 5.8 fm. Hybridization with

the d-state becomes visible at ca 9.6 - 8.7 fm, and a

strong maximum develops at ca 6.9 fm. In the In-

states we have a crossing of state 2 and 3 at ca 11 fm

and between state 1 and 2 at ca 4.0 fm. IT-binding

shape developps for p«2 at r « 6.9 - 5.1 fm. The

states 1 and 2 show at large distances the densities

(spherically symmetric for j-1/2) of the lPj/2 aru3

2s.,, states, whersas the subctates of Id*,- are not

pure states of the K-quantum number.

Sect. 8.

Fig. 49 Levels schemes and quantum numbers of single particle

orbits of the nuclei discussed. The separation

energies are indicated by dash-dotted lines.

Fig. 50 Scattering of 0 on O. Full coupled-reaction-

channel calculations (CRC) are shown in comparison with

one-step CRC (dashed curves) and CRC'-calculations

(dash-dotted) which contain only first order coupling

between the ld5/2 and 2sl/2 states.

Case I and II correspond to the "weak" and "strongly"

absorbing potentials in Table 3.

16 17Fig. 51 Calculation of the coupled reaction system, 0+ O, in
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a Born-series. Rapid convergence is observed for the

case II (strongly absorbing potential), whereas

divergence is obtained in case I. Case (b) corresponds

to first order coupling between the 2sl/2 and ld5/2

states.

Fig. 52 Adiabatic potentials of the RMO states in the system

7O+16O. Figure (b) shows the diagonal interactions

(X'r'+ArVpp' < r" whereas (a) shows the diagonal

potentials minus the centrifugal energies and minus the

ffvJJ* (r).
Fig. 53 Mixing coefficients of the «ubstates of the 16O+17O

system p - 1 - 3 (ld5/2) and p - 4 (2sl/2) for the

formation of RMO. The lowest state is a pure K - 1/2

state in the range of 4 fm j r 4 10 fm. The corres-

ponding density distribution shown in part (b) shows a

strong concentration on the molecular axis.

Fig. 54 angular distributions for the scattering of C* on S

calculated in the full CEC scheme (full curves) and the

one-step approach (one-step in the interaction between

different channels)-dashed curves. The strong oscilla-

tions in the 2sl/2 state are due to the nuclear-Coulomb

interference effects.

Fig. 55 Same as fig. 54 for the systme 40Ca+41Ca. The elastic

transfer process is included in the one-step calcula-

tions in all orders. The shifts in the grazing peaks

are due to orbital mixing.

Fig. 56 Dependence of the cross section leading to the 3/2~
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state in the scattering of Ca on Ca on the number

of iterations. The distribution of partial cross

sections a is shown for the positive parity states in

the insert.

Fig. 57a,b Adiabatic potentials for the systems (a) 36S+37C1 and

(b) 40Ca+41Ca for J11 » 57/2+. The lowest state (p-1)

generally shows a strong lowering relative to the next

state and gives an adiabatically stable configuration.

Fig. 58 Mixing coefficients for the lowest RMO states of

36S+37Ct and density distributions of the proton in the

RMO wave functions. The correspondence of states p and

a to asymptotic eigenstates is given in the figure. At

the grazing distance mixing of only K«l/2 components is

observed (o»l,2 and 3). Similar to 12C+13C (fig. 42)

the hybridization produces an adiabatically stable

rotating molecular orbital with K«l/2 and n~+ for the

lowest state which has a strongly enhanced density

along the molecular axis.

Fig. 59 As fig. 58 for the case of 40Ca+41Ca. The mixing

occurs here mainly between If7/2 and 2p3/2 orbitals.

The lg9/2 orbital mixes only weakly due to its high

excitation energy.
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Table 1. Parameters of the potential* VnC between active nucleon and core

nucleus. The potential V „ is used to construct the direct and

transfer form factors and also to generate the single particle

wave functions for the active nucleon.

System

1 2c +
1 3c

1 6o +
1 7o

36s+
37ci

4 0Ca +
4 1Ca

* VnC(R>

with

rO

1.16

1.20

1.20

- V+(l+

+ (1

R+ = r;

i r = -

a~

0.

0,

0

(-)'

•s,

.705

.922

.748

V2C

1 d
R dR

v"

-50.

-70.

-58,

1+exp

,59 1

1

.94 1

.24 1

((R-R+)

V1
l+exp((R-R'

R~ = :r0A

.16

.25

.20

.20

/a+))

)/a')

and

a

0.

0.

0.

0.

*

R1

+

+

705

666

910

748

(l-(-

y
coul

* r(j

V+

-62.

-53.

-61.

-66.

80

01

09

43

I

1.

1.

1.

1.

. t

0

.16

.25

,15

.00

)*)/2(l+exp((R-R

(rc,

& 1 / 3.

(I

0

0

0

1

-.

•S)

a1

.705

.666

.910

.09

/a"))

V

-28

-23

-17

-29

rc

.41

.65

.14 1.25

.72
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Table 2. CFP values of single particle states used
in the calculations in sects. 4-8.

System

12C+13C

16O+
17O

36S+
37C1

40Ca+
41Ca

lpl/2

0.80

2sl/2

0.55

1.0

0.70

ld5/2

0.85

1.0

ld3/2

0.90

lf7/2

0.50

0.95

2p3/2

0.60

0.85

2pl/2

0.80

lf5/2

0.80

lg9/2

0.80
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Table 3. Standard parameters of the optical potential* Vrr, in the calculations
in sects. 4-8.

System rQ a VQ rz â . WQ

12C+13C E = lOMeV 1.35 0.20 -15.5 1.35 0.30 -1.5-0.03E 1.35
(ref.25) C m cra

Ecm ~ 10MeV 1-3S °-20 " 1 1 > 0~°- 4 5 Ecm 1-35 °-30 1 < 2" 0 - 3 Ecm 1-35

16O+17O KGobbi's pot.) 1.35 0.49 -17.0 1.27 0.15 -0.8-0.2E 1.25
(refs.101, II 1.20 0.49 -100.0 1.20 0.32 -40.0 1.25

102)

36S+37C1 1.25 0.65 -28.0-0.05Ecm 1.35 0.48 -0.1-0.1Ecm 1.25

40 41
Ca+ Ca (ref.104) 1.36 0.48 -8.4-0.27Ecm 1.37 0.17 -90-0.lEcm 1.35

*Vcc(r) = V0/(l+exp(r-R)/a))+iW0/(l+exp((r-RI)/aI))+Vcoul(rc)

with R = 2rQA
1/3 and Rj = 2rIA

1'2.
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Table 4. Partial cross sections 0 5 .,(CRC), og . (n-1,3,5,*••) ,

35/2(CRC) and 05/2(n-l,2,3,*") (calculated with

interactions Au and Au) for the inelastic scattering

going to the 5/2+-states of " c , at E c m » 7.8 and 9.88 MeV.

The number 1.2(-2) shows 1.2xlO~ mb, for example.

Interaction

AU

E
cm

CRC

7.8 1.21-2) 1.4(-2)

9.88 9.9(-l) 2.3(+0)

9.8(-3)

1.K+0)

1.31-2)

divergent-J

8.0(-3)

AU
7.8 2.9(-2) 1.4(-2) 2.61-2) 3.0(-2) 2.7(-2)

9.88 4.7(+0) 2.3(+0) 4.91+0) 6.0(+0) 6.K+0)

3.7(-2) 5/2T

4.6(+0)
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Table 5. Pseudo crosssing points rQ and r3 observed in the adiabatic

potential diagram in the negative parity states. The points

rQ and r^ are observed between the states p = 1 and 2 and

between the states p = 2 and 3, respectively. Generally,

the crossing points shift towards larger distances with

the increase of J, except for rQ in class III.

pseudo crossing points

ro(fm)

r3(fm)

J

1/2"

4.5

6.0

(class

5/2"

4.5

7.0

III)

9/2"

4.5

9.0

3/2

5.2

7.0

J (class

" 7/2"

6.0

7.5

IV)

11/2"

6.5

8.5



Table 6. Pseudo crossing points r., and r2 observed in the adiabatic potential

diagram in the positive parity states. The points r. and r,

correspond to the real crossing points between the diagonal

potential U22
 f o r the sl/2 channel and the adiabatic potentials

calculated without the sl/2 channel. These crossing points are

fairly dependent of the value of J (Coriolis interaction effect).

j" (class I) Jn(class II)

pseudo crossing points l/2+ 9/2+ 13/2+ 3/2+

4.5 5.5 6.6 3.5 5.0 5.5

4.2 4.2 6.0 3.5 4.0 4.0
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Table 7. Main K-quanta for the respective RMO states p in the region, 4<r<8 fin.

class

I

I I

I I I

IV

1

1 / 2

1 / 2

l/2(lpl/2/

l/2(lpl/2;
l/2(ld5/2;

r>4fm)

r>6fm)
r<6fm)

RMO
2

1 / 2

1 / 2

l/2(r>4fm)

l /2(2s l /2;
l /2( lp l /2;

state p

r>6)
2<r<6)

3

1 / 2

4

5 / 2

l/2(4<r<6)

5

3 / 2

3 / 2

5/2(4<r<6)

5/2(4<r<8)



Density Distributions

of distorted valence orbitals (13C(l/2~))

r=5.04fm

- 5 10 distance
12C+13C Jn = 9/2+



13^/ j_ IC(+I2C at r=72fm);Jir=l

Fig. 1b



elastic transfer form factor for 12C+13C syster

— — distorted orbital system
non-distorted orbital

system

Jn=9/2+

r(fm)

-absorption
— barrier top

Fig. 2



n n (transferred nucleon)
c.m.of (n+Ci)/ \ c.m.of (n-f-C2) c.m.of (n+Ci)/ \ c.m.of (n+C2)

Fig. 4



(a) Conventional MO model

TCSM Eigen states of respective nuclei |

MO's

radial coupled eq. for the MO's with

| rot, and rad. couplings \ 1 )

E
B.C.with | recoil correction|2)

(b) Dynamical TCSM

TCSM's given in respective mass partitions

MO sets given by recpective TCSM's

radial coupled eq. for the MO's with

| rot, and rad. couplings | 1 , 2 )



(c) Rotating MO model

channel wave functions
given in respective mass partitions

_L
radial CRC eq. with local interactions

including

B.C.

S-matrix

dynamical effects |' ,2)

Diagonalization of the "total interactions"
in the radial CRC eq.

Rotating MO's
1,2)

radial coupled eq. for the RMO's with

| rad. couplings \' '

1) Dynamical effects due to the kinetic energy operator of the relative motion

2) Dynamical effects due to the recoil of the transfers

B.C., boundary condition; Exp., experiments

rad., radial; rot., rotational
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Fig. 5a



overlap integral NOQ(r): 36S+37C1
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K=l /2 1
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1 ld3/2 0.90
2 2sl/2 0.70
3 lf7/2 0.50
4 2p3/2 0.60

1— potential barrier top

strong absorption

(b)

Fig. 5b
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13C(12C,12C)13C* (3.85MeV,5/2+)

K~J

• >N= I . J=l/2+2x 1
II. J=3/2+2x /
«l ,J=l/2+2x\
IV, J=3/2 + 2x '

N (13C*(3.85MeV, 5/2+))
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I I I I I I I I !
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0.3

Ecm=7.8MeV
•CRC

wave function of elastic channel
I No-Coupl.

J n =l /2 +

v/

5/2+

0.3

9/2+

0.3-

Fig. 9



d5/2 oriented state (K= 1/2)

(CRC) =

pl/2
4- I +

ji]n = l) f
' (n=2) (n=3)

I d5/2 =?== I +

^ _ p l / 2

hybridization ^ T (

4-

converge

converge

d5/2 orientation 4-hybridization

(CRC) =

•pl/2

diverge

Fig. 10
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CRC
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12C + n

very strong coupling
strong coupling
weak coupling

3.854

3.086

4.947MeV

• 5/2+

•1/2+

oriented d5/2 (K=l/2)

Sl/2

1/2-
•

CD
i p l / 2

(a) n = -

CD
(b) n = -

Fig. 12



12C+n bound states

for Bs, for Bs+ lOMeV

R = f 4.95 MeV for pl/2
s 11.09 MeV for d5/2

0.01-

i i I I L.V J 1

Fig. 13
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I3C(I2C,I2C)I3C; B(n)=Bs+IOMeV

'- ECM= 14.0 MeV

0°
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OESAexact
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90°
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180°

Fig-15b
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S-matrix for I2C+ I3C

;J W=-3.0-0.03^ CRC
ADB

I OPT

Fig. 19
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S- matrix elements I2C+I3C
CRC, ADB. no-CRC

7 10 7 10 7 10 E.JMeV)



Adiabatic, f, and bare,U, potentials
! 2 C + ,3C

r(fm)

Fig. 21



S-matrix elements for
,J7T

'II

3OC 7/2+(classn)

•CRC ADB

9/2" (classI)

OPT

^ = 7 / 2 " (class 17)

10 Erm(MeV)crrv

Fig. 22



S-matrix elements I2C+I3C

: J 7 r = 5 / 2 +

(MeV)

CRC
ADB
no-CRC

Fig. 23



Mixing Coefficients for RMO States (p = 1-5), Class I

* = i 2 or 3 4 5

9/2+

10 0 10 r(fm)

Fig. 24a



Mixing Coefficients for RMO States (p= I"-5), Class I

(Afp(r ) ) 2 - a = 2or 3 4

10 0 10 r(fm)

Fig. 24b



Mixing Coefficients for RMO States (p=I~5),Class 1

(A J / o ( r ) ) 2 .

5/2

9/2

a = •2 or 3 4

0
0 10 10 r(fm)

Fig. 24c



Mixing Coefficients for RMO States (p=l 5), Class 17
2

(AJ
a>))

P=

-2 or 3 --—4

10 r(fm)

Fig. 24d



J-dependence of K=3/2 and 5/2 components

of A^(r) in p= I state(:asymptotically K= 1/2)

1.0-

a =4: Id 5/2, K=3/2
a = 5: Id 5/2, K=5/2

0.5-

-0.5-

a=4
J*=l3/2+

a=5
5/2+

=̂13/2"
9/2"|a=5
5/2"

Fig. 25



Coupling Interaction AT™ between RMO States
12C +13C

-Af[2Ur)

r(fm)

Fig. 26



Diagonal Coupling Interaction of RMO States(2C+l3C)

eak coupling 0
effects of s 1/2

state
3

r(fm)

7/2-

10
0

5 r (fm)

Fig. 27



Coupling Interactions of Nuclear U™ (r) [a,0] and RMO States A Tm™ (r) (pq): (12C+13C)
: Jn=l/2+ , 5/2\ 9/2+

[2,3]

hybridization and orientation

/

r i
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1
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[3,4]
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L-Z transition
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orientation

Fig. 28



S-matrix elements for the transtion between states of p=land2

12C+i3C

0.1 ~

W=-3-0.03E,m

potential barrier of ch.2

1 0 Ecm(MeV)
\ 1—i H- -180°

(b)

Fig. 29
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Coupling Interactions between RMO States (*2C+I3C)

",} (r) J i r=7/2~
| pq = (p.4)

p q = ( l , 2 ) 1

0-

0-

-4H

\ A (3,4)
W J V3.5)

rf pseudo crossing point
1 and L-Z transition

/ \ (4,5)
~i i i i | i i i

10 r(fm)

Fig. 30



J - independent shapes f^[r),
J = L± 1/2

n=-.L=4

r(fm)

J=9/2
7/2

(a)

Fig. 31a. b



> J-independent shapes f^ (r),l2C+'3C

r(fm)
J7r=l/2 +

5/2+

9/2+
l3/2+

(c)

Fig. 31c



Effective (LS) Potential (T)2 •dJ
p

ir(r)/2^r2)
I2C+BC

MeV

Fig- 32



C(13C, l3Cy2C-Polarization

ECM=
12.8 Me*/

Fig. 33



20-

0

-10-

Diagonalization without 2sl/2 State. Jir= 9 / 2 +

(I2C+I3C)

adiabatic potentials fD,ir)

(sl/2-ch)

full coupling
without sl/2c.c. 0

crossing points

(a)

Interactions

(b)

Fig. 34



. 13,Density profiles for the neutron in C

along the molecular axis (m.a.)
// the line x

OJ

p 1/2

s 1/2

d5/2

d 5/2 in J*"=9/2+ and 11/2"

raa.(fm)

Fig. 35



Transition S-matrix elements for <JW = 9 /2 "

( l 2 O l 3 O l 2 O l 3 C * )

CRC
— ADB

DWBA

-270'

Fig. 36



l3C( l2C. l2C) l3C*(l/2+)

10 - mb

0.1

0.6

total

ir=-

10

Fig. 37



I3C(I2C.I2C) I3C*(3.086 MeV, l/2+)

. . . =8.84MeV -
ooo =7.8 MeV -

i , , I , , i , ,

ECM=
9.88 MeV
8.84

9.88 MeV

8.84



l2c+
l3c l 2 o l 3 c *

10
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_-l
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id3

S1/2 3.09 MeV

id3

d 5 / 2 3.85 MeV
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12C+13C

neutron density distributions (K= 1/2, gerade)

the MO base functions

the MO with p-d hybridization

covalent

0
1 V —i r

anti-covalent

0 6

•—centers of 12C'sJ

R(fm)

Fig. 41



RMO States for 12C+13C

_AJ
a"p(r): pl/2 d5/2 (K- l /2 ) , d5/2 (3/2), d5/2 (5/2)

Jn=5/24

covalent (anti-covalent)

-1-1

P' =

10 r (fm)

—^—»

(a)

(# anti-covalent)

(b)

Fig. 42
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12C+13C,Jn=5/2+

P=l Mixing coefficients
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no-orientation
of d5/2 orbital

full coupl.
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Mixing Coefficients, 12C+13C

p = l ; j n = 5 / 2 +

——— full coup!.
without all transfers in d5/2 ch.

without direct transitions in d5/2 ch.

lOfm

(b)

calculation
without sl/2 ch.

r (fm)

Fig. 43b



1 _ _

12C+13C,Jn=5/2+

calculation without sl/2ch.

p '=l Mixing Coefficients

—without TI between p-d chs.
— n DI "
—full coupl. //

Fig. 44
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Neutron Density Profiles, 12C+13C

3/2+

• 6.84fm—<

centres of 12C's

r(fm)

Fig. 47



r=3.3fm
4.2
5.1
6.0
6.9
7.8
8.7
9.6

10.5
11.4
12.3
14.1
15.9
p(nlj) 2(2s1/2) 3(1d5/2) 4(1d5/2) 5(1d5/2)

12C+n+12C at j ' = 9 / 2 + rmin=3.3fm rmax=15.9fm

Fig. 48a



2(281/2) 3(1d5/2) 4(1d5/2)
12C+n+12C at J T =9/2" rmin=3.3fm

rmux=15.9fm

5(1d5/2)

Fig. 48b



Level schemes of nuclear orbitals

p+36S -n+40Ca

8.40MeV

n+ l zC
ld5/2
2sl/2

•3.854 T
-3.086 I

n+16O

4.947MeV

lpl/2
13C

4.143
2sl/2
ld5/2
17O

0.871

8.36MeV
lf5/2

2p3/2

lf7/2

-2sl/2

4.8

3.1

1.726

ld3/2
37C1

2pl/2

2p3/2

lf7/2
""Ca

8.0

5.6

3.94

1.94MeV
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Inelastic Scattering

0
Fig. 51
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l6o+ l7o = l7/2

d5/2(—K=l/2,-—3/2i—5/2),

_ 1.0

sl/2 K=l/2
4

10 fm
(a) Mixing Coefficients

r=6.48fm
z(fm)

'0
(b) Density Profile of RMO (p

Fig. 53



3 7C1+3 6S CM = 50MeV

40 80 120 160

40° 80° 120° 160'

CRC 1-Step



41Ca (40Ca, 40Ca)41Ca* E c m=70MeV 1-step

41Ca(gr.7/2-)

90°

10'

41Ca(8.OMeV, 9/2+)

180° 0

Fig. 55



41Ca (40Ca,40Ca)41Ca*(3/2-) ECM = 70MeV

I

£2-
c

13 85 97 T
2 2 2 J

n CRC
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Adiabatic Potentials

40Ca+41Ca

p=l~15

15(fm)

(a) (b)

Fig. 57



5S+37CI ; v T = 5 7 / 2 + p =

Centers ofc

-r=9.54 f m

6 !O
(a) Density Profile along Z-axis

Z(fm)
i —i

— 3/2
— 5/2
- - - 7/2

0
0 r(fm)

(b) Mixing Coefficients
Fig. 58



40Ca+
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Fig.59


